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Ahstract

The objectives of the study are threefold. First to develop an analytical framework

that attempts to capture the salient structural features of the Ghanaian economy;

second to lse the framework to evaluate the impact of changes in macroeconomic and

tracle variables on the Ghanaian economy; ancl third to use the results of the analysis

to investigate the factors that contributed to the initial success of the Economic

Recovery Program (ERP) in Ghana ancl those that inhibited the sustenance of the

initial positive gains in the late 1980's and the early 1990's'

A structural macroeconometric simulation model that integrates four sub-models,

namely, expencliture sector sub-moclel, fiscal sector sub-model, monetary sector sub-

model, ancl output, price and wages sector sub-model, is used in the analysis. Twelve

behavio¡ral equations ancl fbrty-seven clefinitional equations and/or identities make

¡p the firl1 structural model. The model is estimated using a two-stage least squa'r..es

(2SLS) estimation technique with 6 principal components which cumulatively account

f'or g7 percent of the variation in the predetermined variables used as instruments in

the first stage of the 2SLS technique. Autocorrelation is avoided through correct

specifications of the behavioural equations. The data for the estimation covers the

period fì'om 1970 to 1990.

Using the parameter estimates, two sets of within sample simulations are per--

formed with the complete moclel (including the identities). In the first set, the

sim¡lation is carriecl out with the observed data without any changes. Graphical

illustrations of the observecl ancl simulated values of endogenous variables over time

ancl three qlantitative measures, the root mean squar-e erlol, the root mean square

percent error, ancl the Theil inclex, are used to validate the model's ability in tracking

historical movements of enclogenous variables. In the seconcl set, various simulation

experiments are carriecl out by changing macroeconomic and trade variables in the



model, and evaluating the impact of the changes on the Ghanaian economy.

The main finding regarding the structure of the Ghanaian economy is that the

Ghanaian economy has characteristics that are typical of less developecl countries, ancl

they seem to support the structuralist view of LDC econornies. Specifically, the results

indicate the high import dependence of the Ghanaian econom.y; the importance of

foreign exchange to the economy; that the public sector has a role to play in promoting

growth; that Ghanaian export sector is highly vulneral¡le to the fallacy of composition;

that the financial system in Ghana is relatively underdeveloped and renders monetary

policies ineffective; that high rates of inflation are mainly due to structural more

than monetary factors; and that output in Ghana is very much depenclent on foreign

exchange, imports and some exogenous variables like weather.

The simulation experiments clearly indicate that the positive impact of the mas-

sive foreign capital inflow during the early stages of the ERP negated the recessionary

impact of fiscal restraint and tight monetary policies, and resulted in the high eco-

nomic growth. Upward pressure on inflation persistecl mainly because of structural

factors. Consistently, the analysis indicate that reduced foreign capital infl.ow and

declining export price impactecl on the economy ancl resulted in the problems with

the ERP in the late 1980's and the early 1990's.

The implication of these results f'or other LDCs, and most irnportantly, the INIF

and the lVorld Bank, is that solving economic problems in LDCs require more than

tight monetary policy and fiscal restraint. External financial assistance is crucial

fbr most LDCs to correct their stmctural deficiencies and be al¡le to alleviate their

economic crisis, and adjust to external shocks.
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3-.3- ãntroductioet

The Ghanaian economy which had exhibited steady progless until the late 1960s,

started showing signs of decline cluring the early 1970s. The mounting economic

problems peaked in the early 1980s which forced the Government of Ghana to launch

an Economic Recovery Program (ERP) with financial assistance from the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank f'or Reconstruction and

Development (IBRD or lVorld Bank).

The introductory chapter looks at the nature of the economic crisis in Ghana, the

causes ancl impacts, ancl the need for launching the ERP. The chapter also looks at a

brief overview of the various measnles laid down as conclitions for the receipt of the

financial assistance which were translated into specific policy measures in the ERP. A

general evaluation of the overall results of the ERP in Ghana is given recognizing the

major areas of concern, and the need to acldress these concerns. Lastly, the chapter

addresses the importance of an open-economy macroeconometric simulation model

which adequately captures the structural characteristics of the Ghanaian economy.



L"2 T'he Ðcoa'¡o¡:måc Cnisås ås-å Gharua

When on Nlarch 6, 1957, Ghana became the first independent nation in sub-Saharan

Afì'ica, the country had about the highest per capita income in sub-Saharan Afì'ica,

had a skilled manpower, and enjoyed a rich endowment of natural resources. The

1970s however saw a steady deterioration of the Ghanaian economy. Ihe deterioration

developed into an economic crisis in the early 1980s.

The economic crisis in Ghana was multidimensional in nature. The economy saw

a continuous decline in Real Gross Domestic Product (RGDP), acute shortages of

food and foreign exchange, very high rates of inflation, a grossly imbalanced govern-

rnent budget, a marked deterioration in the infrastructure including roads, railways,

electricity and telecommunications, and a reduction in the capacity utilization of in-

dustrial plants. For example, between 1970 and 1983, RGDP fell by 11 percent, and

real per capita GDP by 38 percent. Also between 1980 and 1983, merchandise exports

fèll by 60 percent (See Table 1.1).

The decline in merchandise exports was due to lower outputs of virtually all the

major tradable commodities, namely, cocoâ, which contributed about 70 percent

of the country's total value of exports in the mid-7Os; minerals, which contributed

about 12 percent; ancl f'orestry products, which contributed about 9 percent. Cocoa

production fell by about 62 percent between 1970 and 1983, gold production by about

57 percent, bauxite by 79 percent, diamonds by 86 percent, and manganese by 49

percent. Production of logs and sawn timber also declinecl by 64 percent ancl 47

percent respectively (See Talile 1.1).

The declining level of exports, and the lack of external firrance constrained im-

port demand, resulting in a steady clecline in merchandise imports. The decline in

merchandise imports led to positive trade balances between 1970 and 1983 excep-

t for 1971, 1974, 1981, and 1983. However, current account deficits were recorded



TABLE l"l: TREND OF SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS (L970-1983)

797 0 1-97 5 1980 1-981 r9B2 l_983
National Product

Real GDP in millions
of L975 cedis 5349 5283 5536 5344 4974 4747

Index of Real GDP
(i_97s:i_00) 10r- 100 1os 101 94 90

Population in mil-lions 8.5 9.8 11.1 1,L4 1-1-.7 12.2
Real GDP per capit.a

(L975 cedis ) 629 539 499 469 425 389
Index of Real cDP per
capita (1975:l-00) 1,1,7 100 93 87 79 72

Balance of Payments

Merchandise Exports in
millions of dollars 481 728 L1,04 7 71" 64]- 439

Merchandise fmports in
millions of dollars 449 651 972 1"021- 631- 539

Trade Balance in
millions of dollars 32 77 1-32 -310 l-0 -l-00

Current Account Balance in
millions of dollars -79 -51 -55 -508 -158 -230

fndex of Trade

Quantity of Exports
( 1968:100 ) 87 56 40 47 46 33

Quantity of fmports
(1968:100 ) 1,07 62 40 45 26 18

Output of Maior Commodities

Cocoa ('000 tons ) 473 394 258 225 l-80 157
Gol-d ('000 kgs) 79.9 16.5 11.0 l-0.6 l-0.3 8.6
Diamonds ( '000 carats ) 2550 2336 7749 836 684 347
Bauxite ('000 tons ¡ 337 325 225 181 64 70
Manganese ('000 tons ) 372 41-5 250 223 160 190
Logs (m. cubic meters) 1.6 l-.3 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.6
Sawn Timber ('000 cu.met) 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Sources : Central- Bureau of Statistics/Statistical Services:
Quarterl-y Digest of Statistics, Economic Survey.

Bank of Ghana: Annual Reports, Quarterly Economic
Bulletin.

Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board/Cocoa Board,
Ministry of Finance and Economíc Planninq.

Own Calcul-ations.



TABLE L"2z TREND OF SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS

L970 r975 1980 l-981
Staple Food Producti-on

482 343
49 7!

23BB 2398
909 709

1644 1246

496 B1_5

378 997

10 B 441,

486 1438

10 -623

Rates

382 378
78 97

2322 2063
650 591
734 829

327 9 4855

6329 8603

1390 927

771-9 9530

-4440 -4675

l-B 9 B 151_6

401. 869

s0.1 1,77

1_B.s 18.5

-31.6 -98.5

(L970-1e83 )

1-982 19 B 3

346 1-72
36 40

2470 172r
5BB 866
7 49 342

5253 L024r

8029 13403

Br7 1"354

BB46 r47 57

3693 - 4516

L27 4 1520

7062 2367

22.3 123

18.5 l-9.0

-3. B -l-04

Services:
Survey.

Economic

Maize ( '000 tons )
Rice ('000 tons )

Cassava ( '000 tons )
Yam ( '000 tons )
Plantain ( '000 tons )

Central Gov'L Financincr

Revenue and Grants in
millions of cedis

Recurrent Expenditure in
millions of cedis

Development Expenditure
in millions of cedis
Total Expenditure in

millions of cedis
Budget Deficit in

millions of cedis

Price Indices and Lendinq

Nominal- Cocoa Export
Price (U.S.$ per ton¡

Consumer Price Index
(r97 7:1-00 )

Rate of Inflation in
Percent per annum

Nominal Lending Rate(%)

Real Lending Rate

497 1033

73.6 29.6

9.0 29 .B

10.9 12.5

1. 0 -1_7 .3

Sources : Central Bureau of Statistics/Statistical
Quarterly Digest of Statistics, Economic

Bank of Ghana: Annual Reports, Quarterly
Bulletin.

Ghana Cocoa MarketÍng Board/Cocoa Board, Ministry

of Agriculture, Ministry of Finance and Economic

Planning.

Financial Statistics, IMF; Own Calculations.



throughout the period because of net payments on intangibles (See Table 1.1).

Production of all major staple f'oods also fell between 1970 and 1983. Production

of maize fèll by about 64 percent, rice by 18 percent, cassava by 30 percent, plantain

by 79 percent and yams by about 5 percent (See Table 1.2).

Low foocl production, coupled with the constrained imports, and a high population

growth, resulted in high inflationary pressures in the economy. The annual rate of

inflation increased steadily from 1970 to a peak of,723 percent in 1983 (See Table

1.2). This led to a declining level of real income, and hence, real consumption fell

drastically. Domestic savings and investment also collapsecl. A reduced government

revenue, especially due to a low cocoa duty, resulted in sevele imbalances in the

government's revenne and expenditures, and consequently in huge fiscal deficits from

1971 to 1983 (See Table i.2).

3-.& T'he Causes of th¡e Ðcor¡or¡eic Cnisis

The major causes of the economic crises were shortages of f'ood and f'oreign exchange.

Growth in food production could not keep pace with the population growth and

resulted in food shortages. The food problem reached a catastrophic ievel in the

early 1980's as a result of a severe drought.

Domestic ancl external factors contributed to the shortage of foreign exchange.

The major external factor was a persistent deterioration in the terms of trade after

1970 (See Table 1.3).

By 1983, Ghana had suffered a 52 percent decline in her terms of trade relative

to 1968, due to oil price increases, and a declining world cocoa price. A deterioration

of this magnitucle would inevitably lead to severe economic problems, and with no

compensatory mechanism in the international cornmoclity market to offset the impact



TABLE 1"3: ECONOMIC FACTORS EXPLAINING CAUSES OF THE CRISIS

r970 L975 l-980 1981 7982 1983
Ind.ex of Trad.e

Index of Value of Exports
( 1968:100 ) L29 298 652 421- 320 2074

Index of Value of Imports
(1968:1-00) L23 3L2 686 682 663 4L97

Terms of Trade ( 1986:l-00 ) 105 96 95 62 48 48
Official Exchange Rate in
Cedis per US$1.00 1-02 1.15 2.75 2.75 2.75 20.0

Cocoa Industry

Average f.o.b. Export
Price of Cocoa in

Cedis per ton 643 L526 6300 5000 30558 60000
Producer Price of
Cocoa in Cedis per ton 293 585 40000 1-2000 12000 20000
fndex of Real Producer
Price of Cocoa ('63:100) 7L 65 32 45 37 28
Cocoa Export Duty in

Cedis per ton 27I 544 253 0.0 7446 22701
Producer Price as a

% of f.o.b. price 46 38 63 240 39 33
Export Duty as a

% of f.o.b. price 42 36 0.04 0.0 24 39
Cocoa Duty as a % of

Gov't Revenue 35 22 0.7 0.0 - 27

Monetary Sector

Broad Money Supply (M2 )
ín millions of Cedis 427 l-386 7920 L2029 75072 20945
Gov't Borrowings from
Central Bank in millions

of Cedis - 605 3226 1-672 434 2572
Gov't Borrowings as a

% of Money Supply - 43 40 1-4 3 12

Sources: Central Bureau of Statistics/Statistical Services:
Quarterly Digest of Statist.ics, Economic Survey.

Bank of Ghana: Annual Reports, Quarterly Economic
Bulletin.

Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board/Cocoa Board, Ministry
of Finance and Economic Planning.

Own calculat.ions.



of such e,xternal shocks, domestic governments would have to adjust their policies

to counteract these shocks. Successive Governments of Ghana however, fäilecl io

adjust their policies as was evident in the clomestic policies on exchange rate ancl

tlre cocoa industry. For example, between I974 and 1983, despite the deteriorating

state of the economy, and the higher rate of inflation vis-a-vis Ghana's major trading

partners, the official exchange rate was hardly adjusted (See Table 1.3). As a result,

there was a strong appreciation of the real exchange rate and the development of

a highly profitable underground market. Export prodncers who used the official

channels suffered from the highly overvaluecl exchange rate, while importers benefited,

especially if they imported at the official rate ancl sold at the underground market

prices.

Cocoa proclucers wele sever-ely hit by the situation. Despite periodic large increas-

es in the nominal producer price, the real proclucer price continued to fall, and by

1983, was less than a third of the 1970 level (See Table i.3). Many cocoa farmers were

unable to pay the labour cost to maintain and harvest the crop. In many instances,

it was uneconomical to rehabilitate cocoa farms, because they had exceecled their

economically productive life. The exchange rate policy was also responsible for the

large decline in the exports of mineraÌs and forestry products.

Other non-price factors also contributed to the declining cocoa output. Over half

of the cocoa trees were reaching the end of their prodr"rctive lifetime, and swollen shoot

and capsicl recluced output by 10 percent per annum (Lass and Wood, i985). Poor

extension services, lack of access to creclit, acute shortage of sprayers, insecticides ancl

transportation due to fbreign exchange shortages, and poor rainfall in the late 1970s,

all contributed to the decline (lVorld Bank, 1981, p. 15-17).

The clrougìrt in the early 1980s led to a low level of the Al<osombo dam, below

the minimum necessary fbr hydro-electric generation. This interferecl seriously with

industrial production for locai use ancl for exports. Furthermore, the local manufac-



turing industries which clepended on imported inputs suffered from a foreign exchange

squeeze.

The impact of the huge deterioration in the terms of trade, the exchange rate and

prodncer price policies, and the non-price fäctors, was a 60 percent clecline in the value

of merchandise exports between 1980 and 1983 (See Table 1.1), which undermined

the balance of payments and the import capacity of the country. The reduction in the

cocoa duty from 35 percent of government revenue and grants in 1970, to 0.7 percent

of government revenue and grants in 1980, and 0.0 percent in 1981 (See Table 1.3),

destabilized the budget and was partly responsible for the deficits in 1980 and 1981.

Large subsidies on petroleum, kerosene, and fertilizers, also contributed to the deficit

position. The deficits were financecl mainly through borrowings from the domestic

banking system which led to excess liquidity and high rates of inflation (See Table

1.3).

Other government policies also exacerbated the already precarious economic con-

ditions. Attempts were made to control domestic consumer prices as well as a fixed

exchange rate. However, as the shortage of consumer goods mounted due to the

f'oreign exchange squeeze, price controls had the effect of stimulating parallel market

activities (Kanpur et al. 1991 , p.2).

ß,.4, ConsequeÉìces of tk¡e Ðcor¡om¡ic Crisis

The major consequence of the economic crisis was that majority of Ghanaians ex-

perienced a substantial reduction in their living standarcls. In most urban centtes,

real wages and salaries were so low that they were simply impossible to live on. At

the peak of the inflation, the minimum wage was estimated to covel only 2.6 per-

cent of a minimnm socially acceptaì:le household buclget for a family of five, while

8



salaries of middle level civil servants covered just 5.9 percent (Unicef, 1986). Ghana-

ians hacl to supplement wages by taking second and thircl jobs and/or engaging in

petty trading. Most workers also adjusted by proclucing more of their own food and

other requirements where possible. Illicit means of raising money such as theft, cor-

rr.rption and underground econornic activities became very rampant. Despite all these

adjustments, real income and consumption levels of urban workers fell consiclerably

ancl overall poverty increasecl substantially. This induced a large part of Ghana's rel-

atively well educated labor force to emigrate and seek better opportunities elsewhere

(Kanpur et al. 1991 , p.2).

In acldition to the recluction in personal income ancl consumption, reduction in re-

al state expenditure had some adverse effects on the welfare of Ghanaians. Transport

and basic infrastructure fell into disrepair, physical conditions in schools, hospital-

s and health centres deteriorated, and water supply facilities which had improved

considerably in the 1970s, ìregan to deteriorate due to lack of maintenance.

It was against this background of economic ancl social deprivation that the govern-

ment of the Provisional National Defènce Council (PNDC), realizing that the crisis

could not be arrested without massive infusion of foreign exchange into the economy,

turned to tÌre International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the lVorld Bank for assistance.

Typical of any IMF and World Bank financially assisted economic program, a series

of measures were layed down as conditions for the receipt of IMF and World Bank

creclits. These measlrres were eventually embodied in the Ghana Govelnment's Three

Phase Economic Recovery Program (ERP). Phase I from i984 - 1986, Phase II from

1987 - 1988 and Phase III fì'om 1989 - 1990.



L"& T'he Ðffi.P Strategy aa'nd ffi.esLååÉs

The strategy of the ERP was to lay a f'oundation f'or sustained growth, and to solve

the balance of payments problems. The key elements of the strategy were:

ø to realign relative prices to encourage production activities and exports, and

strengthen economic activities;

o to shift away from direct control and intervention towarcls a greater reliance on

market forces;

ø to restore fiscal and monetary discipline;

ø to rehabilitate economic and social infrastructure;

ø to introduce structnral and institutional reforms to improve efficiency and en-

coruage private savings and investment.

The implementation of these policies has led to a major turnaround in Ghana's

overall economic and financial performance since 1983.

The economy has seen growth in real GDP, productivity in the major productive

sectors has improved, inflation has declined, the government has recorded budget

surpluses, the overall balance of payments has switchecl from a deficit position to

a surplus position, external payments arrears have been eliminatecl, and the cred-

itworthiness of Ghana has been restored internationally.l Growth in the Ghanaian

economy, however, slowed down in the early 1990s even though positive gr"owth was

still recorded.

1Ä detailed discussion of the ERP and its evaluation is given in Chapters Four ancl Five.
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3-.6 T'he AmaåytrcaÏ Probåerue

The economic recovery irr Ghana has been realized through a successlul implementa-

tion of stabilization and adjustment programs aclvocated by the World Bank and the

International Monetary Fund (IMF). Ihe specific policy prescriptions made available

to the Ghana Government can be categorizecl into three broad headings.2 These are:

e demand restraint policies using monetary and fiscal instrurnents;

ø exchange rate and other major relative price adjustments;

ø liberalization measures.

The first set of policy measures seeks to improve internal and external balance

by reducing total government expenditure as well as expenditure on importecl good-

s. Such policies restrain domestic spending and release domestic goods f'or export.

By curbing demand, they also reduce demancl pull inflationary presstlre, which may

further strengthen the balance of payments by making local goods more competitive

with imported goocls.

The second and third measures aim at aliowing market forces to determine price

levels and relative prices. The objective is to stimulate production through price

incentives and to switch the composition of output and demand towards exports and

investment, and away from imports and consumption.

Despite a coherent underlying theory of stabilization and acljustment programs,

many sub-Saharan African countries including Zambia, Tanzania ancl Uganda, as well

as many Latin American countries including Argentina, Brazil ancl Peru have had to

abandon the programs or make adjustments to thern because of the contractionary

2Refer to Chapter T'rvo for a more comprehensive review of the theory on stabilization ancl

structural adjustment.
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impact on the economy, the inflationary impact, the regressive impact on wage earn-

ers, the associated high external debt, and the high social cost. The programs have

fällen short of expectations because they fail to integrate into their theoretical analy-

sis the problems arising from structural bottlenecks in the productive sectors. These

structural bottlenecks can be characterisecl by the inelastic supply of food products,

the nature of tradable commodities, lack of foreign exchange, rigidities in the tax and

expenditure structure, the import dependency of intermediate inputs, constraints on

the supply of intermediate inputs, difficulties in raising savings, and the lack of credit.

Furthermore, the effect of the adjustment policies on inflationary expectations is not

incorporated in the theoretical analysis. As a resuit, contradictory results in terms

of economic growth and inflation have been observed by many countries that have

impiemented the programs.s

3."7 thjective

lVhereas many less cleveloped countries have hacl problems with stabilization and

adjustment programs, the Ghana model seemecl to have worked until the early 1990s.

The program recorcled some remarkable gains in the economy until the early 1990s

when it started showing some weaknesses, ancl resulted in a considerable slow down of

economic activity. This makes one curious to investigate the factors that contributed

to the initial success of the Ghana model, and the slow down later. Hence, the stucly

attempts to identify ancl evaluate factors that facilitate and/or irnpede economic

growth cluring stabilization and structural adjustment programs, using the Ghana

moclel as a case study. The investigation is carried out within the context of a

small open-economy macïoeconometric model that attempts to capture the structural

sRefer to Chapter trvo for an evaluation of stabilization and structural adjustment programs, and

a critique of the programs.
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characteristics of the Ghanaian economy adequately. The objectives of the study are

threefolcl. First to develop an analytical framervorl< that attempts to capture the

structural features of the Ghanaian economy; seconcl, to use the lramework to evaluate

the impact of changes in key macroeconomic ancl tracle variables on the Ghanaian

economy; and third to use the results of the analysis to investigate the factors that

contributecl to the initial success of the ERP and those that inhibited the sustenance

of the initial positive gains. The key variables are public sector expenditure, domestic

credit, foreign capital flow, exchange rate, and external terms of trade. Changes in

these variables are either contained in a package of recommendations by the IMF

and the World Bank during a stabilization/acljustment program) or result from the

implementation of policies r-ecommended by the two multilateralfinancial institutions.

X-.8 lWethodology

A multi-sector macroeconometric simulation model that integrates four sub-models

from three sectors ancl one sub-sector of Ghana's economy is used in the analysis.

The first is the expenditure sector sub-moclel which has equations fbr the components

of aggregate demand, namely, consumption) gross domestic investment, government

expenditure ancl the l¡alance of goods and non-financial services. The second is the

monetary sector sub-model which has equations for demand fbr real cash balances,

ancl money supply. The third sub-model has equations for aggregate sr.rpply, wage,s,

ancl prices, and the fburth is a sub-model for the fiscal sub-sector which has equations

for total tax revenue, govelnment current and capital expenditure, and fiscal surplus

or deficit.

The three sectors and the sub-sector are inter-linkecl. The monetary sector is

linked to the expencliture sector through net internal credit and gross domestic in-

vestment; and the balance of goods and non-financial services, international reserves,
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and money supply. The fiscal sub-sector is linked to the expenditure sector through

tax revenues and consumption; and tax revenues and pr-rblic sector expenditures. The

fiscal and monetary sectors are linked through internal credit and fiscal deficit financ-

ing; and through money supply and net capital flows to the public sector. The output,

price, and wages sector is linked to the monetary sector through money sr-rpply and

is therefore linked to the fiscal and expenditure sectors.a

The specifications in the four sectors are solved simultaneously for the structural

coefficients of the equations in the model, and the coefficients used to simulate the

entire model. A sensitivity analysis is then carried out by changing some key macroe-

conomic policy variables and evaluating the impact of different policy options. The

policy options include nominal devaluation, a recluction in fiscal deficit, a reduction

in internal credit, an improvement in external capital inflow, and an external terms

of trade deterioration.

X-.9 Ðata Source

The principal sonrce of data is that published by the Ghana Statistical Services f'or

the period 1970 - 1990. This is however, supplementecl by data in the publication:

"Statistica] Tables on the Economy of Ghana 1950 - 1985" published by Dr. Kwodwo

Ewusi, Directol of the Institute of Statistical Social and Economic Research (ISSER).

Other supplementary seconclary data sorrrces include International Financial Statis-

tics published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Worlcl Tables published

by the lVorld Bank.

'lRefer to Chapter Six for a cletailed clescription of the model including the beh¿r,vioural functions

ancl the linkages.
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3-"3.t tngae'aåsaürova of tlae ã'h¡esas

The thesis is divided into nine chapters. The first chapter gives background informa-

tion on the economic crisis in Ghana, the need for the economic recoveÌy plogram

(ERP), and a brief review of the positive impact of the ERP on Ghana's economy.

It also gives an overview of problems arising from stabilization and structural adjust-

ment programs in many less developed countries, and hence the need to investigate

the factors that contributecl to the initial notable improvements in the Ghanaian e-

conomy, and the slow down later. The objectives of the study, an overview of the

methodology employed, and the data soulces are also mentioned. The second chapter

reviews the literatnre on the IMF/World Bank stabilization and structural adjust-

ment programs. It looks at the theoretical underpinnings of the progr.ams, evalnates

the impact of structural adjustment on developing economies, and considers an alter-

native approach to structural adjustment. The structure of the Ghanaian economy

is discussed in chapter three. The fourth chapter gives a comprehensive review of

Ghana's ERP, and the fifth chapter an evaluation of tlie ERP. The analytical frame-

work and the econometric model are discussed in chapter six. Chapters seven and

eight are devoted to the analysis of the results, and the evaluation of policy options.

The summary and concluding remarks are reserved for the last chapter.
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2"1, åntnodtectioru

This chapter discusses IMF stabilization programs ancl World Bank structual adjust-

ment programs. Since the introduction of the two programs, they have attractecl vast

literature. The IMF, the World Bank, UN-ECA, OECD, UNICEF, research insti-

tutions, academicians, etc. etc. have concluctecl elaborate research exercises on these

programs. It is almost impossible to review the rvhole literature on stabilization and

structural adjustment. The literature review in this chapter is quite selective and fo-

cuses on the concepts and performance of the two programs as they relate to Ghana's

Economic Recovery Programs (ERP).
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The chapter looks at the rationale, the concepts, and objectives of the IMF and

lVorid Bank programs; it discusses the conditionality of the programs) the policies

involvecl, ancl the critiques; it assesses the perf'ormance of the programs, and looks at

possible alternatives to the programs.

2"2 tb.jectåves of glMF Stabi}åøattout Pnognarms

An IMF stabilization program consists of a comprehensive set of economic meastlles

sr-rpposeclly designed to achieve broad macroeconomic goals. Among these ar..e an

improvement in the balance of payments, a bettel utilization of productive potential,

and an increase in medium and long-term economic growth.

An acloption of a stabilization program is motivated by the presence of an imbal-

ance between aggregate demand and aggregate supply, i. e. internal imbalance, which

may create inflationary pressures, or require a high level of external borrowing and

consequently a large external deficit, i. e. external imbalance.

Since the global economic crisis of the 1980s, the IMF has provided a financialiy

assisted adjustment program for the member countries facecl with internal and exter-

nal irnbaiances, with the objective of fostering economic growth and improving their

balance of payments position. Scores of less developecl countries which have adopted

the IMF progïam have had to abandon or adjust their programs because of problems

with them. To appreciate the dilemma facing many less developed countries, a clear

understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of the proglam, the conditionality,

and the policy measules involvecl, is imperative.
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2.& A Ge¡nenal h/$acnoecomorrååc Frarslework fon Sta-

hiliøat ior¿ P nogra.rns

2"3.1- Facilities and Conditionality

The IMF advances creclit to member countries through various types of facilities for

balance of payments support, and to facilitate an adjustment process. The oldest

and the most important facility of the IMF is drawings in the reserve and credit

tranches. Member countries are allowed to draw up to 125 percent of their quota in

five tranches of 25 percent each (Loxley, 1986, p. 96). The first 25 percent, called the

r*eserve tranche, does not attract any interest payment and members are not required

to repay because they draw against the portion of their quota subscriptions. The

other four tranches are interest bearing, usually 6.5 percent, and are payable within

three to five years (Hogendorn, 1992, pp 22L- 223).

Furthermore, in response to the debt crisis of the 1980s, and the declining world

commodity prices, the IMI- initiated several special facilities, that allowed loans of

longer dnration at low interest rates (Hogendorn, 1992, p. 22I). Examples of these

are the Extended Fund Facility (EFF), the Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF),

the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF), and the Compensatory and

Contingency Financing Facility (CCFF).

Conditionality is however exercised when drawing from the upper credit tranche

and the special facilities. It is through the conclitionality that the IMF exerts a

pervasive influence in shaping the economies of the less developed countries using

the stabilization program. The term "conditionaltiy" refers to the policy measures a

member country is required to take for borrowing from the Fund. The conditionality

is imposed for two main reasons. First to maintain the revolving natur-e of Fund

resoutces? and most importantl¡ as a regulatory device for member countries to solve
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their balance of payments problems ancl other problems by pursuing policies that are

consistent rvith the IMF (Loxley, ig86).

The IMF conditionality is based on the premise that membets' external imbal-

ances are the lesult of excessive demand pressure on resources and market regulations

which are the result of excessive money creation through credit and government inter-

ventions. The Fund's position is that the imbalance can only be mitigated by clemancl

restraint policies, policies that would remove quantitative restrictions, and policies to

change relative prices such as devaluing the exchange rate to appropriate levels.

Member countlies negotiate a stabilization program with the IMF. The results of

the negotiations are then embodied in a letter of intent which would normally contain

three undertakings by the member. These are preconditions, performance criteria,

and other conditions. Unless the preconditions (the most common of which is a

devaiuation) are met, the program ancl the assistance would not be put in place. Once

the program is in effect, perf'ormance criteria would have to be met for IMF credits

to continue. The performance criteria include qualitative criteria like removing all

restrictions on trade or payments or transfers, and not introducing multiple currency

practices; and quantitative criteria include ceilings on domestic credit, public sector

credit and sometimes a minimum level of foreign exchange resources (Loxley, 1986).

The stabilization program is usually formulated with the assistance of Fund staff.

For the earlier yeals, such programs relied on the primary instruments of demand

management policies, i. e. monetary and fiscal policies, to influence macloeconomic

performance (IMF, 1987a). Since the 1980s, the conceptual framework and structure

of such programs has evolved and expancled. Modifications have been made to in-

clucle a wide range of medium and long-term policy packages aimed at an improved

utilization of resources, ancl an increase in the procluctive capacity. Nevertheless, the

primary fbcus of the programs still remains the use of demand management to correct

balance of payments problems.
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2"3"2 The Theonetåcal Fbar¡'reworlc

The demand management policies are based on the absorption relationship in na-

tional income accounting where the value of domestic production (Y), is the sum of

private consumption (C), domestic investment (I), government expenditr-rre (G), and

the balance of goods and services, i. e. exports minus imports (X - M):

Using a narrower concept of current account (CA) that excludes net private and

official transfers, current account is the balance of trade in goods and services:

c A: (x _ IvI) (2.2)

Hence, from (1):

Y:C +1+ G+C,4 (2.3)

The sum of private consumption, domestic investment, and government expencli-

ture is called absorption (A). Therefbre:

Y:A+CA

Y:C+/+G+(X-M)

C¡l:Y - ¡l
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If income (Y) exceeds absorptio" (A), current account shows a surplus, otherrvise,

it shows a deficit. A current account cleficit has to be financecl using foreign l:eserves

which leacls to a running down of net foreign assets. This is illustrated by a balance

of payments identity as f'ollows:

(2.6)A-R:CA+AFI

A,R is the change in net foreign assets of the banking system including the inter-

national reserves of the monetary authorities; and All is the change in net foreign

indebtedness of nonbank residents. Substituting for CA, we have:

A -R: Y - A+ AFI (2.7)

The above shows that if an excess of absorption is not financecl by fbreign bor-

rowings it leads to a running down of net foreign assets. The stock of foreign assets

is however limitecl, therefore there is a limit to which absorption can be financed by

net foreign assets.

From equation 2.5, a desired reduction in a current account deficit can be achieved

by some combination of increased output (Y) and reduced absorption (A). There

might be induced secondary impacts of increased output ancl income on absorption

but these are always less than the initial change that induced them. It is generally

easier to reduce absorption than to increase production. For this reason, policies
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affecting absorption are ofTen the first to be introduced when a rapid decline in

current account deficit is necessary. The policies that affect absorption influence

domestic clemand and are called demand management policies.

2.3.3 Standard Folicies for a Stabilizatíon Fnograrn

Given the theoretical framework for stabilization programs, the Fund focuses on a

limited number of macroeconomic variables that emphasize, but are not restricted to

demand management policies. The demand management policies are related to the

monetary approach to the balance of payments and also form a foundation for other

related policies such as those of the supply side and those that implove international

competitiveness.

Demand management policies aim at correcting an internal imbalance, which is of-

ten traced to widespread government intervention and inappropriate domestic policies

that expand aggregate demand too rapidly relative to the growth of the productive

capacity of the economy. The Fiscal deficit is often identified as the source of exces-

sive domestic clemand ancl theref'oïe an internal imbalance. Hence, the first choice of

instruments aim at reducing public sector outlays and increasing revenue. Second,

private consumption is reduced by raising taxes, removing subsidies, ancl liberalizing

prices. Thircl, clomestic demand is reducecl through a reduction in the credit level to

the private sector, which is the monetary aggregate unclerlying domestic clemand and

balance of payrnents (IMF, 1987a).

In general it is difficult to achieve internal and external balance simultaneously.

Demancl management policies normally restore internal balance and alleviate but not

eliminate external imbalance. Under such circumstances, further restraint of domestic

clemand to achieve external balance woulcl result in the unclerutilization of productive

r-esoulces. Ilence the IMF' goes further to nse expenditure-switching policies ciesigned



to change relative prices of foreign and domestic goods (IMF, 1987a). An example of

such policy is a devaluation of the exchange rate. This entails a rise in incentives to

produce goods for export or goods competing with imports, and a fãll in incentives to

procluce goods that are not potentially traded. Other expenditure-switching policies

include price liberalization, and the removal of price controls and quantitative trade

restrictions. These policies aim at correcting price distortions that favour foreign over

domestic goods.

In summary,the Fund's package for demand management policies often includes

the following;

ø placing limits on the money supply and credit to restrain excessive demand;

ø devaluation of overvalued exchange rates;

e increasing interest rates to real positive levels;

ø reducing government capital and recurrent expenditures;

ø increasing pubiic good prices (i. e. reducing subsidies on social programs and

services, removing price controls,, and liberalizing prices to market levels);

ø freezing wages;

ø liberalizing tracle, payments, and foreign exchange.

Since the global economic crisis of the early 1980s, there have been increasing

cases of member countries of the IMF encountering disequilibrinm in their Ìralance of

payments that coulcl not be eliminated in the short run using demand management

policies. After criticisms from LDC Governments, sympathizers, academicians, etc.

etc. on the need to shift emphasis fì'om reducing absorption to increasing output,

the Fund's program has been modified to inclucle medium to long term strategies to
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increase econornic growth and at the same time keep domestic demand and balance

of payments under strict control ( IMF, 1987a, p. 1). The strategy involves supply

side policies designed to increase the domestic productive sector and ensure a better

utilization of potential capacity.

The INIF also aclvocates supply side policies aimed al increasing the level of clo-

mestic output. These policies can be categorized into two broad headings. First

are policies to improve the efficiency with which labour, capital, and other scarce

resources are allocated among competing ends. This category includes measures to

reduce price distortions, i. e. "getting prices right", such as price liberalization, trade,

exchange rate, and interest rate liberalization, raising agricultural producer plices

especially for tradables, and allocating credit through competitive rather than bu-

reaucratic processes. Second are policies to increase the rate of growth of prodr-rctive

capacity. This includes policies to increase domestic savings and investment such as

maintaining realistically high interest rates, re-allocating fiscal expenditure towards

those with strongest benefits for growth and development, and directing new resources

to investments with highest rates of return. These policies are intended to increase

economic growth over the medium and long term (IMF, 1987a).

2.3.4 Eclecticism of'the IMF Approach

The approach by the INIF is quite eclectic in that the best of competing theories are

used without losing the consistency in the strong monetarist bias. lVhereas the Fund

talks about supply factors and structural adjustment (i. e. long term policy issues),

the principal performance criteria contimre to be short-term demand oriented ancl

very strongly monetarist in character. The issue of eclecticism is elaborated on in the

case of devaluation and liberalization of prices, foreign exchange and trade.
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Ðevaluation

The IIVIF asserts that an over-valued exchange rate causes an increased demand for

foreign exchange which would leacl to external imbalance, rationing of foreign ex-

change (inefficient allocation of foreign exchange), increasing cost of bureaucracy and

corruption, capitaÌ flight, an underground market in foreign exchange, and a trade

regime biased against tradables. Advocates of clevaluation argue that it would in-

crease prices of tradable and non-tradable goods and services, thus reducing the real

value of money balances ancl consumption. In this respect, the outcome is simi-

lar to that of the monetary approach. Also, if prices of tradables rise more than

proportionately to those of non-tradables, as one wouid expect from a devaluation,

resources would move into tradable production. This would cause an increase in

quantity and value of exports. Thus a devaluation can improve the balance of pay-

ments by affecting both demand and supply sides through a reduction in real balances

and hence absorption, and by reallocating resources through relative price changes.

Together, these would serve to increase exports and reduce import demand. Other

arguments for devaluation include a greater opportunity for export profits given im-

proved competitiveness fi'om devaluation, and thus attracting f'oreign investors and

efficient reallocation of resources.

T,iberalization of Frices, Foreign Exchange and Tbade

The IMF advocates a deregulation of the economy by removing price, interest rate,

trade and exchange controls, and subsidies. The rationale f'or this is that government

intervention is a major source of inefficiency, especially in the allocation of resources.

The Funcl contends that the market is a superior mechanism for allocation of re-

sonlces, given the adverse effects of regulation. The IMF therefore emphasizes the

importance of "getting prices right", as a necessary condition t'or efficient allocation
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of resources through the market process, rvhich woulcl bring about balanced growth

and economic stability. However, price liberalization is advocated because it rvould

not only eliminate price distortions caused by imperfect markets) government regula-

tions, taxes, subsidies, and other quantitative restrictions but also because it would

reduce absorption and hence improve internal and external balance.

It is argued that trade liberalization is advocated to promote exports and growth

by correcting the shortcomings of import substitution or inwarcl oriented strategies

of development. These shortcomings include:

the development of the manufacturing sector to the neglect of the other sectors;

higher domestic cost of production resulting from inefficient plant size;

ø increased unemployment because of the capital intensive nature of the strategy;

ø small foreign exchange savings because of increased capital goods importation;

distortions and welfare losses resulting from higher prices of manufactures goods

and lower relative prices for agricultural output;

increased budget deficits resulting from decreasecl revenue.

Belassa (1982), and Krr.eger (1981), argue that liberalization would carlse le-

sources to shift fì'om import competing activities to export activities. Production

would occur according to comparative advantage where there would be an increase in

both traclitional and non-traditional exports, and increasing returns to scale. Krlteger

(1981), argues that liberalization of trade ancl payments provides the potential for LD-

Cs to raise their long-term annual growth rate and that import substitution strategies

are inefficient because of misaliocation of resonrces. lVith trade liberalization, there

would be expenditure switching from import substitution ancl increased investment

in favour of the export sector.



Foreign exchange liberalization is advocated to eliminate clistortions of foreign ex-

change controls, which result in misallocation of resources of import transactions ancl

restrictions, rationing rvhich leads to favouritism and corruption, and an establish-

ment of an underground market where something similar (or greater than) the free

market price normally emerges. Krueger (1974), ancl Nowak (1984), argue that the

consequence of the underground market is oflen devastating to the economy. Sheikh

(1974), aì.so argues that the promotion and production of tradables decreases the

presence of smuggling.

2.4 Cnitiqf,re @f gVfF Conditionanity

There have been numerorrs concerns raised regarding the nature and folm of IMF

conditionality, and the appropriateness of the Fund programs. The Fund is often

accused of applying simple monetary analysis to problems faced by the members.

The Fund gives credence to this by always imposing credit restraint ceilings in its

conditionality, by being quite explicit that the monetarist approach to the balance of

payments underlies the guidelines it imposes, and by the use of liberaiization mea-

sures and market pricing which is in line with the monetarist philosophy. We have

seen, however, that the Funcl's approach, while firmly basecl on monetarism, is really

eclectic.

A second concern is that the Fund ignores the clifferent origins of balance of

payments cleficits and seeks to cure all of them using demand restraint. It is arguecl

that where deficits are the result of global crisis, it is costly to deal with them r-rsing

demand restraint. Rather, it woulcl be appropriate to provide unconclitional financing

for general import price increases. The Fund's position is tirat demand lestraint is

indispensable in acljustment, and it does not matter what the source of the balance

of payments imbalance is (Loxley, 1986).
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A third concern is the preference for large, sudden acljustments in exchange rates,

interest rates, sr.rbsidies, and prices. This shock treatment in many cases involves high

initial costs in terms of growth, and employment. The costs have been documented

in a number of specific country cases (See Foxley, 1981), and have given rise to riots

in recent years in countries such as Zambia and Peru.

Fourth is the concern that the establishment of performance criteria in Fund

conditionality and the withdrawal of IMF funding for failure to meet these criteria is

very rigid and irritates borrowers. It is argued that the assumptions underlying the

criteria should be well specified so that if the assumptions are not met f'or reasons

beyond the control of the borrower,, then the criteria could be amended. The Fund's

response is that performance criteria give unambiguous indications, and that they

cover variables that are monitored by the government (Loxley, 1986).

Fifth is the concern that the Fund programs do not address how the burden of

adjustment would be distributed among different social groups. There is no attempt

to guarantee employment levels, and no attempt for the preservation or extension

of basic needs provisions. Some argue that the Fund programs have a bias toward

shifting income fì'om workers to property owners. There is some evidence that IMF

programs canse sharp fälls in real wages (See Foxley, 1981), because of the imposition

of ceilings on money wages, in the face of general inflation, the removal of subsiclies or

price controls on basic consumption items, the raising of taxes or fees ancl reduction

of government services, and an increase in unemployment due to demand restraint

policies (Foxley, 1981). These policies, it coulcl be arguecl, fit into the profit restoration

approach to economic recovery which is also in line wiih the monetarist philosopy.

The Fund takes the position that it has no mandate to interfere in matters of income

distribution or basic needs provision.

Last is the concern that the IMF conclitionality is pushing members to integrate

into the worlcl economy through trade liberalization ancl liberalization of payments.
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On the tracle side, the emphasis is on export promotion and equalization of clomestic

prices rvith world prices. On a larger scale, this helps restore the global rate of profit

by reclucing the real wages to workers in developing countries. On the payments sicle,

IMF policies serve to enhance the internationalization of capital in the f'orm of bank

debt and direct investment. Hence the Fund encourages LDCs to remove obstacles

to such flows and to place greater emphasis on policies designed to attract foreign

direct investment. Fund conclitionality might therefore be considered inconsistent

with development strategies that emphasize national economic integration.

In addition to these criticisms, the IMF conditionality and the associated stabiliza-

tion program has been criticized on both theoretical and empirical grounds. However,

this critique is also appropriate f'or the lVorld Bank structnral adjustment programs

and will be discussed after looking at those programs.

2"5 World Ear¡}<'s Stnuctural ,A,djustrnent Froga.rre

The World Bank initiated its structural adjustment lending in 1980 with the ob-

jective of assisting developing countries experiencing balance of payments problems.

Structural adjustment lending was to provide a quich-disbursing balance of payments

financing alongside the traditional project lending. Originally it was expected that

Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs) to a country would continue for three to five

years (World Bank, i988b, p. 1). However, adjustment lending has intensified be-

cause of the deteriorating terms of trade position of most cleveloping countries, the

clebt crisis, and world wide recessions. These events have worsened the balance of

payments problem in developing countries. Moreover, the scope of adjustment lencl-

ing has widened with the introduction of Sectoral Adjustment Loans (SECALs). By

1988, the share of SALs and SECALs in the Bank's iending rvas about 25 percent

(lVorld Bank, 1988b, p. 1).
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The lVorld Bank has two alter-native approaches to deaÌing with the balance of

payments problem. If a payments imbalance is the consequence of an external shock

which does not require a re-alignment of macroeconomic policies, the shock is nor-

mally short lived, ancl could be covered by short-term borrowing. Under this circum-

stance, the lVorld Bank employs investment lending rather than adjustment lending

(Jasperson and Shariff, 1990, p. 1). If on the other hand, the balance of payments

problem is the conseqr.lence of internal imbalance stemming frorn mismanagement of

domestic macroeconomic policies, then there is the need to correct such policies. Un-

der such circumstances, adjustment lending is employed (Jasperson and Shariff, 1990,

p. 1).

During the early 1980s, many of the countries that were candidates for the lVorld

Bank's SALs \Mere pnrsuing expansionary demand policies. These policies manifèsted

themselves in large fiscal deficits, rapid monetary expansion, accelerating inflation,

unsustainable current account cleficits, and large external debt. With such macroeco-

nomic imbalances, any assistance to foster economic growth and clevelopment would

require a comprehensive attempt to correct the imbalances. Two types of policy re-

sponses were initiated under the SAL. First was stabilization, and second, structural

adjustment (lVorld Bank, 1988b, p. 1). Hence, the SAL also has a macroeconomic

policy conditionality aimed at correcting macroeconomic imbalances.

2.5"L Conceptual Fbarnework of, World Eank Macroeconoruì-

ic trolicy Conditíonality

The conceptual framework of the lVorld Bank's macroeconomic policy conditionality

is based on the "Ber-g Report". The Report: "Accelerated Development in sub-

Saharan Africa: An Agenda for Action", was published by the lVorld Bank in 1981.

The report's major finding was that the macroeconomic imbalances in the countries



that were candidates of the SALs, were the cumulative effects of policy induced distor-

tions in the factor and goods market which rvere created by rigidites in the countries,

and weak institutions. These policies inclucled price controls, over-valued exchange

rates, administrative controls of interest rates which resulted in negative real interest

rates, and large fiscal deficits. The large fiscal deficits, the report argued, resulted

from external shocks, unsustainable high levels of government spending, inelastic tax

systems, direct subsidies to state enterprises, indirect subsidies to consumers through

recluced prices of goods and services by the public sector, and high interest payment

on external and internal debt.

Such distortions often lead to an economy operating below its production possi-

bility frontier, and the level of aggregate expenditure exceeds the output level. This

creates an excess demand for both tradables and non-tradables. Excess demand for

tradables results in current account deficit, while the excess demand f'or the non-

tradables results in an increase in the price of non-tradables in absolute terms, ancl

relative to the prices of tradables that are determined on the world market. The

increase in the price of non-tradables leads to a real appreciation of the exchange

rate.

If the resulting current account deficit is financed either by borrowing abroad or by

running down reserves, the real appreciation of the exchange rate would hold. With

the real appreciation of the exchange rate, there would be switching of expenditure

and production patterns in the econor¡ry. On the expencliture side, there would be a

switch from non-tradables to tradables, ancl on the prodr"rction side there would be a

switch fì'om tradables to non-tradables. The consequence would be that the excess

clemand f'or non-tradables would be corrected at the expense of larger current account

cleficit.

If however, external funds are not available, then the nominal exchange rate would

have to depreciate to offset the increase in the price of non-tradables. Under this cir-
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cunlstance, as long as the excess demand persists, there would be a continuous deval-

uation and inflation. For an economy in such a situation, there wouldÌ¡e the need to

re-align aggregate demand and aggregate supply, i. e. to stabilize the economy. Sec-

ond, it would be necessary to effect a structural change that would increase the level

of efficiency and flexibility of the economy, i. e. to unclertake structural adjustment.

In response to criticisms from govelnments of recipient countries, academician-

s, and other critics, the World Bank has modified its initial approach to structural

adjustrnent. The lVorld Bank has realized that providing a stable macroeconor¡ric

foundation needs to be complemented by institutional reforms and supply side poli-

cies to increase economic growth. The experience of many developing countries that

pursued structural adjustment policies in the 1980s drew attention to the impact of

the adjustment program on the needs of the poor. The World Bank has attempted

to address this issue by considering the social cost of adjustment policies in its pro-

gram, and supporting policies and institutional changes to mitigate the social cost

of the adjustment. The lVorld Bank has also recently begun supporting policies ancl

institutional reforms that enhance the role of rvomen and protect the environment.

Basecl on this conceptual framework and modifications, structural adjustment

policies can be categorized into three main groups. These are:

ø absorption reduction policies;

ø expencliture-switching policies;

ø supply-side growth oriented policies and institutional reforms.

2.5.2 Tools of, Structural Á.djustrnent Frograrns

The tools of stntctural adjustment programs can be classified into three gloups along-

side the objective of the program mentioned above. Regarding absorption reduction,



the conventional tools are fiscal and monetary policies. The fiscal policy focuses on

deficit reduction which is always identified as the major element explaining excess

clemand. This requires a reduction in governrnent expenditure, and efforts to increase

government revenues. This is accompanied by a tight monetary policy.

To complement aggregate demand reduction are expenditure-switching policies

aimed at restoring internal balance through relative price changes. This include rel-

ative price increases of traclables through real depreciation of the domestic currency

which allows the re-allocation of resources a"¡iay from the non-tradables to the trad-

ables, deregulation, and wage policy reforms.

The supply side growth oriented policies and institutional reforms focus on trade

liberalization, sectoral reforms, especially the manufacturing and industrial sector,

the agricultural sector, and the energy sector, financial sector reforms, improving

the supervision of the banks, improving the infrastructural network, rationalization

of government finance and adrninistration, public enterprise reforms, privatization,

improving managerial skills, enhancing and supporting women in the small-scale in-

dustrial sector, supporting the provision of basic social needs like primary health

care, family planning, nutrition, and primary education to the poor, and supporting

policies for environmental improvements such as the removal of subsidies that encoLlr-

age excessive use of fossil fuels, irrigation water and pesticides, and excessive logging

(lVorld Bank, 1990, 1991 ,,1992).

2.5.3 Stabilization versus Structural,&djustrnent

The IMF is usually associated wiih stabilization and the World Bank with stmctural

acljustment. However, as is evident in the previous sections, the activities of the

two multilateral financial institutions overlap in many areas making it difficult to

ideniify the ifuiF with stabiiization and the lVorid Bank with structurai adjustment.



It would therefore be appropriate to distinquish between stabilization and structural

adjustment at this point.

Stabilization clescril¡es the process of restoring the balance between supply and

clemand in the economy with respect to goods and services, and f'oreign exchange.

It traclitionally implies short run policy changes that affect macroeconomic variables

like baiance of payments, gross clomestic product, rate of inflation etc. etc. with a

major emphasis on demand management, and a residual role for supply stimulation.

Structural adjustment goes beyond stabilization to inclucle policies to stimulate

procluction. Thus, it involves changes in the structure and direction of the economy

like changes in sectoral priorities, as well as institutional changes.

The theoretical and conceptual framework of IMF and World Bank supported pro-

grams in the previous sections clearly indicates that neither of the two multilateral

financial institutions is strictly involved in either stabilization or structural adjust-

ment. The Funcl supported program goes beyond stabilization to include supply

side policies aimed at full and effÊcient utilization of existing production capacities

through its Extended Fund Facility (EFF), Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF),

and the Enhanced Structural Acljustment Facility (ESAF). On the other hand, the

World Bank supported program also has a wide range of macroeconomic policies with

a provision for balance of payments support. There is, however, a formal provision for

information sharing which was enhanced with the introduction of adjustment loans.

The World Bank relies on the IMF for views on exchange rate, monetary and fiscal

policies, and foreign borrorving policies including the establishment of medium term

targets f'or current account portion of the balance of payments. The IMF on the other

hand, relies on the lVorld Bank for views on deveiopment priorities, including the size

and composition of investment programs, recurrert outlays in development programs,

efficiency of resource use, and micro pricing decisions. An expression of co-operatiorr

is shown in the normal practice of the lVorid Bank in not advancing Structural Ad-
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justment Loans (SALs) until countries have first reached an agreement with the IIVIF,

even if the countries have strong disagreement with ihe IMF on its policy measures.

It rnust be mentioned, however, that in general, conditions f'or repayment of lVorld

Bank loans are prefèrable to those of ihe IMF 'because of their lower interest rates

and longer maturity clates. Furthermore, the size of the Bank's loan is not limited

to the member's subscription. As a result of the overlap in the programs of the two

institutions, subsequent discussions treat the two programs jointly.

2.6 CnåtåqT-re of Stabålåzatiøt-t and Stnuctural Ad-

justrment Fnograrms

Because of their chequered performance stabilization and structural adjustment pro-

grams have been frequently criticised by governments, and others in recipient and

other conntries. Most developing countries therefore invite the IMF/Worlcl Bank

policy conditionality as the last resort. The criticisms are mostly associated with two

main viewpoints, the Keynesian and the Structuralist schools of thought.

2"6.1, Keynesians Critique of Stabilization and Str¡lctural

.&dj ust nlent F ro graruÌs

The Keynesian school of thought criticizes the absorption approach of the IMF on

the following grounds:

e the concentration on monetary factors to the exclusion of other real factors;

ø the reliance on the lValrasian law of general equilibriurn;

ø the assumption of full employment and constant velocity of circulation.



In the absorption approach, reduction in public expenditure is pursued to correct

internal imbalance. However, government expenclitures in education, health facilities,

sanitation, roads, bridges, and agricultural services, can raise income ancl produc-

tivity, and are justifiecl on development grounds. This was implied by Frenkel ancl

Johnson (1976), when they argued that the absorption approach pays little attention

to real income and resource allocation in the economy. The Fund's view on this is

that the logic of this criticism is the establishment of tax prefèrences, subsidies, price

controls, selective credit and interest regulations, which may impede the correction

of balance of payments diseqr-rilibrium and trade liberalization.

The IMF approach has been criticized also on the basis of its theoretical underpin-

ning of the Walrasian law of general equilibriurn. Tsiang (1977), argues that lValras'

law applies to simultaneotts settlement of all exchange transactions in all markets at

a single set of prices. This he algues, cannot be achieved in tÌre real world since trans-

actions and expenditures are not synchronized. The general equilibrium theory tries

to ensure "Pareto efficiency". This is however achieved when markets are perfect. In

less developed countries, there is a prevalence of highly imperfect, fragmented, and

under-developed product and resource markets, making the achievement of Pareto

efficiency very difficult.

Furthermore, the use of the Walrasian law of general equilibrium that focuses on

the money market with very little attention to the other markets also leaves some

room for questioning. From the theory of "second best", it is inefficient to liberalize

some markets and not others, hence trade liberalization is unlikely to achieve optimal

solutions when the financial sector and other markets are imperfect.

The credibility of the approach is also questioned on the validity of the assumptions

of full employment and the constancy of velocity of circulation. The experience of

most developing countries is the prevalence of less than full employment of all factors.

Furthermore, the Keynesians argue that the velocity of circulation is a function of a



number of variables including the price level, interest rates, wealth, and real income.

Variations in these variables may therefore result in variations in the velocity of

circulation (Frenkel and Johnson, 1976).

2.6.2 Structuralists Critique of, Stahilization and Stnuctunal

Adjustrnent Fnograffils

The structuralists argue that the demand restraint measures recommended by the INI-

F are detrimental to the growth of most developing countries. The argument is based

on the premise that the characteristics of less cleveloped economies are significantly

different from those of developed economies. As a result, the impacts of the IMF's

stabilization ptogram on the economies of less developed countries are different from

those on developed countries. Examples of these characteristics are, the depenclency

on imported capital and consumer goods, the inelastic food supply, the reliance on

primary commodity exports fbr foreign exchange, low productivity of the agricultural

sectot, imperfect market structures ancl under-developecl financial institutions.

The structuralists argue that the balance of payments problem fäcing most LDCs

is the result of increased importation of capital and intermediate goods for inclustral-

ization. Restraining demand to correct balance of payments problems is therefore

synonymous with the retardation of growth resulting from unavailability of capital

inputs. Taylor (1983), also argues that restricting credit causes an increase in interest

tates, and consequently an increase in capital cost. The increase in capital cost in

turn decreases importation of intermediate goocls which may lead to a recession.

The under-developed financial sector in most LDCs limits the efficacy of price

signals in the stimulation and switching of production (Loxley, 1986). Efforts to

mobilise savings may be relevant only to urban areas since most rural areas do not

have access to banking institutions. Futhermore, savings ancl capital flows tend to
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be influenced more by the political climate and the nature of the economic system

in LDCs, than by interest rates. Savings and capital florvs may not increase in a

politically unstable system regardless of the magnitude of the increase in interest

rate.

The program emphasizes dernand management for correcting irnbalances. How-

eveL, most LDCs have economies constrainecl by supply rather than demand, and it

would seern mor-e appropriate to emphasise sr-rpply expansion rather than demancl

restraint to correct imbalances.

Other criticisms stem from the shortcomings of the export oriented strategy to

growth f'or the LDCs (Taylor, 1983). First, the primary commodities of the LDC-

s are very vulnerable to price decreases, while import prices tend to be relatively

stable on the world market. Hence, LDCs are very vulnerable to external terms of

trade deterioration which could have far reaching adverse effects on their economies.

Second, relative price increases that are biased toward the tradable sector may turn

the internal terms of trade against non-tradables which could undermine important

domestic sectors like the food crop sector. Third, external shocks, like recession in

developecl countries, could impact on the external trade sector of the LDCs.

Furthermore, the infision of foreign capital together with the IMF and lVorld

Bank conditionalities, has forced LDCs into a debt trap. Avramovic (1991), founcl

that external debt in sub-Saharan Africa is growing at 10 percent per year as interest

is added on interest. As a result, the LDCs are spending a considerable amount of

export revenue to service their foreign debt, leaving few fincls to support clomestic

investment.

Regarcling inflation, the structuralists argue that the emphasis on clemand re-

straint policies to control inflation implies that inflation in the LDCs is essentially

demand pullecl. Howevet, strr-ctural characteristics in the economies like low agri-
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cultural output, coulcl have a considerable impact on inflation. Worse still, some of

the policies of the programs are themselves inflationary. For exampie, the reliance on

market forces for price cletermination could result in high prices due to shortages; e-

limination of price contlols and subsidies could carise prices to increase; an increase in

interest rates to positive real levels to motivate savings and contract creclit, could lead

to cost push inflation. High rates of inflation could also lead to wage push inflation

as labour fights to preserve purchasing power.

On devaluation, the structuralists argue that the efficacy of a devaluation clepends

on the demand elasticity of exports and imports, as lvell as on inflation. For a

country facing an inelastic clemand for its exports, a devaluation is likely to result

in deteriorating terms of trade which could have adverse effects on the trade balance

and the balance of payments. Also, short run supply responsiveness of LDC's exports

to a devaluation induced producer price increase is very slow relative to the long run,

because of the gestation period of most of the exports, and the lag time between

investment and realization of outputs.

Devaluation increases the domestic cost of imported capital, intermediate and

consumer goods, and usually translates into an increased general price level. The

increased general price level could result in decreased demand and consequently a

reduced supply. The reduced supply could then lead to higher unemployment, hence

stagflation. Also, continuous clevaluation together with f'oreign exchange liberalization

could increase capital flight, and hence destabilize the economy by worsening the

external imbalance.

The structuralists have also criticized the distributionai impacts of these programs.

It is often argued that the pr-oglams tend to serve the interests of the owners of capital

and producers of tradable commodities at the expense of working and other classes

through reduced real wages ancl social services.
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Even though the lVorld Bank has made some attempts to address these issues

in the modifications to the structural acljustment program, for example the supply-

sicle growth oriented policies, the institutional ch.anges, and the poverty alleviation

policies, there is still scope for improvement.

2"Y ,&sx Ðvaåua.tåosa of Stabilizatåoru a.ã-åd StructT.åral

Adjust ffi?er¡t Frogranes

Conceptually there are a number of different yardsticks for evaluating stabilization

and structural acljustment programs (Loxley, 1990). The various alternatives are:

ø comparing the economic performance during the program to the economic per-

formance prior to the program - the before-after approach;

ø comparing actual economic performance under the program to the specific tar-

gets or objectives set ont at the beginning of the pïogram - the actuaL versus

target approach;

ø comparing the economic performance under the program to what the perf'or-

mance would have been without the program - the counterfactual approach;

ø comparing the economic perforrrrance of the countries with the plogram to the

economic performance of the countries without the program - the with-without

approach.

All of these alternatives have their shortcomings. The studies tencl to aggregate

all or most countries together') expressing results in broad percentages. This hides the

extremes and different performance by clifferent countries. The bef'ore-after approach
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has a problem legarding the extent to rvhich the programs were actually implernent-

ed, and whether the programs or exogenolrs factors were responsible for actual per-

formance. The performance criteria throws more light on the relationship between

performance and perf'ormance criteria. The exclusion of countries whose plogams

wer*e cancelled because of failure to comply rvith agreed terms limits the usefulness

of the analysis. With the with-without approach, most countries turn to the F¡ncl

and the Bank for assistance only when their economic situation is untenable, and few

clevelop any alternative program even if they disagree with the IMF and the lVorlcl

Bank. This is mainly because if foreign exchange is a critical constraint, there are

very few alternatives but to turn to the Fund and the Bank. Most studies clraw on

the first and last of these and their findings have been, at best, ambiguous, although

it appears that Funcl/Bank programs performed stightly better in the later 1g80's

than in earlier periods. lVith these reservations, a summary of eviclence of the extent

to which the IMF and the World Bank programs have impacted on the economies of

countries that have implemented them is given'below.

Comparing the economic performance of 24 countries during an IMF program to

the economic performance prior to the program, Kiltick (1984), found that balance

of payments and current accounts balance deteriorated, inflation was reclucecl, ancl

that economic growth was higher in the first year but was eroded in subsequent years.

Pastor (1987), using the same approach for 18 Latin American countries, concluclecl

that balance of payments improved but that there was no effect on cnrrent account,

inflation, nor growth in nominat GDP. In a study on Latin American southern cone

countries, Diaz-Alejandro (1981), observed rather disappointing results regarcling in-

flation which he attril¡uted to the frequent clevaluation of the domestic currency.

Diaz-Aiejanclro also observed that although exports respondecl favourably to tracle

liberalization policies, the crawling peg exchange rate policy worsenecl the balance of

payments because increased capital flon's caused an appreciation cf dor¡restic currency
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ancl made exports less attractive.

Donovan (1981, 1982), compared the economic performance of a group of 78 coun-

tries made up of countries with the IMF program and countries without an IMF

progr-am. He concluded that the balance of payments and current account positions

improved for countries with the programs, but such countries did no better in terms of

inflation and economic growth than countries without programs. Applying the same

tests to a group of 38 least cleveloped economies, Loxley (1984), observed that on the

average, the least developed countries with programs did not do any better in terms of

current acconnt, balance of payments, and economic growth, than other least devel-

oped countries without the programs. Goldstein and Montiel (1986), argued that for

a sample of 58 developing countries made up of program and non-program countries,

there was higher inflation, slower growth, larger current account defi.cit, and larger

overall balance of payments deficit in the preproglam period in program countries rel-

ative to non-program countries. After adjusting for these program differences, they

observed that there was no statistically significant effect of the programs on current

account, balance of payments, rate of inflation, and economic growth.

Zulu and Nsouli (1985), constructed before and after measures for 22 African

countries. They found that for 60 percent of the cases, growth was lower or the same

in the year after the program, and that there was an even split for current account

and inflation with as many countries showing an improvement in current account and

inflation as those showing a worsening change.

These studies have been criticized for not using appropriate statistical techniques

to test fbr the significance of the differences in the evaluations. Hence, Kahn (1990),

usecl econometric techniques to test three alternative estimators; the before-after

estimator, the with-without estimator, and a generalized evaiuation estimator that

corrects for the biases in the two estimators. He observed that there was no conclusive

evidence that IMF programs lead to high rates of inflation and declining economic
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growth. He observed that in the first year, there was an improvement in the balance

of payments and current account, a reduction in inflation, and a decline in economic

growth. During the medium term, he observed that demand reducing elements domi-

nated, with depressed output, improved balance of payments ancl inflation. In the long

run, the positive effect on the balance of payments and inflation were strengthened

while the negative effect on growth was reduced. He also observed that supply-side

enhancing policies took effect after a lag.

The lVorld Bank also observed that on the avelage, countries that received acljust-

ment lending in the 1980s had moderately higher imports, exports, and GDP growth

than others (World Bank, 1988b). Regarding specific policy areas, the foliowing as-

sessments were made. In trade, there was a strong response to export volume; trade

balance in most adjusting countries improved but in some instances, the improvement

was the result of unavailability of financing for imports. In external sector, it was ob-

served that the external debt of developing countries rose rapidly relative to exports.

Fiscal policy and expencliture cuts could not be maintained; initial deficit reduction

could not be sustained, and tax reforms had limited success. In public sector man-

agement, institutional ref'orms and divestiture were slow especially in sub-Saharan

Africa; there was a reduction in enterprise losses but that was mainly through price

increases rather than efficiency improvements. In the financial sector, the reforms

were often plotracted and required a sound macroframework. In the agricultural sec-

tor, there were some improvements in pricing policies but supply ïesponse to price

was constrained by institutional factors. Reform of the parastatals was slow. In the

inclustrial sectot, the reforms had not receivecl much attention. Lastly, the Bank con-

clucled that the social costs of adjustment efforts, especially the impact on the pooï,

needed more attention.

Corbo and Rojas (1991), argued that an evaluation of the efectiveness of the

structural adjustment program is influenced by non-progtam shocks to the economy
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such as drought, earthquake, and world economic conditions; hence these effects have

to be isolatecl. Isolating the external shocks and conditions, they observed that ad-

justment lending programs increase the rate of growth of GDP, expolts to GDP ratio,

increase saving to GDP ratio, and decrease the investment to GDP ratio.

The review of the literature on the evaluation of IMF ancl World Bank support-

ed programs indicates that the programs have had very little impact in improving

the socio-economic conditions in developing countries. Fischer (1986), observecl that

many of the adjusting countries were burdened by overwhelming debt and had to im-

plement austerity measures which provided little room for growth. The lVorld Bank

(1989b, p. 2), admits that as a result of deteriorating external factors ancl policy

weaknesses in the 1980s, the economic performance of developing countries has fallen

short of expectations.

From these later studies, therefore, it appears that INIF/Bank plograms do tend

to help exports recover but they are uniformly accompanied by reduction in the

rate of investment with possibly serious consequences for future growth. Much of

any short-term improvements in the economy appeil debt-driven while supply side

reforms appeil to be more difficut to achieve than first envisaged.

2.8 A¡a Atrternatåve AppnoaatrÀ to stabåÏåzation and

Struct LxraÏ,&dj ust Tråent

The evaluation of the IMF and World Bank programs reveals that the programs have

not achieved the primary objective of stimulating and sustaining economic growth

with price stability. It is questionable whether LDCs can emerge out of the current

economic problems on the basis of the orthodox stabilization and structural adjust-

ment programs. The programs have not been eflèctive because of the following:



e the programs address symptoms rather than causes of the economic problem;

ø the progr^ams ignore the structural characteristics of respective developing e-

conomies;

ø the programs ignore other fäctors that are essential for the development in

developing countries.

The inability of these progÌams to produce clesired results in developing economies

is not a justification for the abandonement of stabilization and adjustment programs

but an incentive to explore an alternative approach to stabilization and acljustment.

In trying to explore an alternative approach, it is important not to downplay the con-

tribution of the governments of developing countries to the economic crisis. It is true

that external shocks have contributed significantly to the poor economic performance

of cleveloping countries, inappropriate economic policies by governments of developing

countries like unproductive spending on bureaucracy, defênce, luxury consumption,

and poor investment, as well as discrirnination against the rural sector and export

proclucts, have played a part in exacerbating the economic situation in developing

countries. The alternative policy package should be tailored to the specific structural

characteristics of the economy in question; should rely more on selective policy instru-

ments designed to influence particular sectors or industries rather than those designecl

to have an economy-wide impact; should be more sensitive to distributional impacts

especially in the provision of basic needs, goods and services; and should avoid a

blanket commitment to an export-oriented model of growth. The emphasis shoulcl

be on a gradual approach ancl a more equitable adjustment that would lead to a well

integrated national economy. Economic growth shonld be viewed as a necessary but

not a sufficient condition for economic clevelopment in developing countries. Specific

policy measures to consider inclucle the following:

ø foreign exchange rate adjustments;
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ø improving pubÌic revenue and its clistributional patterns;

e tailoring the pattern of international finance and trade to satisfy neecls;

ø providing institutional support for the adjustment program;

ø relaxing IMF and lVorld Bank loan conditionalities and providing more conces-

sionai loans;

ø providing debt relief for cleveloping countries.

These specific policy measures are discussed below. It must be mentioned that

some of the policy measules advocated contradict those of the IMF and the lVorld

Bank while others complement the efforts of the two multilateral institutions in en-

suring a self-sustaining economic growth and development with equity.

2"8.f. Foreign Exclaange Adjustrr¡.ents

Even though sympathetic to the structuralists arguments cliscussed earlier, it should

be realized that sometimes nnder a fixed exchange rate regime, the domestic currency

becomes so over valued in real terms that a general devaluation becomes necessary.

Critics of devaluation frequently quote Nicholas Kaldor, who argued against devalu-

ation emphasizing the inability of devaluation to improve balance of payments and

the inflationary impact of devalnation (Kaldor, 1983). However, Kaldor also pointed

out that under situations where the costs of production of a country's staple exports

get seriously out of line with world prices expressed in real terms of local currency at

the prevailing exchange rate, devaluation is warranted (ibid). Uncler a such situation,

the task is to implement the devaluation policy ancl still minimize its impacts. To

accomplish this, a gradual approach should be preferrecl to the shock treatment in

the form of large devaluations recommencled by the IMF. Initially, the rate shoulcl
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be devalued sufficiently enough to enable the government to pay increasecl producer

prices in real terms and reduce the budget deficit, while protecting the basic need-

s expenclitures. After the initial adjustment, small frequent adjustments should be

implemented to gradually approach the recommended level. Most importantly, there

should be a 'front-end loading' of the balance of payments support from the IIVIF,

the lVorld Bank, and bilateral donors, where the initial devaluation is preceeded by a

significant inflow of foreign exchange to improve import capacity. This would provide

the necessary intermediate inputs, and remove the physical impediments to supply

sicle expansion. For economies with a very strong underground market in foreign

exchange, and a lot of private remittances and transfers, a policy to institutional-

ize foreign exchange buteaux, i. e. legitimizing the underground market in foreign

exchange, as the IMF has pursued in some countries, would help stabilize the ex-

change tate, remove enormous pressure on foreign exchange demand in the central

bank, switch transactions from unofficial to official channels, and provide extra tax

r'evenue. Under this, there would be a clual or multiple exchange rate system. An

official central bank rate would be established at an appreciated rate to prioritize the

allocation of f'oreign exchange for essential imports, goods and services, and other

rates established under a competitive market system at a f'ormalized parallel rate.

The exchange rate established by the market forces is often at a depreciated rate to

discourage non-essential imports and to provide incentives for non-traditional export-

s. The foreign exchange bureaux should however be under the strict supervision of

the central bank.
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2"8"2 Tralproving trubÏic Revenue and its Ðistributional Fat-

tern

The market economy serves to secure an efficient use of Ìesoulces in the provision of

private goods. Consumers reveal their preferences by bidding what they wish to buy.

Producers produce what consumers want to buy at the least cost, ancl competition

enslrres the proper mix of goods to satisfy consumers preferences. This view is a highly

iclealized picture of the market system but many difficulties may arise. For example

the market system cannot function effectively in the presence of externalities where

the social benefits of the program exceed the private benefits, or where consumption

cannot be limited and charged to particular consnmers (non-excludability), or benefits

coulcl accrue to indivicluals simultaneously without mntual interference (non-rivalry).

Under these conditions, public poiicy and the pattern of its expenditure is paramount

in ensuring the availability of social needs. The lMF/lVorlcl Bank programs in many

ways aim at curtailing the role of government in economic activities on the assumption

that governments are inefficient and ineffective. As much as there might be an element

of truth in this allegation, one should nc¡t lose sight of the fact that governments do

have an obligation to cater for the welfare of the people, and have delivered the goods

in many instances where the private sector has failed in improving the welfare of

the people. The solution, therefore, does not necessarily lie in curtailing the role of

the government, but rethinking the role of the state in the economy, improving the

revenue generating potential of governments to finance expenditures, and eliminating

super uous expenditures.

The alternative approach should therefore remove waste in the public sector, find

ways of generating revenue, ancl have only a limited ancl realistic use of deficit fi-

nancing. Specific policies should inciude a review of the tax laws to broaden the tax

base; an improvement in the efficiency and probit_v of the tax collection machinery;
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imposition of high tax rates on conspicuous consumption; reduction in government

expenditure on defence and on non-productive public sector activities; removing sub-

ventions to parastatals except for those in the social sector and the nationally strategic

industries; restructuring parastatals to enable them contribute positively to govern-

ment revenue; restricting the use of deficit financing for infì'astructure and profitable

productive investments that have very little import content; switching public expen-

diture patterns to cater for education, health, sanitation, and the provision of good

drinking water without necessarily increasing total government spending; and adopt-

ing pricing policies and selective subsidies for essential commoclities to ensure their

availability and affordability. Availability of health care facilities together with social

amenities are critical in satisfying the social needs of the population. This would

help raise living standards. Investment in human capital would provide the essential

knowledge and skills needed for development. An improvement in the infrastructural

network would facilitate development.

Fiscal policy needs to be more nuanced, therefore, than current IMF/IBRD ap-

proaches, which would undoubtedly, encompass some of the above measnres, and

much more sensitive to social concerns.

2.8.3 T'ailoring the Fattern of Internatior¡al F ínance and

Trade to Satisfy Needs

The pattern of international finance should be considered against the background

of economic growth in developing countries. There is the neecl to generate foreign

exchange from both domestic and international sources to support the quest for eco-

nomic stability and growth in developing conntries. Specific policies should include

efforts to increase the level of foreign credit from bilateral and multilateral agencies to

developing countries; negotiations to limit debt service ratios to leveis consistent with
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the sustenance and acceleration of grolvth and developrnent; strengthening monetary

and financial co-operation and trade; and negotiating for bilateral and multilateral

agreements on primary export commodities.

2.8.4 Fnoviding lnstitutional Support fon the Adjustra'rent

Frograrn

Inefficient operations of institutional structures in developing economies impecle de-

velopment. Hence, an improvement in the operations of these institutions would

undoubtedly accelerate the developmental process. Institutional changes or reform-

s are therefore necessary to support the stabilizationf adlustment process. These

should include a reform of the financial institutions to ensure strict financial dis-

cipline, accountability, ancl effective supervision from the central bank (with which

the IMF/IBRD would undoubtedly agree); ihe creation and strengthening of rural

financial institutions for increasecl mobilization of rural savings; the creation of spe-

cial 1ìrnds for loans to food crop farmers, small-scale industrialists, and agro-based

industrialists; strengthening agricultural research that focuses on production, stor-

age and processing; improving extension services for dissemination and application of

research findings; establishing community development institutions, especially non-

governmental organizations that would support self-help projects; and establishing

institutions that would ensure a greater mass participation ìn decision making and

implementation of programs.
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2.8.5 Relaxíng fl/IF and nMorld Ëan}< T,oan Conditionalities

ar¡d Froviding More Concessional T,oans

Some changes are needed in the conditionality of loans so as to improve the relations

between the LDCs and international lending agencies, and to have a co-operative ef-

fort in stabilization and adjustment. First, member country governments requesting

adjustment assistance should be encouraged to submit their own programs of ad-

justment instead of the agencies preparing country programs. Second, the agencies

should decide on the loans on the basis of their assessment of the debt-servicing ca-

pacity and financial management of borrower. This would modify the current systern

where the conditionality influences the national economic policy in a particular direc-

tion. Third, a system should be established where there would be regular exchange of

views between the borrowers and the agencies. This would enable a policy dialogue

to continue in a consultative manner.

2.8.6 Froviding Ðebt Relief for Ðeveloping Countries

Debt relief is needed for a self-sustaining economic growth and development in many

LDCs. Availability of foreign exchange is needed to support domestic growth and set-

tle balances in international trade. The foreign debt burden in many LDCs and the

decline in export commodity prices, have impacted on the foreign exchange availability

and consequently on economic glowth and development. Furthermore, at the current

level of domestic savings, and international commodity prices, most LDCs cannot un-

dertake reconstruction, modernization, and expansion of domestic resources without

foreign capital inflow. However, the capital inflow woulcl not take place until the debt

is cleared. Hence, the neecl for a clebt relief. Despite the political and technocratic

efforts macle since 1986 to arrest the clebt crisis, the actual results have been very

clisappointing. The traditional form of debt rescheduling orÌ conventional terms has
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proved ineffective, and has led to a steady accumulation of debt to bilateral creditor

governments (Avramovic, 1991). Debt forgiveness of official bilateral debt, has also

had limited effect especially in low income African countries. For example, by the end

of 1989, the total arnount of clebt forgiven or converted from official bilateral debt was

about 6 billion U. S. dollars. This reduction represented less than 10 percent of the

total bilateral clebt of 64 billion U. S. dollars (Avramovic, 1991). The Worlcl Bank,

as a matter of policy, neither reschedules its loans nor scales them down. Despite the

introduction of Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF), and the Enhanced Strrctural

Acljr.rstment Facility (trSAF), IMF has been withdrawing resources from sub-Saharan

Africa fbr several years. Net transfer from sub-Saharan Aflica to IMF averaged about

0.7 billion U. S. doliars pel year from 1986-1990 (Mistry, 1991).

There is the need for a more coherent framework for debt-relief from all fbrms

of debt: bilateral, multilateral, and private. The policy reforms should include the

implementation of the "Trinidad Terms" which were first introduced by the British

Prime Minister John Major, when he was the Chancellor of the Exchequer, at the

Commonwealth Finance Ministers meeting in Trinidad in 1990. The measures include

the rescheduling of the entire stock of debt instead of the current renegotiations in

tranches; increasing the amount of relief provided by cancellation of outstanding debt

from one-third to two-thirds; capitalizing all interest payments (at market rates) on

the remaining one-third debt stock for a period of fi.ve yeaÌs and requiring phased re-

payment with a steady increase in line with export and output growth of the debtor

economy; and extencling repayments of the remaining one-third stock over a period of

twenty five years with a flexible repayment schedule. Furthermore, the Dutch Devel-

opment Co-operation Nlinister Jan Pronk's proposal at the second UNO Conference

on LDCs in Paris in September 1990, urging creditor countries to cancei all biiater-

al official debt to the LDCs that are severely debt-distressed and other low-income

countries pur-suing acceptable econornic reform plograms, should be adoptecl. Efforts



should be rnade to reduce the interest rates applied to rescheduled debt especially fbr

lower- income countries. On multilateral debt, the international community shouid

pressure the IMF Management and Board to reconsider the conditionality blocking

access by some LDCs to the SAF and ESAF, and adopt a policy of zero net transfers

to LDCs, through a replacement of debt service on Upper Tranche facilities rvith E-

SAF clisbutsements, for at least a decade. The Fund's membership should agree to a

special release of SDRs to anable the IMF write off its debt to low-incorne debt dis*

tressed countries. The World Bank should improve its debt-relief efforts by reclucing

the IBRD obligations through a restructuring of IDA financing.

2.9 Need fon a. Counúry Speciffic hÆa.croecoråor¡aet-

nic Sin-¿ulatior¡ lWodel

The critique and evaluation of the stabilization and structural adjr.rstment programs

clearly identify some important issues that need to be addressed. First, rather than

having a blanket application of the policies for all LDCs, the program has to be

country specific. Second, as the Fund and the Bank would argue, macroeconomic

siability is essential for economic growth and deveÌopment. Third, the inappropriate

use of the Walrasian general equilibrium concept for the LDCs, as argued by the

Keynesian school of thought, suggests that a simulation model rather than a general

equilibrium model might be more appropriate. Fourth, the analytical framework

should capture the structural characteristics of the respective countries regarding the

nature of external tlade, the nature of the fiscal sector, the wage-price determination

process) etc. etc. Fifth, the framework shoulcl have intereactions and linkages between

different sectors of the macroeconomy. In an attempt to address this issues, a country

specific macroeconometric simulation model that attempts to capture the stmctural
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characteristics of the Ghanaian economy, is used to evaluate the impact of INIF and

lVorld Bank policy prescriptions during Ghana's economic recovery program.
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S. X- lr¡tnoduction

The primary objective of the thesis, as stated in the first chapter, is to build a

macroeconometric model that adequately captures the structural characteristics of

the Ghanaian economy, and to use the model to analyse the impact of domestic

policies and external events on the Ghanaian economy. To understand and be able

to rationalize the essential features of the model, a knowledge of the structure of

the Ghanaian economy is necessary. The chapter therefore gives a comprehensive ac-

count of the structure of the Ghanaian economy with respect to the major procluctive

sectors, the financial sector, and the nature of Ghana's external trade.
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&.2 Gk¡ar¡aes Ðconoa'yaåc StnuctLãre

Essentially, Ghana has an agricultural and minerals based economy oriented towards

the production of primary commodities and minerals for export. The foundation-

s f'or the existing structure of the economy were laid during the last decade of the

nineteenth century, and the first decade of the twentieth century, through the devel-

opment and transformation of the forest belt to increase agricultural production for

export. Small export trade existed before this but was based largely on the collection

of naturally occuring forest produce like palm fruits, palm kernels, kola nuts and wild

rubber (Birmingham et al. 1966). The transformation resulted in the replacement of

the export trade by two major economic activities, namely, cocoa färming and gold

mining. Cocoa farming and gold mining have since dominated Ghana's economy and

dictated the pace of economic growth.

Despite the predominance of the cocoa and the gold mining sectors, other agri-

cultural/forestry activities, for example, food crop färming, oil palm production, pro-

duction of logs and sawn timber, as well as other mineral production like manganese,

bauxite and diamonds, also contribute to the real sector of the economy. During the

early 1960s, there was a considerable effort to expand the manufacturing and indus-

trial sectors of the economy, and to industralize the agricultural sector (Birmingham

et al. 1966).

The energy sector also contributes to the Ghanaian economy through the genera-

tion of hyclro-electric power by the Akosombo and the Kpong hyclro plants, and the

clrilling of oil on a minor scale aiong the coast of Saltpond and Tano.

The major procluctive sectors of Ghana's economy are, therefore, the agricultural

and forestry sector, the cocoa sector, the mining sector, the manufacturing and indus-

trial sector, and the energy sector. The services sector, dominatecl by petty tracling

and transportation, is another important sector. Detailed discussions of the various



sectoÌs are given belorv.

3.2.-J. The Agricarltural and Forestry Sector

Ghana is predominantly an agricultural country. Agricultural activities including

livestock, fisheries, and f'orestry account for about 51 percent of the country's gross

domestic product (GDP), and about 57 percent of its employment. The principal

export crop, cocoa, accounts for about 65 percent of the country's export earnings

(World Bank, 1983). The cocoa sector is enough to warrant separation from the other

agricultural activities and is therefore discussed separately in the next section.

The clominance of the agricultural industry in Ghana is permitted by the cliverse

vegetation in the country resulting from climatic factors, especially the volume and

distribution of rainfall. The highest rainfall occurs in the extreme south-western

corner of the country which coincides with the rain forests area. Lesser rainfäll is

however recorded in the rest of the south-west and the south-east resulting in semi-

deciduous lbrest âreas. The rainfall declines towards the north, and the forest zones

give way to the savannah woodland. Apart from these, two main vegetational zones,

i. e. forest and savannah woodland, there are relatively sma1l areas of coastal scrub

and grasslancl. In terms of fertility of the soil, the forest zones are highly fertile, while

the savannah zone is low in fertility.

The agricultural production pattern follows the vegetational zones. The savannah

zone is usecl primarily for the production of rnaize, rice, millet, groundnuts, guinea

corn, tornatoes, yams, and for cattle ranching. The forest zones are used f'or the

production of plaintain, cocoyam, cassava, oil palm, citrus, banana, and maize on a

minor scale. The coastal scrub and grasslancl are used for maize, cassava, copra, rice,

onions, ancl livestock (Birmingham et al. 1966).

Agricultural production in Ghana uses relatively large inputs of land and labour
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and scarcely any conventional capital input except on the savannah woodland in

the north and the coastal grassland, i. e. the Accra plains. Farmers rely mostly on

traditional implements, for example, cutlasses and hoes, the natural fertility of the

soil, and rainfall, in their production practices. The average size of holdings is small,

about three acres, and färmers practice mostly shifting cultivation. Average crop

yields are relatively low, and farmers produce basically for subsistence.

Tlie perf'ormance of the agricultural sector leaves room for improvement. The

impact of improved production practices like the use of improved high yielding hybricl

seeds, fertilizer and insecticide application, and the use of bullock-drawn ploughing

implements in the savannah aleas, are still to be felt. Lack of good and effective

agricultural extension programs, poor agricultural policies, and scarcity of foreign

exchange for the importation of technologically improved appropriate equipments

and other inputs, are among the various reasons for the poor performance of the

agricultural sector. The continued reliance on rainfall for agricultural production

puts the country's food security at big risk since the effect of clelayed rains or rain

failure are very devastating on the food crop sector.

From the vegetational zoning in the country, forests cover over a third of the total

area making the forestry sector one of the major productive sectors. Timber and

forest products account for about 5 percent of tire GDP, employ about 15 percent of

the total labour force, and are the third highest foreign exchange earner after cocoa

and goid (World Bank, 1983). Production of forestry proclucts mainly logs and sawn

timber is carried out by private entrepreneures.

Lack of managerial and organizational skills coupled with some l¡ottlenecks like

the deterioration of port fäcilities, breakdown of the transportation system, espe-

cially the railway system, and the lack of f'oreign exchange for the importation of

equipments and spare parts, ar*e some of the r-easons for the low productivity of the

forestry sector. An orientation of the forestry industry towards vertically integrated



operations emphasising

logging, which currently

the f'orestry sector.

processed and manufactured forestry products rather than

clominates the inclustry, could improve the procluctivity of

3"2.2 Tk¡e Cocoa Secton

The importance of the cocoa industry in the Ghanaian economy cannot be over-

emphasised. The cocoa industry contributes about 11 percent to the GDP, employs

about 24 percent of the total labour force, and accounts for about 65 percent of the

total export earnings (World Bank, 1983). Tax revenue fì'om the cocoa industry,

i. e. cocoa export tax and tax on domestic cocoa production, is a major source of

government levenue.

There are three major cocoa prodr.rcts demandecl on the world market. These are

cocoa beans, cocoa butter and cocoa porvder. The cocoa butter comprises about 55 of

the usable content of the raw bean, and the cocoa powder, the non-fatty component,

comprises about 45 percent of the raw bean. The two major products mannfactured

from these are cocoa powder and chocolate. Ghana exports predominantly the dried

cocoa beans which are fermentecl and clried by individual farmers at the fãrm level.

Cocoa production in Ghana occuls in the semi-deciduous forest areas concen-

trated in the Ashanti, Brong-Ahaf'o, Western, Central, Eastern, ancl Volta Regions.

\,Vith the exception of the cocoa plantations of the Ghana Cocoa Board, (Cocobod),

which procluce cocoa on a relatively larger scale using capital intensive production

techniques, cocoa production in Ghana is predominantly on a smaller scale using

labour intensive procluction techniques involving mainly family labour, with very lit-

tle mechanization.s The labour intensive production technique is primarily due to

the climatic conditions suitable for the cultivation of cocoa, i. e. adequate rainfäIl and

sThe plantations were placed on the divestiture program in the ERP.
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good protection from the sun's rays by the presence of tall tress, which render mecha-

nized pr-oduction techniques very difficult and expensive. A large number of the farms

are however pÌaced nnder the care of share-croppers, for example, the "Abusa sys-

tem", where the caretaker takes a third of the proceeds. A hardier and high yielding

hybrid variety is currently being cultivated in place of the old variety, the Amelonado,

and the Amazonian. The hybrid variety is early bearing, after 3-4 years, compared

to 6-7 yeaÌs for the old variety. The cocoa tree comes into fìrll bearing after 25 years

and has an economically productive lifè span of between 50 and 60 years (Lass and

lVood, 1985).

The Ghana Cocoa Board (Cocobod) has the sole right of purchase and export of

cocoa in the country. The Cocoliod is responsible fbr the inspection, grading, purchas-

ing, storage, and transportation of cocoa to the ports through the Produce Buying

Division (PBD) of the Cocobod which has buying centres in the production aïeas.

The färmer is paid a set price, i.e. producer price, formally set by the government in

collaboration with the Cocobod.

Of 1ate, the cocoa industry has fallen on hard times. From the time of its intro-

cluction, cocoa output increased consistently, and attained its maximum output level

of 571,000 tons in 1964-65 (Ewusi, 1986), accounting for 38 percent of the world's

supply of cocoa beans, and made Ghana the world's leading exporter of cocoa beans

(Ewusi, 1986). Cocoa output started falling thereafter and reached the lowest output

level of 154,000 tons in 1983-84, accounting f'or only 11 percent of the world's supply

(lVorlcl Bank, 1987). Ghana then lost its leading producer status for a distant thircl

after lvory Coast and Brazil. Several factors acconntecl for the clecline in cocoa pro-

duction. The reiatively low real producer price for cocoa which compelled farmers to

re-allocate their resources in favour of food clops) the ageing cocoa trees, smuggling,

and the lack of f'oreign exchange which constrained the importation of pesticides ancl

insecticides for the control of the swollen shoot and capsid diseases, were some of the
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majol fäctors that accounted for the clecline (Lass and lVood, 1985).

3.2"3 T'he lVliraing Sector

Th.e importance of the mining industry in Ghana's economy dates as far back as the

fifteenth century when the Portuguese traded in gold dust along the banks of the

Pra river and out of which the original name of the Gold Coast evolved. Ghana

has a lot of valuable mineral deposits particularly gold, diamonds, manganese and

bauxite. Mineral production in Ghana is primarily for export, and accounts for about

19 percent of all export earnings (World Bank, 1987).

Gold, the most important mineral, accounts for about 17 percent of export earn-

ings. Two distinct types of operations are used in the extraction of go1d. These

are the highly mechanized, capital intensive underground mines at Obuasi, Bibian-

i, Konongo and Tarkwa. The Obuasi mines is managed by the Ashanti Goldfields

Corporation, a private company. The rest are managed by the State Golcl Mining

Corporation. Dredging of gold from the banks of the Offin river in Dunkwa managed

by the State Gold Mining Corporation is on a very small scale. Labour intensive

small scale operations by private individuals popularly known as " Galamsey", is very

popular of late.

Capital intensive open cast technique is used in extracting diamonds, mainly in-

dustrial diamonds, in the Birim basin under the management of the Ghana Consol-

idatecl Diamonds Limited. Again small scale labour intensive operations are carried

out by private individuals. Other minerals produced in the country are manganese

at Nsuta and bauxite at Awaso.

Lil<e most productive sectors in the economy) the output of aÌl major mineral-

s declined steadily from the mid 1970s to the early 1980s. Major reasons fbr the

decline include shortage of foreign exchange to import spare parts f'or the mainte-
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nance and rehabilitation of the mines, lack of capital investment for exploration ancl

clevelopment, lack of skilled personnel, ancl infrastructural deterioration.

3.2"4 T'he Ðnergy Sector

The energy sector in Ghana comprises the domestic production of offshore petroleum

at Saltpong ancl Tano, and the generation of hydro-electric power at the Akosombo

and the Kpong Dams.

The domestic petroieum production of 1200 barrels per day at Saltpong, ancl 7000

barrels per day at Tano, account for 47 percent of the country's requirement (lVorld

Bank, i987). The remaining requirement is imported in the form of crude oil and

refined domestically.

The hydro-eiectric power generated in t]re country more than meets the country's

potential requirement of 2000 megawatts, with the residual exported to the neigh-

bouring countries of Togo and Benin. Export of residual oil and electricity account for

about 9 percent of the total export earnings of the country (World Bank, 1987). The

ability of the Volta River Authority to generate enough porruer to meet the potential

requirements in future has been questionned because of the varied levels of the Volta

Lake which is the main storage resevoir for the Akosombo and Kpong hydro plants.

The Volta river catchment area falls in the drought sr.rsceptibie Sahel zone.

3.2.5 T'he fi¡fanuf,acturing Sector

The founclations for the manufacturing sector in Ghana's economy were laid in the

years after indepenclence. Heavy investments were directed towards the expansion

of the manufacturing sector as well as the mechanization of the agricultural sector.

Large state farms using mechanizecl techniqr.res \Mere establishecl, and state enterprises
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set up in nearly all sectors of the economy. These initiatives had successful impacts on

tire economy up until the late 1960s. Between 1970 and early 1980, mismanagement,

inefficiencies, and low capacity r-rtilization, reversed the initial positive impact. The

trend was again reversed after 1985, with the manufacturing sector attempting to

regain its status in the Ghanaian economy.

The contribution of the manufacturing sector to the GDP rose from 10 percent

in i960 to 14 percent in 1970, but declined to 8 percent in 1983 (World Bank, 1983,

1985). In 1985, the manufacturing sector accounted for 15 percent of the GDP and

employed 15.3 percent of the total labour force (World Bank, 1987).

The manufacturing sector in Ghana comprises of a large number of small estab-

lishments, a very small number of medium sized establishments, and a few large

establishments mostly under the management of the Ghana Industrial Holding Cor-

poration (GIHOC).

The manufacturing sector is dominatecl by establishments for food processing,

wood products, textiles, beverages, cigarettes and garments; and a petroleum refin-

ery. Other important sub-sector establishments inclucle non-ferrous metals and metal

products, and chemical products.

The declining productivity of the manufacturing sector in the iate 1970s and

early 1980s reflects the chronic problem of acute shortage of foreign exchange for the

importation of intermediate raw materials for production) spare parts for maintaining

the existing plants, as well as the importation of new manufacturing equipments.

&.2.6 T'he ServÍces Secton

The services sector in Ghana accounts for 43.5 percent of the GDP ancl employs 27.5

percent of the total labour force (lVorld Bank, 1987). The services sector is dominated

by wholesale and retail trade of consumer goocls and agricultural produce.



Ghana has a relatively well developed transportation network. This inchide an

extensive road network, a railway line, lake transport, two ocean ports, and three

airports one of which is an international airport. The transportation infrastruc-

ture however deteriorated sharply during the economic crisis basically due to the

lack of foreign exchange for the importation of new equipments, and spale parts for

maintenance. This was compounded by the sharp increase in the price of imported

petroleum.

3.2.7 The F inancial Sector

The formal financial institutions in Ghana are made up of the Central Bank, i. e.

Bank of Ghana, three main commercial banks, i. e. Ghana Commercial Bank, Barclays

Bank of Ghana Limited, and the Standard Bank of West-Africa Limited, and a host of

secondary banks including the Agricultural Development Bank, National Investment

Bank, Bank for Housing and Construction, Co-operative Bank, Social Security Bank

and the Merchant Bank Ghana Limited.

The Central Bank performs all the traditional duties of a central bank including

the sole right of issuing bank notes and coins, the Government's bank, the bank fbr

the commercial banks, and the responsibility of administering and monitoring the

monetary policies of the government.

The informal financial institution is the local money lender who provides credit

mainly for the farming/rural population especially in the cocoa growing areas. Two

major reasons account for the provision of credit to the cocoa farms. First, the

seasonality of incorne flow for cocoa farmers makes it necessary for the receipt of

short-term loans during the off-season. Second, cocoa farms provide a suitable form

of collateral for long-term loans. However, lacl< of inf'ormation on the operations of

this infbrmal sector makes any detailed study difficult. It mtst be notecl that this
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unorganized money market is indisputably an important component of the credit

market in Ghana.

Prior to the ERP, the interest rate in Ghana was institutionally determined. The

Central Bank fixed the bank rate, and reqr-rired the commercial banks to determine the

lending and deposit rates in accordance with a given range prescribed by the Central

Bank. During the ERP, interest rates were deregulated to encourage competition.

Prior to 1983, a fixed exchange rate regime was practised. Since 1983, the ex-

change rate regime has been gradually liberalized to its current flexible exchange rate

regime. With the abolition of the foreign exchange auction system, exchange rates are

determinecl through interbank market operations, and are announced by the central

bank.

A unique characteristic of the financial and monetary sector in Ghana is the

prevalence of a strong parallel market for foreign exchange. The parallel market

constitutes the main source of foreign exchange for petty traders involved in the

importation of consumer goods and for travellers. The parallei market for foreign

exchange was formally legalized in 1988 by the issuing of licences for the operation of

foreign exchange bureaux by the PNDC Government. The parallel market rates are

established by individual bureaux usually at a premium. The main sources of foreign

exchange for the parallel market are remittances) repatriation from individuals with

f'oreign accounts, ancl from foreign visitors.
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4.3, lntroductior¡

The Economic Recovery Program (ERP) in Ghana is being acclaimed as a huge suc-

cess by the international financial community and other international organisations.

It is currently labelled the model of growth worthy of emulation by other sub-Saharan

African countries.

Many interested parties including other sub-Saharan African countries would un-

doubtedly be interested in knowing the policies involved, how the policies were im-

piementecl, the factors that contributed to the huge success, the uniqueness of the

Ghanaian program, and the clegree of snccess of the program. These issues are critical

in assessing the replicability and/or adaptaliility of the model.

This chapter aclclresses these issues by looking at the ERP in Ghana in a more

comprehensive manner. The various policies formulated, the implementation pro-

cess, ancl an evaluation of the program are reviewed. Also, the chapter iooks at the



uniqueness of the Ghana model, and assesses the possibility of its replicability and/or

adaptabiliiy by other sub-Saharan African countries.

A€}'û.øâ T'he Specåffias @f Gk¡anaes Ðcor¡orr'¡åc Reaovery

Pnograru (E'RP)

Having experienced an uprecedented massive decline in the Ghanaian economy in the

early 1980s, the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) Government of Ghana,

under the chairmanship of Flight Lieutenant Jerry John Rawlings witir Dr. Kwesi

Botchwey as the Minister of Þ-inance and Economic Planning, launched an Economic

Recovery Program(ERP) aimed at arresting and reversing the declining trend in the

economy. Financial assistance for the program was provided by the IMF, the World

Bank and other donor agencies including the Overseas Development Agency (ODA).

Tlie ERP was launchecl in Three Phases. Phase I which was the stabilization phase,

was from 1984 to 1986. Phase II, the structural adjustment phase, was from 1987 to

1988, and Phase III, the sustenance phase, from 1989 to 1990.

The ultimate goal of the ERP was to resolve the structural weaknesses in the

Ghanaian economy, and to create a competitive, efficient, export oriented, and a

well-integrated growth economy (Ghana Government, 1984). The specific goals of

the ERP were as follows:

ø to arrest and reverse the declining level of production especially in the agricul-

tural sector;

ø to control Inflation;

ø to stimulate exports ancl curb the consumption of luxury imports;
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ø to restore the eroded overseas confidence in Ghana;

ø to rehabiliiate the highly deteriorated production and social infrastructure;

ø to mobilize domestic and foreign resorrrces into restoring the standard of living

of Ghanaians;

e to ensure economic growth of about 1.5 percent per annum;

ø to stimulate the levels of savings and investment in the economy;

ø to improve the chronic balance of payments problem;

e to improve public sector management.

Explicit policy measures were taken by the Ghana Government aimed at achieving

the statecl goals of the ERP with the approval of the the IMF and the World Bank.

The financial programming model of the IMF and the structural adjustment model of

the World Bank constituted the theoretical underpinnings of the policy measures.6

The policy measures included the following:

e liberalization of the exchange rate system;

ø introcluction of measures to liberalize tracle and encourage exports;

ø introduction of reforms in the cocoa sector;

ø introduction of stringent fiscal policy measures;

ø introduction of tight monetary policy measu-r*es and other monetary reforms;

ø rationalization of the state owned enterprises (SOEs);

6The theoreticaÌ base of the trvo models and theil recommendations for stabilization/structural

acljustrnent prograrns are discussed in the second chapter.
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ø lilieralization of prices;

ø improvement in the climate f'or private investment;

ø introduction of policies to reduce arrears;

e introduction of a program of action to mitigate the social cost of the adjustment

(PAMSCAD).

4.2.t Liberalization of tk¡e Exchange Rate Systern

The exchange rate regime was liberalized starting with an initial large devaluation

of about 627 percent in 1983, i. e. from 2.75 cedis to 1.00 United States dollar to

20.00 cedis to 1.00 United States dollar. This was followed by periodic adjustment up

to an exchange rate of 90.00 cedis to i.00 United States dollar in January 1986. In

January 1986, a two window system was introduced, where the second window rate

was determined by an auction system and the first window rate pegged at 90.00 cedis

to 1.00 United States dollar. The two winclows were unified in February 1987, and

a Dutch Auction System introduced. Various banks had to bid for their customers

with successful bidders paying a 100 percent payment of their request upfront at the

rate equal to their bids. The quoted exchange rate was however set at the marginal

rate that exhausted the availableforeign exchange (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 18 - 19).

The average weekly supply of foreign exchange in the auction increased steadily

from an equivalent of 2.5 million U. S. dollars in 1986 to 3.9 million U. S. dollars in

1987, 4.9 million U. S. dollars in 1988, 6.7 million in U. S. dollars in 1989, and 7.7

miilion U. S. dollars in 1990 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 20).

Industry received the highest share accounting for about fifIy percent of the total

amount. The largest amount went to the textile manufacturing companies followed by

metal products and breweries. Transport accounted for ten percent, commetce twelve
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percent and agriculture seven percent (World Bank, 1989, p. 18). The currency

demanded was dominated by the United Stated dollar which accounted for sixty

percent of the total demand, followed by the British pouncl rvhich accounted for

twenty percent.

In an attempt to recluce the profit levels of illegal rent-seekers involved in the

strong parallel foreign exchange market, encourage t]re flow of additional resources

through official channels, as well as improve the operation of the exchange system

particularly the process of obtaining small amounts of the f'oreign currency on daily

basis, the Government more or' less legalized the underground market by permitting

the establishment of foreign exchange bureaux on February 1, 1988, for the purchase

and sale of foreign exchange.

The foreign exchange bureaux are licensed by the Bank of Ghana, and are subject

to some rules and regulations. Transactions are conficlential but the monthly volume

of sales and purchases are reported to the Central Bank.

The bureaux were not allowecl to bid for f'oreign exchange at the auction during the

operations of the auction. However, retention accounts (except for cocoa and mining),

interest earnings, commissions and remittances that are held by the public, could be

sold at the bureaux. Purchases at the bureaux increased from an equivalent of about

1.9 million U. S. dollars per month in the second quarter of 1988, to about 21.1 million

U. S. dollars per month in the second quarter of 1990, while sa,les increased from 1.8

million U. S. dollars per month in the second quarter of 1988 to 20.9 million U. S.

clollars per month in the second quarter of 1990 (Kapur et al. 1991 , p. 2I).

It was the expectation of the monetary authorities that there would be a conver-

gence of tire auction ancl bureau rates. This was not however realized until April 1990.

Initially there was a significant clifferential of about 30 percent between the bureau

buying rate ancl the auction, ancl a spreacl of about 45 percent between the bureau
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selling rate and the auction rate (I{anprir et aÌ. 799L, p. 22). The differential nar-

rowed to between 15 ancl 25 percent in May and June of 1988, but by mid-November

to December 1988, the differential had widened again to between 40 and 50 percent

(World Bank, 1989, p. 18). By late 1989, the bureau rate stabilized, while the auction

rate continued to depreciate. Hence, an increase in the supply of f'oreign exchange at

the auction reduced a spilled over excess demand in the forex bureaux, and improved

the chances of a convergence. The differential between the auction and bureau rates

declined to 8 percent in April 1990 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.22). Consequently, in April

1990, a fully unified fbreign exchange market was institutionalized. A single exchange

rate was set through the supply and demand forces within the existing institutional

structures and thus removed the differential between the auction and bureaux rates.

The foreign exchange auction system was abolished in 1992. Currently, the exchange

rate is determinecl by interbank market activities.

4"2.2 lntroduction of Measures to Liberalize TYade and En-

courage Ðxports

Various policy measures were taken to complement the liberalization of the exchange

rate regime in an attempt to liberalize trade and encourage exports. Exporters of

non-traditional goods like pineapples, oranges, ginger, onions, fish, wood products,

etc, were allowed to retain a portion of their foreign exchange earnings to meet their

own essential requirements. The retention was initially set at twenty percent but

was later increased to thirty percent (Loxley, 1991. p. 16). Different ratios were

however established for the traditional exports. The retention ratio for the Ghana

Cocoa Board was 5 percent and that fbr log exporters was 20 percent (lVorld Bank,

1989, p. 18). Furthermore, non-traditional exportels were exempted from foreign

exchange surrender requirements. Export dut¡r on minerals and timber was abolished
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in Janr-rary 1987 (World Bank, 1987, p. 17). lVith the establishment of the foreign

exchange auction system in 1987, ancl the removal of import controls, the government

started eliminating the retention accor-rnts to augment the supply of foreign exchagne

to the auction. In NIarch l987, the Ghana Cocoa Board's foreign exchange retention

ratio was reduced from 5 percent to 2 percent, and in September 1987, the ratio f'or

the log exporters was lowered from 20 percent to 5 percent. The retention for the log

exporters was abolished in December 1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 18).

Measures to simplify the trade tax system were also taken. The import licensing

system was strearnlined, then liberalized and finally abolished. After a review of trade

taxes and the tariff system, the Government took the following measures in its 1988

budget: unified sales tax on goods of similar nature whether imported or domestically

produced; simplified the system into f'our categories, namely, exempt, concessionary,

standard, and luxury; and reduced the import duties on the standard, and luxury

categories by 5 percent (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 81). For a bulk of goods bearing a

custom duty of 15 percent or higher, the nominal tariff was uniformly reduced by

5 percent (World Bank, 1989, p. 19). To provide temporary protection to selected

industries, a 10 percent tax was levied on some import categories including selected

drugs, garments, cosmetics, juices, mineral watets, soaps, and some foocl products.

In January 1989, the government abolished the import licensing scheme altogether'

and by April 1990, Ghana's trade system did not have any restrictions on payments

and transfèrs for current transactions (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 26).

4.2"3 Introduction of Reforrns in the Cocoa Sector

A major objective of the Government's program is to provide better incentives to

cocoa farmels. In line with this, the producer price of cocoa has been increased

steaclily since 1983. Tire producer price of cocoa was increased from 20,000 cedis per



metric ton in 1983, to 85,000 cedis per metric ton in L986187 ,140,000 cedis per metric

ton in 1987188,165,000 cedis per metric ton in 1988/89, 174,000 cedis per metric ton

in 1989/90, and 224,000 cedis per metric ton in 1990/91 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 19;

IMF, i991, p. 21). The changes raised the farmers'share of the f. o. b. price (valued

at the official nominal exchange rate) from about 9 percent in 198a/85 to about

23 percent in 1986/87, 33 percent in 1987 188, 40 percent in 1988/89, 43 percent in

1989/90, and 49 percent in 1990/91 (World Bank, 1989, p. 20; INIF, 1991, p. 21). lt
must be mentioned that these changes have been made possible by the continuous

depreciation of the domestic currency. Between 1988 and 1990, the changes were

not enough to offset the rate of inflation and resulted in declines in real terms. The

relatively large increase in 1990/91 reflected in part the impact of the elimination of

a broad range of input subsidies for fungicides, insecticides, pesticides, and sprayers,

which had been provided by the Ghana Cocoa Board (Cocobod).

Historically, cocoa farmers in Ghana have been excessively taxed. One of the

explanations for the excessive taxation was the ineficient operations of the Ghana

Cocoa Board (Cocobod). As a result, during 1987/1988, the Cocobod undertook

some restructuring measures to reduce costs. These included a retrenchment of staff

and the placement of unviable plantations on divestiture. As a result, operating cost

fèll from 29 percent of f. o. b. price in 1985/1986 to about 17 percent of f. o. b. price

in 1986/i987 (World Bank, 1989, p. 21). The corporate plan fol 1987/88 to 1990/91

aimed at reducing the Board's share of the f. o. b. price to 15 percent (World Bank,

1989, p. 21). Measures to reduce the operating cost in the corporate plan included the

phasing out of input subsidies, shedding the responsibility for input supply, reducing

the role of the Board in transportation, reducing the cost of evacuation, divesting

additional plantations and improving accounting and management information. In

mid-March 1992, the government announcecl that it would liberalize the cocoa mar-

keting sector b), authorising priyate companies to compete with the Cocobod.
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4"2"4 lntroduction of, F iscal Folicy Refonrr¡s

The economic crisis of the 1970s and the early 1980s resulted in the complete erosion

of the country's resonrce and infrastructural base. These was further accompanied

by a lack of fiscal discipline which resulted in budgetary crisis. The revenue base

dwindled, public expenditure was severely reduced, and there was a complete collapse

of infrastructure. The Government addressed these issues by initiating fiscal policy

measuÌes which were directed at three areas. These wer-e:

@ revenrre mobilization measures;

@ measur-es to restructure recurrent expenditure;

@ measures to augment capitai expenditure.

Specific policy measures in these aleas are discussed below.

Revenue Mobilization Measures

At the ìreginning of the ERP in 1983, the tax system in Ghana had virtually collapsed

with the total tax revenue being about 4.6 percent of the GDP (Kanpur et al. 1991,

p. 30). It was imperative that efforts to restore fiscal stability had to inciude levenue

mobilization. The Government therefore introduced measures to improve the efficien-

cy of the tax system and restore fiscal stability. The measures included a broadening

of the tax base, a recluction in direct tax, and an improvement in tax collection. The

measures began rvith various exercises by the government to ensnre tax compliance

among the self employed including the institution of a policy of tax clearance as a

pre-requisite f'or the renewal of business licences and registration of new businesses.

Measures were also taken to educate the public on their tax obiigations, and mon-

itor corporate accounts more closely. Seconcl, the Government began to reform the
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tax structure. The reforms focused on lowering the personal tax burden, improving

incentives, rationalizing indirect taxes, and expanding the role of taxes on consump-

tion. The standard tax exemption for single individuals which rvas raised fì'om 10,000

cedis per annum in 1987 to 24,000 cedis per annum in 1988, was further increased to

38,000 cedis per annum in 1989, and 60,000 cedis per annum in 1991 (Government

of Ghana, 1989, 1990, 1991). Similar increments were made for married couples from

15,000 cedis per annum in 1987 to 36,000 cedis per annum in 1988, 57,000 cedis per

annum in 1989, and 91,000 cedis per annum in 1991.

The progressivity of the tax system was also reducecl. The top level taxable income

was increased from incomes above 310,000 cedis per annum in 1987 to incomes above

984,000 cedis per annum in 1988, 1.2 million cedis per annum in 1989, and 2.1 million

cedis per annum in 1991 (Government of Ghana, 1989, 1990, 1991). Furthermore, the

top marginal tax rate was lowered from 55 percent to 50 percent in 1991 (Government

of Ghana, 1991). In order to broaden the personal income tax base, all allowances

paid to employees in both the public and private sectors were consolidated into the

basic wage structure in July 1991 (Government of Ghana, 1991).

Corporate tax for manufacturing, farming and exporting was lowered fì'om 55 per-

cent to 45 percent in 1988 (Government of Ghana, 1989). In 1989, a three-tier system

was introclucecl. A 55 percent corporate tax for businesses in banking, insurance, ancl

printing; a 45 percent corporate tax for firms in manufäcturing, farming, and export-

ing; and a 50 percent corporate tax (clown from 55 percent) for the remaining firms

(Kanpur et al. 1991, p.33). A further reduction to 35 percent in corporate tax was

provided to agriculture) manufacturing, real estate, construction, and services in the

1991 bLrdget (Government of Ghana, 1991). In 1991, capital aliowances provided in

the investment code were extended to all enterprises in the manufacturing sector, and

the capital gains tax rate reduced to 5 percent. lVithholding of tax on dividends was

also reduced fì'om 30 percent to 15 percent (Kanpur et al. 199i. p. 33).
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The import tax policy was reformed, ancl has resulted in an increase in the share

of import duties to total revenue from 14.0 percent in 1984 to about 25 percent in

1990, and 20.2 percent in 1991 (Kanpr.rr et al. 1991, p. 30). A major increase in the

domestic value of imports stemming from the depreciation of the exchange rate) a

sharp increase in the volume of imports resulting from the gradual removal of import

licensing requirements, changes in duty rates, and an improved tax administration, all

contributed to the increase in receipts from import duties. Duty rates were lowered

by 5 percentage points in 1988. Currently, the import tarriff rate applied to most

goods is 25 percent. However, a special import tax policy gives a nominal protection

of up to 60 percent fbr some products (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 34). Export duty

which is levied exclusively on cocoa, has declined from 28.6 percent of total revenue

in 1983, to 10.3 percent of total revenue in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 30). The

cocoa levy is determined as a 100 percent duty on all proceeds from cocoa exports,

net of payments to cocoa farmers and the marketing and operational costs of the

Ghana Cocoa Board.T The decline in the share of the total revenue is a reflection of

weakening world cocoa prices,s as well as substantial increases in the producer price

paicl to cocoa farmers.

The system of indirect taxation was also refbrmed. In 1987, all excise cluties on

products other than petroleum, beverages, and tobacco were abolished. The revenue

loss was compensated for by an increase in general sales tax from 10 percent lo 20

percent and subsequently to 25 percent. The late was reduced to 22.5 percent in 1989

and further reduced to 17.5 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.34). Petroleum

taxation was increased as a means of raising Ìevenue and bringing petroleum prices

in line with those of neighbouring countries. As a result, the retail price of regular

Tlncome from cocoa farming both for individuals and companies is exempt from direct taxation.
SCoco. prices declined from 2395.7 U. S. dollars per metric ton in 1984 to 7274.4 U. S. dollars

per rnetric ton in 1990 (United Nations, 1991, p. 394).
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gas \vas increased steadily from 180 cedis per gallon in 1987, to 230 cedis per gallon

in 1988, 275 cedis per galÌon in 1989, 300 cedis per gallon in 1990, and 1000 cedis per

gallon in 1992 (World Bank, 1989, p. 83; Kanpur et al. i991, p. 34).

These measures have resulted in a steady increase in tax revenue from 4.6 percent

of GDP in 1983 to 72.7 percent of the GDP in 1987, and 13.8 percent of the GDP in

1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 30).

Measures to Restructure Recurrent Expenditure

The Government restructured the recurrent public expenditure with the objective

of holding it within about 11 percent of the GDP (World Bank, 1989, p. 63). The

first step towards this goai was to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the civil

service. A study by the Management Service Division of the Office of the Head of

the Civil Service, with technical assistance from the Overseas Development Admin-

istration of the United Kindgom, identified that over 50 percent of the civil servants

were unskilled workers at the junior level of the grade structure. Furthermore, that

while the higher levels of the grade structure in the civil service were understaffed, the

jnnior levels were 20 to 40 percent overstaffed (World Bank, 1989, pp 25-26). Hence,

the Government introduced some reforms in the civil service which aimed at reducing

staffing in the junior levels, raising remuneration and increasing salary differentials.

The Government introduced a retrenchment program to remove redundancies in

the civil service. Between 1987 and 1990, 50,000 mainly unskilled civil servants were

redeployed and about 20,000 skilled staff hired. The net reduction of 30,000 was about

10 percent of the civil servants (Kanpur et ai. 1991, p. 34). A further redeployment

of about 5,000 workers \Mas also planned for i991. A "special efficiency" budget was

established in 1987 to cover the costs of retraining and supporting recleployecl public

sector employees. The efficiency buclget accounted for between 2.0 and 4.7 perecent
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of the total government expenditure between 1987 and 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.

38). The estimated ratio of savings on the salary bili to compensation and training

cost was about 1 to 3 (World Bank, 1989, p. 25). Sta,f recruitment in the higher

level job categories was initiated to strengthen the capacity of the civil service for an

effective implementation and monitoring of the adjustment program, while a freeze

was placed on hiring lower job categories.

Prior to the adjustment period, the civil service suffered from low salaries and

senior civil servants were grossly underpaicl. For example, even after some adjust-

ments in 1984 and 1985, the real salary of a Permanent Secretary in i986 was 10

percent of the 1977 level, while that of a messenger was 50 percent of the 1977 level

(lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 33). Quite uncharacteristic of IMF/Worlcl Bank program-

s, the Government introduced measures to raise remuneration of civil servants and

increase salary differentials between the highest and the lowest paid civil servants.

Expenditure on personnel emoluments was however limited to about 5.5 percent of

ihe GDP (lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 33). In January 1986, the Government raised salaries

in the public service which resulted in an increase in the minimum wage to 90.0 cedis

per day. This caused an 80 percent increase in the wage bill for 1986 (lVorld Bank,

1987, p. 10). Even with the adjustment, the average wage in real terms was about

40 percent of the 1977 level for senior public servants and 65 percent for the junior

civil servants (lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 10). The salary adjustment slightly improved

the position of the civil service relative to the private sector. The Government con-

tinued to raise .'l/ages and salaries in the public service causing the minimum wage to

increase from 112 cedis per day in 1987, to 277 cedis per day in 199i. Apart from

the across-the- boarcl wage and salary increases, there was an additional stretching of

relative remuneration between the highest and lowest paid civil servants as a means

of providing incentives to senior civil servants and improving morale and efficiency in

the civil service. The differential ìreiween the highest ancl lowest paicl civil setvants
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has been raised from 2.3 to 1 in 1986, to about 10.5 io 1 in i991 (lVorld Bank, 1987,

p. 33; Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 34). The minimum wage in the civil service served as

an index to the private sector. However, compliance with the minimum wage was

qualified by an ability to pay clause and as a result many employers in the private

sector coulcl not match the adjustments.

In 1986, as an expenditure reduction rneasure and a means to improve the fi-

nancial performance of the companies involved, the Government introduced and/or

increased user fees for the use of public goods and services including electricity, water,

telecommunication and postal service. Rates for water were raised by between 150

percent and 1,150 percent, electricity rates by between 47 percent and 80 percent,

telecommunication by between 70 percent and 300 percent, and postal rates by 600

percent (lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 74). Fees were also introduced in the health sector in

1986, with the objective of recovering 13.8 percent of total costs between 1986 and

1988 (Loxley,1991, p. 18).

Regarding education, a two phase program was introduced. The first phase had an

overall objective of making education financially more efficient, ancl ensuring that tlie

reformed education system would be sustained within the budget. The second phase

f'ocused on restructuring and expanding senior secondary schools, and cost savings

tlrrough tightened control on expenditure (IMF, 1991, p.24). In an attempt to meet

this objective, in 1989, the Government replaced boarding and lodging expenses in

tertiary educational institutions previously shouldered by the Government, with a

student loan scheme of 50,000 cedis per student per annum, and the institution of a

government scholarship and bursary scheme for outstanding students.

One important aspect of the restructuring of the recurrent expenditure is its im-

pact on social welfale. The extent to which the government expenditure policy has

addressed the social needs of the people is gauged by examining the level of resources

clirected toward education, health, social security, community amenities, and social



seÌvices. In this respect, the expenditule on these has increased steadily from 2.6

percent of GDP in 1983 to 7.1 percent of GDP in 1989, ancl as a percentage of the

government expencliture from 32.5 percent in 1983 to about 51.2 percent in 1989

(Kanpur et al. p. 40).

Measures to ,A.ugment Capital Expenditure

At the peak of the economic crisis in 1983, capital expenditure by the Government

had declined from 4.5 percent of GDP in 1975 to about 0.6 percent of GDP (Kanpur

et al. 1991, p.31). Ghana's once well-developed infrastructure was in a state of

disrepair. The government was quick in realizing that a well developed infrastucture

was necessary to facilitate a positive supply response. Also, the Government wanted

to break away from the past pattern of allocating funds for public investment on ad

hoc basis as a result of which many projects were starved for fi.rnds and were only

partially completed.

Consequently, in 1986, the Government introduced the first rolling three year

Public Investment Program (PIP) as a major component of the ERP, to improve the

planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of public investments in Ghana.

Under the first PIP (1986-88), the Government planned public investment totalled

184.91 billion cedis (in constant 1986 prices) (Government of Ghana, 1987c, p. 7).

The total planned investment was about 6 percent of the GDP in 1986, and betrveen

9 and 10 percent of the GDP in 1987 and 1988 (Loxley, 1991, p. 20). The second

PIP for the period 1990-92 was introduced in 1990 with a total planned investment

of. ß2.I billion cedis (in constant 1990 prices), which represented about 10 percent

of the GDP for the period (IMF, 1991, p. 15). 75 percent of the total planned invest-

ment f'or the first PIP was financecl from foreign resources, mainly from aid, grants,

ancl Overseas Development Assistance (ODA) soulces generally, and 25 percent from
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clomestic resources (Government of Ghana, 1987c, p. iii). For the second PIP, 62

percent of the total plannecl investment was financed from foreign resources, mainly

concessionary ODA sources and commercial borrowing, and 38 percent from domestic

resources (Government of Ghana, 1989b, p. 5).

The PIPs fbcused on the rehabilitation ancl expansion of basic economic infras-

tructure - such as fèeder roads, railroads, telecommunication and ports, - increased

provision of social security, and sector rehabilitation. The bulk of the planned in-

vestment, 72 percent in 1986-88 and 62 percent in 1990-92, was allocated to the

development of economic infrastructure, mainly in the energy, roads and highway

sectors (Government of Ghana, 1987c, p. 8; Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 35). About 22

percent of the resoulces in both 1986-88 and 1990-92 was devoted to the productive

sectors f'or the development of agricultural infrastructure, improvement in agricultur-

al services, ancl for rehabilitating the industrial and mining sectors (Government of

Ghana, 1987c, p.8; Kanpur et al. 1991, p.35). In the manufacturing sector, the

emphasis was on rehabilitating selected units of the Ghana Industrial Holding Corpo-

ration (GIHOC) and operating the Tema Food Complex Limited. Tlie Government

was counting on the private sector to invest in the manufacturing sector. 8.2 pelcent

of the resources in the 1986-88 PIP, and 14 percent of the resources in the 1990-92 PIP

was allocatecl f'or the social and administrative sectors mainly f'or an expanded and

improved provision of health and education services (Government of Ghana, 1987c,

p. 9; Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 35).

The Government also established criteria for selecting projects into the PIP. For

projects with a total cost exceeding 5 miliion U. S. clollars, a minimum Economic

Rate of Return (ERR) of 15 percent was requirecl fol selection into the "core" PIP

(Government of Ghana, 1987c, p. 9). In cases where the BRR criterion was not

applicable, priority was given to:
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key projects for rehabilitating the infì'astructure ancl for

infrastructural bottlenecks ;

export oriented and efficient import substituting projects

gestation periods and quick returns;

easing the existing

with relatively short

f'oreign fundecl projects or projects capable of attracting at least 60 percent

I'oreign financing;

ø ongoing projects;

ø projects that generated aclditional revenue fbr the government;

e projects that had low minimal recurrent cost;

e projects that contributed to employment creation, poverty alleviation, ancl im-

proved quality of lif'e in rural areas.

4.2.5 lntroduction of T'ight Monetary Folicy Vtreasures and

Othen Monetary Reforrns

Prior to the ERP, financial discipline in Ghana lvas very weak. There were large

fiscal deficits which were financed by the domestic banking system and resulted in

high rates of growth in domestic credit, broad money supply, and fueled inflation.

Furthermore, sorne measrues taken by the Government in the early 1980s to eliminate

fraud, including the freezing of bank deposits, weakened the public confidence in the

banking system. This resultecl in a large switch of bank deposits into currency outside

the banks. For example, in 1983) curr'ency outside the banks was about 47 percent

of broad money supply (Kanpur et al. 199i, p. 43). By 1984, the currency outside

the banks grew by about 70 pelcent (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 46), and inflation rate

averaged more than 70 percent between 1980 and 1983.



Several monetary policy mea,sur'es were therefore implementecl under the ERP

alongside the foreign exchange and fiscal policy reforms. Initially the monetary poli-

cies f'ocused on controlling credit expansion by the banking system, particularly to

the Government, to ensure that money supply grew at a rate compatible with the

growth in real GDP so as to achieve price stability. Later, the focus was broaclened

to inclucle a graclual dismantling of administrative interest rate and creclit controls.

Regarding the control of credit expansion, the Bank of Ghana relied on quantitative

controls in the form of ceilings on the net domestic assets of the banking system,

ancl net bank credit to the Government and the Cocoa Board agreed to in the IMF

program. As a result, the Government share of total credit cleclined steaclily from 70

percent in 1983 to about 20 percent in 1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. ia4). The annual

rate of growth in net domestic credit decelerated from 63.1 percent in 1984 to about

10.3 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. 46). This was a reflection of a continued

improvement in the government finances and, in particular, a net repayment by the

Government to the banking system since 1987 averaging about 1.2 percent of GDP

between 1987 and 1991 (Kanpur et ai. 1991, p. 33). During the ten-month period to

September 1990, the Government paid an equivalent of 12.5 percent of broad money

supply to the Bank of Ghana (IMF, 1991, p. 6). Annual rate of growth of credit

to the non-Government sector was also slowed down from 295.8 percent in 1984 to

about 12 percent in 1989 (Kanpur et al. p. 46). Despite the slow down, the private

share of the total credit increased from 17 percent in 1983 to about 57 percent in

1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 144). By 1991, annnal rate of growth of creclit to the

non- Government sector had increased to 34.9 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.

46). The improvements in the government finances, and the net repayments by the

Government to the banking system helped moderate the slowdown in private sector

credit in an overall restrictive credit policy.

Prior io 1988, alloca'¡ion of credit to the private sector was influenced by sectoral



limits. In 1985, the distribution of loans and advances for the major sectors were

as f'ollows: 24 percent f'or agriculture; 28 percent for manufäctureing; 9 percent for

construction; and 18 percent for non-export commerce. In 1987, the clistribution was

20 percent for agriculture, 29 percent for manufacturing, l2 percent for construction,

ancl 15 percent for non- export commerce (Worlcl Bank, 1989, p. 10). The Gov-

ernment abolished the controls on sectoral allocation of credit in 1988 except f'or a

minimum requirement f'or loans to the agricultural sector. Loans and advances to

the agricultural sector were about 16 percent of the total loans and advances in 1988

(World Bank, 1989, p. 148). The minimum requirement for loans on the agricultural

sector was also lifted in November 1990.

Alongside the restrictive credit policy, lending lates were raised from an average of

16.5 percent in 1984 to an average of 24 percent in 1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 153).

In 1990, the Banl< of Ghana introduced attractive returns in its financial instruments,

and moved closer to a market-oriented financial system. This attracted competition

for deposits and forced average bank deposit rate to be increased fì'om between 15

and 20 percent in 1990, to between 18 and 23 percent in 1991. Correspondingly, the

average lencling rate was raised from between24 and 28 percent in 1990 to between 28

and 31 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991 , p. 47). With an annual rate of inflation

less than 20 percent in 1991, both the deposit rates and the lending rates became

significantly positive in real terms.

Despite the restrictive creclit policy, which resulted in a reduced growth in broad

money sr"rpply from about 72 percent in 1984 to about 19 percent in 1991 (Kanpur

et al. 1991, p. +6), the growth still exceeded the target set in the Government's

monetary policy and the growth in the nominal GDP. Increases in cocoa financing,

credit expansion to the non-Government sector, especially afler 1989, larger than

expected inflow of external concessional assistance, and a stronger improvement in

the balance of payments which resulted in high increases in the net foreign assets of
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the banking system, all contributed to the higher than expectecl annnal grorvth rates

in the broad money supply, and hence, the excess liquidity.

Strong growth in deposits coupled with restrictions on credit were the primary

reasons f'or excess liquidity in 1987. Deposits in commercial banks rose by about 60

percent in i986/1987 of which about 23 percent was providecl as required reselves

(lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 10). In spite of the high demand for loans by the private

sector, the credit ceilings constrained the lending capabilities of the commercial banks.

Commercial banks could expand loans only by less than half the net increase in the

available funds, leaving them with substantial liqLridity. In response, the Bank of

Ghana implemented some measures to mop up the excess funds. The required ratio

was raised, banks were allowed to increase holdings of commercial paper, and in 1988,

the banks were allowed to finance cocoa bills. Nevertheless, in 1988, reselves in the

banking system as a whole were about 41 percent of deposits while the required ratio

was only 30 percent (World Bank, 1989, p. 11). This reportedly caused many banks

to turn away large depositors.

In 1988, the Government introduced monetary policy and financial sector reforms

to acldress the rigidities in the financial sector. The monetary policy reforms involved

a shift away from direct controls towards a reliance on market-based instruments of

policy. As part of the process, the Bank of Ghana removed the credit controls, ratio-

nalized the minimum cash and liquid reserve requirements for banks, introduced new

financial instruments (for example, 30-day and gO-day Bank of Ghana bills, l-year

and 2-year treasury bills, and a 5-year government stock), intensified the absorption

of excess liqLriclity from the econoÍly through open-market operations at market de-

terminecl levels, and strengthened monetary management capacity. In addition, the

financial position of the Bank of Ghana was strengthened by converting the revalu-

ation losses accumulated by the end of September 1990 into long-telm government

bonds. The Bank of Ghana was to use the yield on the bonds to implement monetary



policies.

As a result of these efforts, a large volume of the excess liquidity was sterilized

through the sale of non-rediscountable Bank of Ghana instruments and large net

repayments by the Government to the Bank of Ghana. This helped to reduce the

excess bank cash reserves to modest levels in relation to the total bank deposits.

These efforts increased the confidence in the banking system. Growth in velocity

of circulation declined from 9.0 percent in 1983 to about 5.6 percent in 1988, but

increased to 6.7 in 1990 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.46). Furthermore, growth irr currency

outside the banks also declined from 39 percent in 1988 to 28 percent in 1989, ancl

-3.5 and -2.2 percent f'or 1990 and 1991 respectively (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.46).

Interest rates were also deregulated in 1988 to ensure positive real interest rates.

However, despite the large volume of open market operations and the slow down in

monetary expansion, money market interest rates rose only modestly relative to the

rate of inflation until 1990. For example, the commercial banking rate on 6 months

fixed cleposits increased from 11.5 percent in 1983 to between 19 and 22 percent in

1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 153), while inflation was about 123 percent in 1983, and

averagecl about 29 percent between 1984 and i988 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p. a6). This

causecl substantial negative real interest rates. The negative real interest rates were

responsible f'or the decline in private savings from 5.4 percent of GDP in 1985 to

2.7 percent of GDP in 1987 and 3.4 percent of GDP in 1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989,

p. 91). However, the level of national savings increased from 4 percent of GDP in

1984 to 6.5 percent of GDP in 1988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 91), mainly because of

improvecl savings in the public sector from -0.6 (dissaving) percent of GDP in 1984

to 3.0 percent of GDP in i988 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 91). As a result of the limitecl

responsiveness of interest rate to changes in liquidity, the Bank of Ghana introducecl

some measures in 1990 and 1991 to strengthen the responsiveness of interest rates.

These measures included an increase in the Bank of Ghana's recliscount rate from
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26 percent to 35 percent in 1991, and a widening of the access to purchases of Bank

of Ghana financial instruments to the non-bank sector. Consequently, the annual

yield on the rnoney market instruments rose from between 23 and 29 percent in igg0

to between 31 and 38 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.47). Furthermore,

bank cleposit rates increased fì'om between 15 and 20 percent in 1990 to between

18 and 23 percent in 1991, while bank lending rates increased fì'om between 24 and

28 percent in 1990 to between 28 and 31 percent in 1991 (Kanpur et al. 1991, p.

91). These increases coupled with an average annual rate of inflation of 29 percent

between 1989 and 1991, resulted in positive real money market rates, bank lending

tates, and bank deposit rates. The positive real deposit rates were responsible for the

increase in private savings from 3.4 percent of GDP in 1988 to 4.7 percent of GDP

in 1991 (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 91). Individual investors responcled by converting

cash holdings into bank deposits or money market placements. At the same time,

however, the higher interest rates impacted on the credit clemand decisions of the

private sector, and credit allocation decisions of the banks.

Also, in an attempt to mobilize idle resources in the rural areas for gainful in-

vestment, the Bank of Ghana embarkecl on a program to extend the rural banking

network to the remote parts of the country. The activities and performance of the

rural banks were closely rnonitored by the Bank of Ghana to ensure that they opel-

ated efficiently. Regarding external resources mobilization, in June 1985, the Bank

of Ghana offered resiclents and non-residents the facility of maintaining f'oreign ex-

change accounts free from the Bank's control. This together rvith the deregulation

of the foreign exchange market and the establishment of foreign exchange bureaux

have contributecl significantly to the increase in net private unrequited transfers from

32 million U. S. dollars in 1985 to 202 million U. S. clollars in 1990 (Kanpur et al.

1991, p. 8). A stock exchange was introducecl in 1990, and this has enhanced the

availability of investment capital.



4.2.6 Rationalizaticn of'the State twned Enterprises(SûÐ)

One of the significant legacies of the First Republic of Ghana rvas the establishment

of number a of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) to meet various economic ancl social

objectives. This resulted in the Government having majority interest in 181 enter-

prises and minority interest in an additional 54 enterprises. The SOEs play a major

role in virtually all sectors of the Ghanaian economy. They are involved in mining,

manufacturing, utilities, transportation, and the services sectors, and employ a size-

able segrnent of the labour force. The performance of the SOEs has however been

characterized by huge losses and low procluctivity, and has become a financial and

managerial burden to various governments. For example, in 1983, the consolidated

final accounts of about 63 enterprises that could provide inf'ormation, showed a loss

equivalent to 0.2 percent of the GDP (World Bank, 1987, p. 26). The current ratio

for the sector was about 0.84 in 1984 (World Bank, i987, p. 26). As a result of the

poor financial performanceT many of the SOEs had liquiclity problems, and alrears

payable to the Government, other private enterprises, and other SOEs. In addition,

some SOEs wele financially supported through Government budgets in the form of

subventions, equity, and loans. In 1985, f'or example, the total transfers out of the

budget to SOEs were about 1 percent of the GDP (World Bank, 1987, p. 26).

The Government recognizecl that an improvement in the performance and efficien-

cy of the SOEs was crucial fbr the ERP and therefore appointed a Government Task

Force to carry out an in-depth review and evaluation of the SOEs, and recommend

reforms to rationalize the SOEs. As a recommenclation, the Task Force developed a

policy framework to adclress the problems within the SOEs. The framework included

a greater management autonorny, a rnore rational legal framework, progressive re-

duction in budget transfers to SOEs, investment criteria fbr the SOEs, clearance of

arlears, greater resonrce transfers to the Government in the form of dividents and
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plompt tax payments, an exposure of SOEs to more competition, and a divestiture

progtam. The framervork also addressecl the issue of overstaffing in SOEs by extencl-

ing the freeze on hiring to SOEs (except fbr skilled and profèssional positions), ancl

the retrenchment of surplus labour identified in inclividual enterprises.

The recommendations were operationalized in a state enterprises ref'orm pïogram

introcluced in 1987 which aimed at improving the efficiency and profitability of SOEs,

and reducing their demand for financial and managerial r.-esources from the Govern-

ment. A significant aspect of the reform was a requirement of all key SOEs to prepare

a three-year Corporate Pian that established objectives, targets, and strategies for

the sector, to constitute the basis for perf'ormance evaluation and accountability.

The Corporate Plans wele negotiable with the Government each year. The State

Enterprises Commission was given the responsibility of monitoring and evaiuating

the performance of the SOEs, making r-ecommendations for managerial bonuses or

penalties on the basis of the perf'ormance, ancl advising the Government.

A Divestiture Implementation Committee was formed to implement the divestiture

program. The Committee identified 34 enterprises f'or outright sale or liquidation, and

a conversion of 40 enterprises into joint ventures (Loxley, 1991, p. 18). The group

of 34 included a mix of both profitable ancl uprofitable enterprises. The inclusion of

the profitable enterprises was an attempt to attract investors. For the unprofitable

sectots, liqr"ridation'ñ/as recommended if sale proved difficult. The performâ,nce of the

remaining SOEs was closely monitored by the State Enterprises Commission.

The implementation of the reform program was slow initially but gained some mo-

mentum afler 1990. By May 1991, about 40 SOBs had been divestecl (Kanpur et a1.

1991, p. 38). In May 1991, an additional 28 SOEs, out of an expected 42 SOEs, wele

placed on the divestiture program including 11 subsidiaries of the Ghana Industrial

Holding Corporation (GIHOC). 14 major enterprises that were classified as being of

national strategic importance wele not placed on the clivestiture plogram. These
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included companies and state enterprises operating in the fields of transportation,

mining, and petroleum. Holvever, steps were taken to monitor their performance.

In the 1993 budget statement, the Government placed major corporate enterprises

including Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, Ghana Commercial Bank, National In-

vestment Bank, Standard Charterecl Bank, Accra Brewery, Guinness Ghana Limited,

Kumasi Brewery, and Pioneer Tobacco, on the divestiture list. The Government

then included public share offerings, joint ventures, and worker and/or management

buy-outs in the modalities f'or divestiture (Government of Ghana, 1993).

4.2.7 T,íberalization of Frices

Price controls were dismantled to allow market forces to determine price levels. The

statutory list of essential commodities whose prices were controlled was reduced to

eight, namely, imported rice, sugar, baby food, cement, textiles, drugs, matches and

soap (Loxley, 1991, p. I9). It must be mentioned that even with these items, the

controls allowed the full cost plus a profit margin to be passecl on to the consumer.

Controls on distribution of essential commodities wele also abolished.

4"2"8 Ïrnprovement in the Clirnate for Frivate Tnvestrnent

Whereas the Government undertook the key role of provicling adequate and well-

maintained infrastructure, ancl the rehabilitation of some key sectors, investments in

many productive sectors especially the manufacturing sector were shifted to private

investors. Prior to the ERP, private investment have been impeded by a number of

institutional, structural, ancl financial constraints which were inherent in the Ghana-

ian economic system. For example, weaknesses in financial intermecliation made it

difficult for private businesses to find means of financing other than short-term bank

credit. Furthermore, low savings rate, compiexity of the legal and aclministrative
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frameworl<, and the level of capital and investment income tax, did not encourage

private investment. The Government therefore made a determined effort to improve

the climate for private investment by eliminating ancl/or alleviating these constraints

as an incentive to trigger positive response from foreign and domestic investors.

New Investment and Mineral Cocles were approved by the Government which

were designed to encourage domestic and foreign private investment and establish a

lramework to protect investors. The Government reformed the corporate tax structure

with the objective of reducing corporate taxes.e

The Government also lifting restrictions on payments ancl transfers f'or current

international transactions, and initiated a program to clear up the backlog of funds

for capital and clividends repatriation that hacl been blocked. Accessibility to the

foreign exchange auction for approved transactions in this respect was permitted

during the auction. A process was also inititated where some of the backlog of the

blocked funds were converted into equity investments.

Measures were also taken to streamline government regulations and administrative

requirements relating to business registration, issuance of manufacturing licenses,

restrictions on foreign ownership, technology transfer, tax administration, and labonr

laws. In 1991, an advisory group was established (with majority of its membership

from the private sector), to review and make recommendations about the tax laws

ancl administrative requirements, and make them consistent with the liberalization

and deregulation thrust of the Government's policy reforms.

The financial reforms, bank restructuring, and the intr-oduction of a stock ex-

change, have removed some of the financial constraints for private investment. The

divestiture program has aiso enhanced private investment.

The Government has also f'orged a closer consultative relationship with the pri-

eRefer to the section on Introcluction of Reformed Fiscal Policy ùfeasures for a detailed discussion.
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vate sector. For example, a tripatite committee of the Government, trade unions, ancl

employers, was forrned to acldress and take decisions on issues affecting the private

sector. Futhermore, the pr-ivate sector was represented on the National Economic

Commission (NEC) to communicate the concerns of the private sector in the f'ormu-

lation ancl implementation of economic policies.

4,2.9 lr¡troductíon of Folicies to Reduce A,rnears

At the beginning of the ERP, the conficlence of the international trading and financial

commr-rnity in Ghana had been almost completely eroded because of the accumulation

of foreign debt payment arrears for loans contracted since the First Republic of Ghana.

As an essential component of the ERP, the Government instituted measures to

gradually reduce the outstanding arrears, in an attempt to gain back the recognition

and respect from the international community for financial support of the ERP.

By the end of 1988, 570 million U. S. dollars out of a total foreign arrears of 640

million U. S. dollars in foreign debt contracted since the First Republic, which were

overdue for payment between 1984 and 1988, had been paid (People's Daily Graphic,

Jan. 26, i989). The remaining outstanding overdue payment of 70 million U. S.

dollars was settled in June 1990. Additionally, 110 million U. S. dollars debt owed to

Nigeria was settled.

Regarding cnrrent external clebt obligations, the Government has stayed on top of

all its clebt servicing obligations without accumulating any arrears, and has sustained

its creclitworthiness with the international financial communitv.l0

l0Refer to the section on Financing the ERP fol a detailed discussion on Funding, and the section

on A,ssessing the ERP for a discussion on debt servicing.
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4"2"LÐ ïntroduction of the Frognara'r of Action to Nfitigate

the Social Costs of'Adjustrnent (FAñ4SAAD)

Undoubtedly, the adjustment policies had adverse impacts on some Ghanaians es-

pecially the poor. The price, trade, and exchange rate liberalization policies, the

increased taxation on petroleum, and the introduction and/or increase in user fees

for public utilities, resulted in a sharp increase in the general price level, and made

the affordability of these utilities and services almost impossible. Tlie problem was

compounded by the retrenchment proglam which laid off sorne employees of the pub-

lic service and parastatal companies, and deprivecl them of a source of income. The

retrenchment program also increased unemployment. The plight of t]re poor remained

very desparate with limited access to basic needs. The Government and the interna-

tional financial institutions Ìñ/eÌe criticizecl for failing to design ameliorative measures

to assist the vulnerable groups. This affected the popularity of the Government and

threatened the sustainability of the program.

After enormous pressure from the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and

sorne donot communities including the Canadian International Development Agency

(CIDA), the Government developed a Program of Action to Mitigate the Social Costs

of Adjustment (PAMSCAD). The program was submitted to donors at the donor

conference in Febmary 1988 for funding ancl received a favourable response from the

donor community.

PAMSCAD developed projects basecl on some criteria to address the social cost of

the adjustment. Projects with strong poverty focus, high economic and social rates

of return, modest institutional requirements to ensure an easy ancl speedy imple-

mentation, and high visibility to enhance the confidence in the sustainability of the

adjustment program, were emphasised.

The specific projects inclucled community intiative projects. These were to enable
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comÍlunities iclentify and implement projects aimed at rehabilitating and constructing

social and economic infrastructure, and generating employment for the rural and

urban unemployed and underemployed. Projects focussing on counselling, placement,

and training schemes f'or the recleployed, were also included to alleviate the hardships

of the victims of the retrenchment exercise. Lastly, projects designed to satisfy the

basic needs of the vulnerable groups were considered. These included water and

sanitation projects, as well as education, health, nutrition ancl housing projects.

Despite the wide international publicity given to the PAMSCAD as a new depar-

ture from the conventional approach, the program proceeded slower than expected.

This was due to delays in finalizing commitments, as well as administrative con-

straints. By January 1990, only 32.7 million U. S. dollars out of a total of 88.4

million U. S. doilars pledged had been disbursed (IMF, 1990. p. 19). Most of dis-

bursed amount was spent on assisting the public sector employees who had been laid

off, on promoting labour intensive public works program, and on community initiative

projects.

Through PAMSCAD, the groundwork was laid for assessing the distributional

impact of the structural adjustment program in the f'orm of a Ghana Living Standards

Survey (GLSS). The first part of the five-year period survey was carried out in 1987

and the results formed a benchmark against which to assess the distributional impact

of the ERP.

The implementation of PAMSCAD was however speecled up in 1990 focusing on

community initiative projects, hand-dug wells, low cost sanitation, and supplementary

feeding.
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4"& F ir¡asaci*g the Ecoa-ror¡'¡åc Recovery Prognarvl

(ÐRP)

As a result of the severity of the economic crisis in Ghana before the launching of

the ERP, availability of funds for the program was a major ploblem. Funds from

domestic sources were virtually non-existent, hence, external financial assistance was

very critical for the implementation of the program.

Ghana's economic recovery program has been supported by successive arrange-

ments with the IMF, the lVorld Bank, and other creclitors and donors. These in-

cluded a three-year arrangement under the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility

(ESAF) of the IMF, and some concessional financial assistance fì'om the International

Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank, and grants from bilateral donors.

Overali, the total amount of IMF financial lesources committed to Ghana during 1983

to 1991 amounted to 1.208 million SDRs, equivalent to about 1.5 billion U. S. clollars

(Kanpur et al. 1991 , p.2).

Looking at the overall picture of foreign financial support, the total aid disburse-

ments fì'om 1985 to 1991 were as follows: 224 mlllion U. S. dollars for 1985; 357

million U. S. dollars for 1986; 443 million U. S. dollars for 1987; 487 million U. S.

dollars for 1988; 568 million U. S. clollars f'or 1989; 600 million U. S. dollars for 1990;

and 605 million U. S. dollars for 1991 (lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 65; Worlcl Bank, 1989,

p. 73). The share of bilateral donors to the aid commitments has increased steadily

from 32.8 percent in 1985 to about 50 percent in 1990 (lVorld Bank, 1987, p. 61;

World Bank, 1989, p. 71). Consiclering the aid disbursements from 1985 to 1991,

total inflow of external funcls in support of the ERP averaged about 469 milüon U.

S. dollars per annum within the period.

By tire end of 1990, Ghana's totai externai debt stood at 3.6 billion clollars (Home



Front, January 1991). However, the structure of the indebtedness shorved a rising

share of highly concessional multi-lateral ancl bilateral loans. The share of the INIF

loans in the total debt was projected to clecline fì'om about 23.6 percent in 1989 to

about 18 percent in 1992, because of the replacement of the standby aÌrangements and

special facilities with trnhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF), the cheapest

funds available from the IIVIF, as the main soruce of IMF lending to Ghana. It was

also projected that by 7992, three-quarters of Ghana's indebtedness to IMF woulcl

arise from ESAF financing. AIso, Ghana hacl access to concessional resources from

the lVorlcl Bank through the International Development Association (IDA).
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5.1- Cniteria for Evaluatior¡

A number of different approaches may be used to assess the efficacy of an economic

recovery program. The various alternatives which have been reviewed extensively in

the literature by Williamson (1983), and Loxiey (1984), are as follows:

ø evaluating the performance of the economy under the recovery program relative

to the performance of the economy before the program was introduced;

ø evaluating the performance of the economy relative to specific targets or objec-

tives established at the beginning of the plogram;

ø evalnating the perfbrmance of the economy under the recoveïy plogram relative

to the perf'ormance of the economy in the absence of the progr-am;

ø evaluating the performance of the economy under t]re recovety progïam relative

to the performance of other economies with or without programs of their own.
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The use of the first alternative in the Ghana program would undoubtedly be biased

towards the conclusion of an impressive economic performance under the recovery

pr'ogr-am because of the massive decline in every sector of the economy before the

lar-rnching of the economic r-ecovery program.ll

The counterfactual third alternative is the most difficult to use because of data

limitations and the non-existence of explicit alternative programs against which to

evaluate the recovery program.

The fourth alternative is also very difficult to use under the Ghanaian situation

because of the presence of extraneous factors that affect Ghana ancl the neighbour-

ing countries differently. These factors inclucle political instabilit¡ lack of explicit

economic programs, and the availability of foreign exchange in the case of the oil

exporting neighbouring countries.

This leaves the second alternative as the most realistic criteria for assessing the

economic recovery program since specific targets and objectives were established by

the architects of the recovery program before being launched.l2 However) some words

of caution are appropriate in assessing the recovery program in Ghana. First, the ob-

jectives and targets established by the government and the international institutions

should not be the only yardsticks to judge the perf'ormance of the recovery program.

Other important factors that affect the weli-being of Ghanaians at large, need to be

considered in the assessment. Second, one has to be careful not to attribute all the

shortfalls in achieving the various targets and objectives solely to the government

policies. Some extraneons factors outside the controi of the government could be

responsible for some of the shortfalls ancl should be carefully identified.

11lìefer to the section on The Economic Crisis in Ghana for a comprehensive revierv of the situation.
l2Refer to the section on The Economic Recovery Program (ERP) in Ghana for the specific

objectives.
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With these qualifications in mind, ancl on the basis of the established targets ancl

objectives discussed in the previous chapter, the economic recovely program in Ghana

would be assessed from the f'ollorving viewpoints:

ø restoring economic growth by improving economic activities of the procluctive

sectors;

ø improving foocl security and food self sufficiency;

e improving cocoa production by raising the real producer price of cocoa;

ø restoring external balance by improving exports, enticing an increased inflow of

foreign capital, accommodating a manageable debt service burden, and adopting

an exchange rate regime that woulcl ensure an equilibrium exchange rate;

ø reducing the rate of inflation;

ø improving clomestic savings and investment rates;

e restoring fiscal discipline and development budget by increasing real government

revenue and expencliture, abolishing deficits and making government savings

positive;

ø restoring confidence in the banking system;

@ encouraging private sector investment including foreign private investment;

e raising per capita consumption levels ancl reducing luxury consumption;

ø providing the minimal social needs of all sections of the Ghanaian society espe-

cially the vulnerable groups;

ø increasing total emplo¡'ment;
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achieving an eqr-ritable distribution of costs and benefits of the adjustment to a

degree consistent with the reallocation of economic resources;

enhancing the participation of ordinary Ghanaians in clecisions affecting their

livelihoocl.

6.2 -&ssessrrÀent of the ãrrapact of tlae ERP

On the basis of the outlined viewpoints, the ERP in Ghana has been remarkably

successful, and is currently being regarded as a classic case of "adjustment with

growth". Ghana's economic and financial performance has improved significantly

since the inception of the ERP.

The economy glew strongly each year from 1984 to 1990, with growth in GDP

averaging about 5 percent per annurn for the period (See Tables 5.1 and 5.2). This was

well in excess of the 1.5 percent growth per annum established by the government.

Real per capita GDP and real per capita consumption followed the same pattern.

Both real per capita GDP and real per capita consumption rose strongly in 1984, ancl

slowly thereafter, averaging about 2.6 percent and 3 percent respectively between

1983 and 1990.

Growth was characterised by improvements in the main sectors of the economy.

Despite a clecrease in the contribution of agricr-rlture to real GDP from 53.7 percent

in i983 to 44.7 percent in 1990, the agricultural sector remained the major sector in

terms of contribution to GDP followed by the services sector and the inclustrial sector

in that order (See Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

Cocoa production increased steadily each year from 157,000 metric tons in 1983

to 228,000 metric tons in 1986. Procluction fèll to 188,000 metric tons in 1987 due to

bad weather conditions, but increased again Lo 247 ,000 metric tons in 1990. However,
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TABLE 5"1: SELECTED ECONOMIC

1983
National Product

Real cDP in millions of
797 5 cedis 47 47

Real GDP Growth (%) -4.6
Real GDP per capita

(7975 cedis ¡ 389
Real per capita consumption

(1975 cedis ) 287

Distribution of ReaI cDP

INDTCATORS

1-984

(1983 - r9B6)

1985 1986

Agriculture
Industry
Services

Aqricultural Sector

Cocoa ( '000 tons )
Maize ( '000 tons )
Rice ( '000 tons )
Cassava ( '000 tons )
Cocoyam ( '000 tons )Plantain ( '000 tons )
Yam ( '000 tons )

Forestry

Logs in millions of cubic

Manufacturinq Industry

Index of Manufacturing
Production

Capacity Util-ization
Mineral Sector

Gol-d ( Kg )
Diamonds ('000 carat
Bauxite ( '000 tons ¡
Manganese ( '000 tons ¡

53.7 53.
1_0.6 11.
35.6 34.

457
1,7 2

40
1_7 27

720
342
866

515 B

8.6

41,9

318

174
574

66
4083
IB66
1,9 43
1,I7 B

0.58

0.18

s420
5.1

430

331

51. 6
13.0
35 .4

21"9
41"7

90
307 6
1569
1"629

987

s7 05
5.3

439

333

50.7
13.3
36.0

228
559

70
3692
1005
1-087
1-048

8950
559
204
259

9
5
6

meters 0.56
Sawn Timber in millions

of cubic met.ers 0 . l-9

0.62 0.89

0.22 0.23

35.3
30.0

39.3
18.0

49 .3
25 .0

54.2
40.0

B60i-
349

70.4
r_90

8923
346

49 .0
287

9 311
636

169.5
3L6

- 1989.Statistical Services, Ghana, l-983
World Bank, L987, l-989.
IMF/ 1,991,. Own calcul-ations.

Sources:
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TABLE 5-22 SELECTED ECONOMIC

L987
National Product

Real cDP in millions of
1,97 5 cedis 587 6

Real GDP Growth (U ) 4.8
Real cDP per capit.a

(7975 cedis ¡ a 9

Real per capita consumption
(L975 cedis ) 332

INDICATORS

19BB

(L987 - 1990)

1-989 1990

Distribution of Real GDP

Agriculture
Industry
Services

Aqricu]-tura]- Sector

Cocoa ( '000 tons )
Maize ( '000 tons )
Rice ('000 tons )

Cassava ( '000 tons )
Cocoyam ( '000 tons )
Plantain ( '000 tons )
Yam ( '000 tons )

Forestry

Logs in millions of cubic
meters

Sawn Timber in millions
of cubic meters

Manufacturins Industry

Index of Manufacluring
Production

Capacity Utilization
Mineral Sector

Gold (Kg)
Diamonds
Bauxite (

Manganese

Sources:

( '000 carats )

'000 tons )
( '000 tons )

Statistical
World Bank,
rMF / l_9 91 .

Services, Ghana,
1987, 1989.
Own calculations.

48 .4
14.7
37 .5

18B
553

BB
2943
l_000
l_005
l_001

0.9s

0.28

47 .2
1,4.7
40. B

44.7
L4 .3
43 .5

631"2
5.6

464

350

663 4
5.1

475

36L

46 .6
14 .5
4r.7

239
620

9B
3392
tI46
r234
1,232

6853
3.3

478

363

56
50

62.
35.

1,

0
.B
.0

230
600

95
3300
l-l_t_5
1"200
L200

0 .97

0.29

0.98

0.30

247
634
101

34BB
1,1"7 B

126B
1-263

1.00

0.31

74.0

15 516
186.6

292
208

68.0

1337 6
t_9 5
290
220

t_983 - 1989.

1,0228
442
195
254

l_1631-
21,6
287
231,
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cocoa output was still considerably lower than the peak leve1 output of 454,000 tons

in 1971.

Production of most staple f'oodstuffs followed basically the same pattern. For

example, in 1990, maize output was 269 percent above ihe 1983 level; rice, 153 percent

above the 1983 level; cassava, 103 percent above the 1983 level; cocoyam, 64 percent

above the 1983 level; plantain 270 percent above the ig83 level; and yam 45 percent

above the 1983 level (See Tables 5.1 ancl 5.2). However, favourable exogeneous factors

like good weather and rainfall contributed tremendously to the increased production

1evels.

Production of logs also increased steadily from 0.56 million cubic meters in 1983

to 1.0 million cubic meters in 1990, while sawn timber increased slightly from 0.19

million cubic meters in 1983 to 0.31 million cubic meters in 1990 (See Tables 5.1 and

5.2).

A slight improvement was recorded in the industrial sector in terms of its contri-

bution to real GDP. The contribution of the industrial sector to real GDP rose fì'om

10.6 percent in 1983 to I4.7 percent in 1988, but declined slightly to 14.3 percent of

GDP in 1990. Capacity utilization increased from 18 percent in 1984 to about 50

percent in 1987, but declined to 35 percent in 1988 (See Tables 5.1 and 5.2). The

positive supply response in the industrial sector was attributed to the provision of

foreign exchange for the importation of raw materials and spare parts to rehabilitate

broken down equipments. The initial gains in the industrial sector were not sustained

due to internal inconsistencies in the policies of the ref'orm program. For example, the

introduction of the Dutch auction system coupled with the continuous depreciation

of the clomestic culrency resulted in an increasing import cost of most manufäcturing

industries. The problem was compouncled by the restrictive policy on credit rvhich

limited the availability of funds,, and worse still, a 100 percent payment upfront for

all successfìrl bids at the auction. These problems contributed significantly to the
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declining capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector estimated at between 30

ancl 35 percent for 1989 (Baffoe, 1989).

Mineral production also made a solid recovery. Golcl production in 1990 rvas about

81 percent more than the 1983 level, and bauxite, 315 percent moÌe. Production of

diamonds and manganese increased by 88 percent and 33 percent respectively between

1983 and 1985, but declined by about 71 percent ancl 34 percent respectively between

1985 and 1990 (See Taliles 5.1 and 5.2). This was mainly due to the fast approaching

exhaustive limit of the diamond and manganese deposits.

An important element in the resurgence of growth in the economy was the steady

increase in the levei of imports. The ratio of imports to GDP in real terms increasecl

from2.4 percent in 1983 to21.2 percent in 1990 (See Tables 5.3 and 5.4). This relieved

a critical constraint on the economy. The increase in imports was made possible in

part by the availability of f'oreign exchange from foreign ïesources, and a welcome

improvement in the terms of trade between 1983 and 1986, due to declining oil prices

and increasing cocoa prices within the period (See Tables 5.3 and 5.4).

The economy also witnessed a significant recovery in the export sector. The

ratio of exports to GDP in real terms increased from 2.1 percent in 1983 to 17.0

percent in 1987, but fell to 15.4 in i990. Several factors contributed to the recovery

of the export sector. Favourable world cocoa prices between 1983 and 1987, ancl

the steady clepreciation of the domestic currency, allowed for devaluation-induced

increases in the real domestic producer price of cocoa which contributed significantly

to the lecovery in the export sector. Declining world cocoa price from i987 to 1990

resultecl in a deterioration of Ghana's terms of trade from 103 in 1987 to 78 in 1990,

and a reduction in the ratio of exports to GDP from 17.0 percent in 1987 to 15.4

percent in 1990. The cleterioration in the terms of trade contributed to the increased

trade deficits of 110 million U. S. dollars in 1987, ancl 337 million U. S. dollars in

1990, after an improvement from a deficit of 61 million U. S. dollars in 1983 to 15
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TABLE 5"3: SELECTED TRADE AND ECON"INDICATORS (1983-1986)

1_983 7984 1985 1"986

External Trade

Export Quantity ( 1985:l-00 ) Bl-. 0 82 .7 100 111

Import Quantity (1985:l-00) 71.0 90.2 100 I1-4

Merchandise Exports in
mil-l-ions of U.S. dollars 439 567 633 749

Merchandise Imports in
millions of U.S. dollars 500 616 671, 734

Trade Balance in millions
of U.S. dollars -67 -49 -38 -15

Overal-l Balance of Payments
i-n mil-lions of U.S. dollars -243 37 -1L6 -57

Nominal Cocoa Export Price
(U.S. dollars per ton) L520 235L 2IB9 2406

ReaI Cocoa Export Price
(1970/71:100) 49 76 70 78

Current Account Balance in
mil-l-ions of U.S. dollars -l-58 -75 -757 -85

Terms of Trade ( 1985:100 ) Bl-. 6 106 100 113

Debt Service Ratio ( U ) 31. 9 0 .4 54 .7 47 .B

Expenditure Indicators

Tmports as a % of cDP 2.4 8.2 10.6 2.8

Exports as a % of cDP 2.7 7.5 10.0 13.i_

Consumption as a % of GDP 96.7 93.4 92.4 92.0

Gross Investment as a Z

of cDP 3.7 6.9 9.6 9.7

Sources: Statistical Services, Ghana, 1983 - 1989.
Worl-d bank, l9B7 , l_989.
IMF, L99I. Own cal_culations.
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TABLE 5"42 SELECTED TRADE AND ECON.INDICATORS (L987 -1990)

7987 i-gBB r_989 1990

External Trad.e

Export Quantity (1985:l-00) LL9 I34 L49 L56

rmport Quantity ( 1985:l-00 ) 131_ 132 734 1-4L

Merchandise Exports in
mil-lions of U.S. dol-fars 824 B2B B0B 897

Merchandise Imports in
mill-ions of U. S . dol-lars 934 991- 1006 1234

Trade Balance in mil-lions
of U.S. dollars -110 -l_l_0 -198 -337

Overall Balance of Payments
in millions of U.S. dollars 139 1-25 I27 85

Nominal Cocoa Export Price
(U.S. dollars per ton) 2278 21"02 1,490 1309

Real Cocoa Export Price
(1,970/71:100) 73 68 48 42

Current Account Bal_ance in
millions of U.S. dollars -1,02 -90 -95 -256

Terms of Trade (1985:100) 103 94 77 78

Debt Service Ratio (%) 58.3 68.0 58.1 37.9

Expenditure fndicators

Imports as a % of GDP 79.2 I9.L 79.2 2I.2
Exports as a % of GDP 17.0 1,6.9 l_5.6 1,5.4

Consumpt.ion as a ? of cDP 92.8 91-.7 92.I 93.8

Gross Investment as a Z
of cDP 73.4 1-4.2 15.5 16.0

Sources: Statistical Services, Ghana, 1983 - l_989.
Worl-d bank, L987 , 1989.
fMF/ I99L. Own calculations.
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million U. S. dollars in 1986 (See Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Despite the huge trade deficit,

the overall balance of payments improved considerably. Overall balance of payments

deficit declinecl Trom 243 million U. S. dollars in 1983, to 57 million U. S. dollars in

1986. Between 1987 and 1990, balance of payments surpluses were created, with an

average of about 119 million U. S. dollars (See Tables 5.3 ancl 5.4). The improvement

in the balance of payments was mainly due to foreign capital inflow from loans, grants,

and aid.

The government kept pace with its debt servicing. Total debt servicing peaked at

599 million U. S. dollars in 1988, but decreased to 340 million U. S. dollars in 1990

(See Tables 5.5 and 5.6). By 1989, the Government had recluced its external payment

artears by 96 percent, and eliminated all the arrears in i990. This was macle possible

by the large inflow of foreign capital in the form of loans, and grants. By 1991, the

total external debt was about 3.6 billion U. S. dollars (Home Front, January, i991).

About 55 percent of the foreign debt is owed to multilaterai creditors, 30 percent

to bilateral creditors, and 15 percent to financial institutions and other suppliers of

credit (lVorld Bank, 1989, p. 76).

The commitment to debt servicing and the repayment of arrears helped restore

Ghana's creditworthiness internationally. Donor pledges at the consultative meetings

in 1988 and 1989 exceeded the projected minimal requirements. This was indicative

of the restored creditworthiness. However, with the increasing debt burden and a

cleteriorating terms of tracle, there was a lot of pressure on the debt servicing. The

debt service ratio was 68 percent in 1988, but dropped to 58 percent in 1989, and

to 38 percent in 1990 (See Tables 5.3 and 5.4). The debt service ratio was projected

at 28.8 percent,24.3 percent, and 22.7 percent for 1991, 1992, ancl 1993 respectively,

(IMF, 1991, p. 29), due to Ghana's access to concessional resources of both the IMF

and the lVorld Bank.

The government was very successful in introducing fiscal discipline in the public
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sectot', and restoring the development buclget. Total revenue and grants increased

steadily from about 5.6 percent of GDP in i983 to about 15.8 percent of GDP in

1990 (See Tables 5.5 and 5.6). Growth in current and capital expenditures were quite

prononnced. Current expenditure increased from7.4 percent of GDP in 1983 to 11.9

percent of GDP in 1986, but decreased to 10.5 percent of GDP in 1990. Capitai

expenditure increased from 0.6 percent of GDP in 1983 to 2.5 percent in 1990. Total

expenditure grew fì'om 8.2 percent of GDP in 1983, to 14.1 percent of GDP in 1990

(See Tables 5.5 and 5.6).

As a result of tlie trends in the revenues and expenditures outlined above, by

1986, the Government had eradicated budget defi.cits ancl was contributing to savings

(See Tabies 5.5 and 5.6). This led to a reduction or elimination of the contribution

of government borrowing to the expansion of money supply. This, together with the

monetary policy measures and other monetary reforms helped restore the confidence

of Ghanaians in the banking system. For example, growth in the velocity of circulation

cleclined from 9.0 percent in 1983 to 5.6 percent in 1988, but increased to 6.7 percent

in 1990, (See Tables 5.5 and 5.6), indicating the desire of the public to holcl financial

assets rather than currency.l3

The rate of inflation declined from 123 percent in 1983 to about 10.4 percent in

1985, but increased again Io 37.2 in 1990 (See Tables 5.7 and 5.8).

Investment in the economy increased from a level of about 3.7 percent of real GDP

in 1983 to about 16.0 percent of real GDP in 1990 (See Tables 5.6 ancl 5.7). However,

the increase was mainly due to an increase in public investment rather than private

investment.

Gross national savings increased from 3 percent of real GDP in 1983 to about 15.7

percent of real GDP in 1989, but fell to 11.6 percent of real GDP in 1990. Again the
lsRefer to the section on Introcluction of Tight ùionetary Policy Nfeasures and Other lVlonetary

Reforms for a detailecl discussion.
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TABLE 5"5: GOVERNMENT FINANCTAL INDICATORS (1983-1986)

l_983 L984 1985 L9B6

Central Gov't Finances

Payment of Arrears
(millions of U. S . doll-ars ) 440 232 L7 5 1"7I

Grand Tot.al of Debt Service
(millions of U.S. dollars) l-40.1 229 346.3 358

Total Revenue and Grants
as a % of GDP 5.6 B.B L2.4 15.9

Current Expenditure
as a % of cDP 7.4 8.6 IL.2 t-i-.9

Capital Expenditure
as a 3 of cDP 0.6 7.2 2.I 1.9

Total Expenditure and Net
Lending as a I of GDP 8.2 I0.2 L4.0 1,4.3

Overall Deficit or Surplus
as a eà of GDP -2.7 -l-.8 -2.2 0.1

Amount of Deficit Financed
by the Banking System as a

Z of cDP 2.3 l_.1 L.2 1.0

% Change in Money Supply (M2 ) 38.1_ 72.L 59.5 53 .7

å Change in Vel-ocity of Circ . 9.0 7 .7 6.1 5.9

Tax Revenue and Grants
as a Z of cDP 5.5 8.4 1L.7 I4.4
Total- Expenditure
as a % of GDP 8.0 9.9 13.3 l_3.8

Sources: Statistical Services, Ghana, 1,983 - 1989.
Worl-d Bank, 7987 , l_989.
rMF, l_991.
Own Calcul_ations.
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TABLE 5.6: GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL INDICATORS (1987 - 1990)

7987 198 B 19 B 9 19 90

Central Gov't Finances

Payment of Arrears
(millions of U.S. dollars) 99 65 1-7 0

Grand Total of Debt Service
(millions of U. S . dollars ) 480 .4 599 47 5 .3 340

Total Revenue and Grants
as a ? of cDP t6.7 16.1" l-6. B l-5. B

Current Expenditure
as a ? of cDP 10.8 l-0.6 1-0.5 i-0.5

Capital Expenditure
as a % of cDP 2.5 2.8 2.7 2.5

Total Expenditure and Net
Lending as a ? of GDP 74 .3 1-4 .3 14 . 4 1-4 .I

Overall Deficit or Surplus
as a % of cDP 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.2

Amount of Deficit Financed
by the Banking System as a

Z of cDP -0.4 -0.6 -l-.1- -1".4

% Change in Money Supply (M2 ) 53 . 0 43 . 0 26 .9 i-B .0

? Change in Vefocity of Circ. 5.6 5.6 5.9 6.7

Tax Revenue and Grants
as a % of cDP I4.9 1-4.5 15.9 77.3

Total Expenditure
as a % of cDP 1,3.7 1,3.7 L3.9 l-3.5

Sources : Statistical- Services, Ghana , L983 - 1"989 .

World Bank , I9B7 , 1989.
rMF/ 1991.
Own Calculations.
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TABLE 5.72 OTHER ECONOMIC TNDTCATORS (1983 - 1_986)

1983 1,984 1985 1986

Other Indicators

Consumer Price Index
(7977:700) 2357 3304 3647 4543

Rate of Inflation
(per annum) I23 40.2 I0.4 24.6

Nominal Lending Rate ( % ) 1-9 . 0 22 .5 23 .0 23 .0

Real Lending Rate (3 ) -l-04 -I7 .7 72.6 -L6

Minimum Vlage
(Cedis per day¡ 25.0 35.0 70.0 90.0

fndex of Real Wage
( 1983:100 ) 100 . 0 l-00 . 01 l-81 787

Investment as a
z of cDP 3.7 6.9 9.6 9.7

National Savings as a
Z of cDP 3.0 5.9 7 .\ 8.2

Exchange Rate
(Cedis per U.S. dollar) B.B 35.9 54.4 89.2

Sources : Statistical- Services, Ghana, l_983 - 1989 .

World Bank , 1-987 , 1989.
rMF/ L997.
Own Calculations.
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TABLE 5.8: OTHER ECONOMIC INDICATORS (L987 - 1990)

r9B7 r-9BB 1989 1990

Other Indicators

Consumer Price Index
(7977:L00) 6352 8347 10450 74337

Rate of fnfl-ation
(per annum) 40 31.4 25.2 37 .z

Nominal- Lending Rate (U ) 26.0 30.3 30.5 30.5

Real Lending Rate (Z) -1-4.0 -l_.1- 5.3 -6.7

Minimum Wage
(Cedis per day ) l-13 1"46 1-7 0 2L8

Index of Real Wage
( 1983:100 ) 767 166 1s3 r77

Investment as a
% of cDP I3.4 I4.2 15.5 16.0

National- Savings as a
% of GDP 11.3 I2.5 73.7 IL6

Exchange Rate
(Cedis per U.S. dol-l-ar) 753.7 202.3 270 362.2

Sources : Statistical- ServÍces, Ghana, l-983 - l_989 .

World Bank , 1-987 , 1989.
rMF / 1,991, .

Own Calculations.
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improvement was mainly due to public sector savings.

Ghana's program did not involve a temporary cr-rt in the minimum wage. The

minimum wage increased from 25 cedis per day in 1983 to 218 ceclis per clay in 1990

(See Tables 5.7 and 5.8). ReaÌ wages increased between 1983 and 1986, but declined

thereafter until 1990, rvhen they increased again.

The devaluation policy measnres and the adoption of a flexible exchange rate

regime, beginning with the Dutch auction system, helped stabilize the value of the

domestic currency. Futhermore, the establishment of the foreign exchange bureaux

helped reduce underground marketeering in foreign exchange, and encouraged the

flow of private foreign exchange through official channels. This helped narrow the

differential between the auction and bureaux exchange rates until the final unification.

Regarding distributional impacts, the results of the first part of the five year period

living standards survey indicatecl that the annual per capita expenditure ranged from

a low of 3,000 cedis to a high of 440,000 cedis. In terms of quintile r..anges, the mean

annual per capita expenditure ranged from a low of 16538 cedis to a high of 134,198

ceclis (World Bank, 1989, p. 30). Using arbitrary poverty lines of the mean annual

per capita expenditure, two-thirds of the mean, and one-third of the mean, Baffoe

showed that about 62 percent of Ghanaians live below the mean annual per capita

expenditurc,4L.4 percent live below two-thirds of the mean, and 20 percent live below

one-third of the mean (Baffoe, 1992, p. 16). Furthermore, Baffoe observed that 68

percent and 50 percent of the rural and urban dwellers respectively, live below the

mean annual per capita expencliture, while 25 percent and 13 percent of the mral

ancl urban dwellers respectively, live below one-third of the mean annual per capita

expenditure (Baffoe, 1992, p. 17).

The various economic indicators undoul¡tedly reveal a remarkable improvement

in Ghana's economy since the introduction of the ERP, especially between 1983 ancl
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1989. By 1990, the program had started showing signs of adjustment fatigue which

got carried over to 1991 and 1992. Between 1990 and 1992, the Ghanaian economy

witnessed a slow down in economic and financial performance, but this was over-

shadowed by political events. The completion of the electoral plocess including the

holding of a referendum on a new constitution, the conduct of a presiclential election

on November 3, 1992, and the conduct of a parliamentary election on December 29,

1992, initiated the process of involving ordinary Ghanaians in decisions affecting their

livelihood.

Between 1990 and 1992, real GDP grew by an average of about 3 percent com-

pared to more than 5 percent in the preceeding years under the ERP (Government

of Ghana, 1993). In 1992, the agricultural sector recorded a decline of 0.6 percent,

mainly due to nnfavourable weather conditions; the industrial sector by 3.79 percent

compared to 5 percent in 1991; and the manufacturing sector grew by 2.7 percent.

Other sub- sectors like electricity, road construction, mining and quarring showed

about 10 percent growth mainly due to the expansion of the national electricii,y grid

under the rural electrification program, the expansion and upgrade of urban electric-

ity distribution, the expansion and provision of water in rural areas, highway and

feeder road development, and an improved recovery in the mining sector.

Inflation rate increased from 25.2 percent in 1989 to 37.2 percent in 1990, and was

projected to decline to 10 percent in 1991. However, inflation was about 37 percent

in 1991 and 1992. This was due to adverse developments in domestic food supply,

and upward revision in the price of petroleum products. For example, the price of

petrol was about 360 cedis per gallon in 1990, but was increasecl to 1000 cedis per

gallon in 1992.

In the area of fiscal performance, there were large imbalances in 1992. The

budget deficit was 177 billion cedis (about 6.3 percent of the GDP) comparecl to

a programmecl surplus of 16 billion (about 0.6 percent of the GDP) (Government of
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Ghana, 1993). This was because of the significant shortfall in cocoa export duties,

import duties, corporate taxes, and excise duties, resulting from the shrinking of the

taxable base itself ancl the slacking of tax collection. Actual expenditure exceeded

programmed expenditure by a third. The major pressure on expenditure came from

wage, salary, and related settlements which adclecl 50 billion cedis to the wage bill, ancl

end of service benefits amounting to 20 billion cedis in actual payment (Government

of Ghana, 1993).

lVith these fiscal iml¡alances, net claims on Government by the banking system

increased by over 100 billion cedis compared to a programmed reduction of 72 billion.

Also, credit to the private sector expanded significantly. The combinecl effect of these

developments was an increase in broad money supply by 51 percent as against a

programmed increase of 12 percent (Government of Ghana, 1993).

On the international scene, the effect of depressing primary commodity prices

were felt. Ghana's terms of trade deteriorated by 28 percent between 1991 and 1992,

(Government of Ghana, 1993), following a cumulative worsening of about 35 percent

between 1986 and 1990 (See Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Cocoa and golcl, Ghana's top export

commodities, suffered sharp falls in prices. The worid price of gold fell from 418 U.

S. dollars an ounce in 1990. to 380 U. S. dollars an ounce in 1991, and dropped

further to 340 U. S. dollar..s an onnce in 1992. The price of cocoa continued to fall

and for the first time in more than a decade, clropped below 930 U. S. dollars per

metric ton. As a resnlt, the cocoa export account hacl a shortfäIl of 67 million U. S.

dollars. This together with the cleteriorating fiscal environment, and the withholding

ol non- disbursement of about 170 million U. S. clollars in concessional aid, led to an

overall balance of payments deficit of more than 140 million U. S. dollars, as against

a programmed overall surplus of 140 million U. S. dollars (Government of Ghana,

1ee3).

The performance of the Ghanaian economy from 1983 - 1989, compared to that
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from 1990 - 1992, reveals sorne potential problems and concelns in the ERP .,vhich

need to be addressed.

5.S Pnobler"å?s and Cos-¿ceÍ'n'ns ån Glaatr¡.,aes ERP

Tlre performance of the Ghanaian economy from 1983 - 7992 clearly reveals that

the Ghanaian economy faces some structural problems which adversely impact on

adjustment, allowing signs of adjustment fatigue to be seen in the sustainable phase

of the program. The structural bottienecks could inhibit economic growth and/or the

spreading of the benefits of reform if they are not addressed and remedied.

Recent movments in the consumer price index indicate that the potential exists

for the resurgence of inflation. After wrestling inflation down from 123 percent per

annllm in i983 to 10.4 percent per annum in 1985, inflation increased steadily to

24.6 percent per annum in 1986, 40 percent per annum in 1987, about 37.2 percent

per annum in 1990, and averaged about 37 percent between 1990 and 1992. The

continuous depreciation of the cedi and the operation of forex bureaux add cost push

inflationary pr-essures. Increases in f'oocl prices due to relative scarcities of food under

variable weather conditions, and in response to increases in non-food prices, especially

petroleum prices, also add some inflationary pressures. Labour negotiations for wage

adjustment to keep pace with cost of living also add further pressures, and could

lead to price-wage inflationary spiral. High rates of inflation would slow down the

willingness of the public to hold financial assets because of negative real interest rates

and could slow down the savings rate.

The continuous depreciation of the cedi has resulted in high import cost for many

manufacturing firms due to their high import dependency for raw materials. Credit

ceilings imposed on financial institutions introduced liquidity problems for most man-

ufacturing firms. These, together with the high cost of borrowed capital due to high
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interest rates, threaten the operational viability of many manufäcturing firms. Also

trade lil¡eralization policies introduced under the trRP have allowed foreign products

to compete with those produced by the relatively less efficient domestic producers in

the domestic rnarket. These problems have had a retrogressive effèct on the growth

of the industrial sector with manufäcturing output still below the 1977 level.

Despite the tax refbrms, deregulation, and the new mineral and investment codes

aimed at providing incentives for private investment, there is still a lagging response

of private investment to complement public investment. The various bottlenecks that

impact adversely on the manufacturing sector, the pervasiveness of the state-owned

enterprises, and the high inflation rates, explain the lagging response for private in-

vestment. Also, bureaucratic procedures at the Ghana Investment Centre (GIC)

result in delays in approving investments. This is compounded by lack of qualified

personneÌ at the GIC. The weakness of the financial sector makes it difficult to inter-

mediate effectively and channel resources to high return projects.

The weak financial sector has hinclered the response of the manufãcturing and

industrial sectors to the improved incentives, and the mobilization of savings. The

banks failed to introduce new services in the face of excess liquidity in the economy.

Interest rate controls and selected credit policies distorted the banking system prior

to the ERP. The distortion was compoundecl by lack of competition and very weak

supervision by the central bank, and resulted in severe financial problems in the finan-

cial system. A large volume of non-performing loans still exists, and operating costs

are very high becar-rse of inefficiency. The capitai base is insufficient and the account-

ing system and managerial inforrnation are very weak. Foreign direct investment has

not therefore been significant.

Given its resource base, Ghana has the potential to satisfy all domestic food

requirements and even to export a surplus. Nevertheless, the per capita or-rtpr-rt of

the staples declined after an impressive recovery in 1984. Per capita output of maize
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per annum increased from about 32 lbs in 1983 to 104 lbs in 1984; rice from 7.5 lbs

to 12.0 lbs; ancl cassavafrom 322 ibs to 744lbs for the same period. In 1990, the per

capita output of maize, rice, and cassava per annum were g9 lbs, 15.7lbs, and 544lbs

respectively. The per capita output of the staples is likely to clecrease between 1990

and 1992 because of the decline in agricultural output. Poor weather and the absence

of a comprehensive food policy to solve the structural problems of smallholders who

produce about 80 percent of the output account for the deciine in the per capita

food production. Limited use of improved technology, poor distribution of inputs

especially fertilizers, weak agricultural extension services, inadequate infrastructure in

the producing areas, and limited availability of credit, are examples of these structural

problems. Also, the turning of the domestic terms of trade against food producers

relative to exportable crop producers due to the increases in the producer price of

exportable crops, has exacerbated the condition with ïesonrces being allocated to the

production of exportable crops. The expectation that the resultant shortage in food

production would eventually drag prices up and provide incentives for f'ood production

is ill-conceived for a commodity as critical as food. The guarantee of foocl security is

yet to be felt.

Declining world market prices of Ghana's exports is also a concern. Ghana's

terms of trade have deteriorated since 1986. The collapse of the price of cocoa from

2406 U. S. dollars per ton in 1987 to 1390 U. S. clollars pel ton in July 1990, cost

the country 100 million U. S. dollars in 1988, and 180 million U. S. doliars in 1989

(Ghanaian Times, Febmary 28, 1989). The firther decline in the price of cocoa to

below 930 U. S. dollars in 1992, also impacted on the foreign exchange position of

Ghana. On the other hand, the stock of external debt grew considerably during the

trRP. f'hese factors put a lot of pressure on the country's clebt service ratio, and limit

the availability of foreign exchange from own resonïces for productive investments.

Various policies in the adjustment program have limited access to health, educa-
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tion, social amenities and other services. In addition, sorne aspects of the program

have exacerbated the problems of certain grorlps of people. For exampie, reforms in

the civil service resulted in the removal of 50,000 unskilled civil selvants from the

payroll by 1990. It is quite evident therefore that the sociai cost of the adjustment

process is very high.

The problems and concerns for the ERP discussed above point to the need for

policies to address them. A comprehensive agriculturai food policy is needed to

increase agricultural output and contribute to domestic growth.

The collapse of the cocoa price has indeed highlighted the fallacy of composition

inherent in IMF/Worlcl Bank structural adjustment programs. It is true that the

short run emphasis on the cocoa sector was necessary, and that the medium-term

prospects of cocoa are better. However, it does mean that the ERP will face severe

problems with external balance in the future. This obviously emphasises the need

to diversify the export base. Secondly, there is the need to reduce the debt burden

fìrrther.

Reforms in the financial system are very crucial together with the availability of

credit to improve capacity utilization and expand the productive base of the economy.

Improvements in management and technical skills as well as in product quality are

paramount for irnproved productivity of the manufacturing sector. The tax base

needs to be expanded and the collection of taxes improved to revert the Government's

financial position back into a surpLus, and the surplus used to retire some of the bank

debt and improve lending capability. Improvement in production especially in the

agricultr-rral sector, would rednce inflationary pressures and possibly inflation. The

PAMSCAD program is very well conceived and well intencled. Its implementation

should therefore be pursued with all the urgency, diligence and the vigor required.
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&.4 T'Ïae {Jmåqtaem.ess of tk¿e G}aa¿-sa Fnognaa-ra

Despite the rather unimpressive track record of IMF/lVorld Bank adjustment pro-

grams in Africa, the two multilateral financial institutions remain a dominant source

of influence in Afi'ican economic policy formulation. The Ghana program is one of

the very few programs currently hailed as a resounding success as a result of the re-

markable improvements in Ghana's economy since the introduction of the economic

recovery pro8ram.

The multilateral institutions may be tempted to recommend Ghana's program as

an applicable growth moclel for other African countries faced with similar economic

crisis. A word of caution is however appropriate in this regard. The structural

characteristics of Ghana's economy as well as some extraneous factors during the

initial stages of the pïogram contributed immensely to the success.

These factors may be very crucial in determining the replicability of the Ghana

program for other African countries.

First, the diversion of cocoa output from the iarge underground market to the

official channel contributed to the large short run supply response to the devaluation

induced massive increases in the domestic producer price. The price increases reduced

the price differential between Ghana's producer price and those of neighbouring coun-

tries, and encouraged the marketing of cocoa through the official channel rather than

smuggling them to the neighbouring countries. The smuggling of cocoa out of Ghana

was very easy because of the difficulty in policing the large number of small-scale pro-

ducers scattered around the l¡orders with the neighbouring countries, and the ease

with which cocoa is transported. Also, the import content of cocoa production is

very low, hence, the devaluation did not have much impact on the production cost.

Improved husbandry practices and the cocoa rehabilitation programs can expand co-

coa supply over the medium and long term but not in the short term because the
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gestation period of cocoa is at least three years.

The initial supply response helped improve the tax revenue through cocoa duties,

and reduced inflationary pressures that might have resnltecl from large deficits. An

underground malket in the consnmer goods (mostly imported and pricecl using the

parallel exchange rate), was also prevalent before the reforms. As a result, the devalu-

ation did not have much impact on the prices of consumer goods. Most manufacturing

firms were not in operation, and for those in operation, the capacity utilization was

below 20 percent at the initial stages of the ERP and hence they used a very low

volume of inputs. Therefore, initially, the devaluation did not have much irnpact on

prices of manufactured goods either. Cost push inflationary pressures resr-rlting from

devaluation rvere therefore not observed. Food production recovered at the initial

stages of the program mainly because of good weather conditions, and helped to re-

duce inflationary pressures as well. AIl these fäctors helped reduce the overall rate of

inflation.

With the return of variable weather conditions, the formal integration of the par-

allel foreign exchange market into the Ghanaian economy through the establishment

of the forex bureaux, and the tracle liberalization policies, cost push inflationary pres-

sules may now be felt more acutely.

Improved terms of trade between 1983 and 1986 together with the large initial

supply response in cocoa, helped generate foreign exchange which was a major con-

straint on ploduction. The improvement in terms of trade was not sustained after

1986 because of the vulnerability of the major export clopT cocoa, to the "fallacy of

composition". Increased output levels in lvory Coast, Nigeria, Brazil, and Malaysia

contributed to the clecline in world cocoa price which has impacted adversely on the

foreign exchange earning potential of Ghana.

Huge capital inflows from the multilateral institutions to support the acljustment
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program helped increase imports ancl reactivate production. Ghana's relatively low

debt burden bef'ore the program, (31.9 and 40.4 percent debt service ration in 1983

and 1984 repectively (See Table 5.3), and a total external debt of 1.66 million U. S.

dollars and 1.93 million U. S. dollars in 1983 and 1984 respectively (Loxley, 1991, p.

47)) limited capital outflow and helped retain a greatel portion of the massive capital

inflow.

Lastly, the political climate in Ghana was conducive to the fast pace of the recovery

program. Almost all avenues for channelling grievances, complaints ancl concerns

wer-e non-existent. A machinery for political consensus was also non-existent. The

military government therefore met little or no opposition in the f'ormulation and/or

the implementation of the program. This was facilitated by tÌre abysmal economic

conditions of 1983 and the speedy recovery in 1984-85 which aroused the conficlence

of the people in the military government. It must be mentioned that this cloes not

mean a dictatorial government should be a prerequisite for economic developrnent.

The Ghanaian economy remained stable dr"rring the ERP, especially di"rring the

early phases, because of the depth of the initial crises, the survival strategies of the

government, the influence of the govelnment over policy clevelopment in the negotia-

tions with the IMF/lVorld Bank, and the maintenance of a strong planning apparatus

f'or setting and meeting economic targets.
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6" 1- lntroductåon

Since the late 1970s, extensive research has been carried out on stabilization and

growth problems in developing countries. Behrman, (1977), Belassa, (1978), Donovan,

(1982), and Haque et al. , (1990), ar-e examples of such studies. However, most of the

analysis is conducted within a framework which is uncritical of orthodox IMF and

lVorld Bank policies.

The orthodox IMF/lVorld Bank stabilization model r-ecommended for developing

countries is however beset with three major problems. First, the framework fäils to

capture adequately, the structural characteristics of developing economies open to

trade. These structural characteristics are in tlie nature of the financial sector, the

structure of external trade, the domestic tax structure, the import dependency of

the manufacturing ancl industrial sectors, rigidities in agricultural production, and

the dependency of the economy as a whole on foreign exchange availability. Second,
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the model attempts to generate "representative" developing country estimates of a

set of macroeconomic parameters that are considered important for policy. However,

such estimates differ with regard to countries, periods covered, the specification of

the behavioural equations, and the methodology employed in producing them. This

tend to hide the specifics for diflèrent countries. Thircl, separate sectoral rnodels

are often developed and estimated within the framework, under a wide range of

assumptions which may not reflect the characteristic features of a developing country.

Furthermore, the empirical methodology does not allow a simultaneous solution to

a system of sectoral models. Sebastian and Khan (i985), Giovannini (1985), Haque

(i988), and Haque and Montiel (1989), are examples of such studies. Consequently,

as mentioned in Chapier 2, recommendations from such studies may be ineffective,

and they ignore the implications for other sectors of the economy.

For the aforementioned reasons, the objectives of this study are twofold. First,

to develop, estimate, and evaluate a simple macroeconometric simulation model that

attempts to capture the structural features of the Ghanaian economy; and second,

to use the estimatecl model to simulate and evaluate the impact of key changes in

macroeconomic variables contained in an IMF/World Bank package and an external

shock on the Ghanaian economy. The key macroeconomic variables are the level of

planned fiscal cleficit, the level of foreign capital flow, the level of internal credit, and

a clevaluation of the domestic cnrrency; ancl the external shock as a deterioration in

the terms of trade.

The model follows a basic Keynesian income and expencliture model designecl to

quantify output, prices, and monetary balances. Twelve behavioural relationships

and forty-seven definitional equations and/or identities f'or three main sectors of the

Ghanaian economy (expencliture sector, monetary sector, and price, wage and produc-

tion sector-), ancl one sub-sector (the fiscal sub-sector), constitute the full structural

moclel. Dynamism in the model is introduced by partial adjustment in some be-
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havioural equations. The model shares a number of basic features with other macro

models of developing countries (Behrman, (1977); Donovan, (i982); Haque et al.

(i990)). However, it differs from the other models in some four important aspects.

First, and most importantly, unlike the other models, the behavioural equations are

specified to capture the structural fèatures of the Ghanaian economy. Second, the

instrument of monetary policy (domestic credit) is endogenized with the behaviour

explained by a central bank reaction function. Third, the behaviour of fiscal author-

ity is also endogenized by specifying a net fiscal operations equation. This makes it
possible to quantify the impact of changes in macroeconomic variables on net fiscal

operations and vice versa. Finally, the various specifications are estimated as a sys-

tem of equations which brings out the linkages in the varions sectors of the Ghanaian

economy.

This chapter is devoted to the development of the analytical framework and the e-

conometric model. It begins with a discussion of the theoretical framework for an open

economy macroeconomic model. Subsequently, various aspects of the fì'amework are

translated into behavioural equations that are modeled to capture the special features

of the Ghanaian economy. The behavioural equations together with some definitional

equations and identities constitute the macroeconometric simulation model. Finally,

the chapter looks at a condensed flow chart of the model which shows the linkages

ancl interactions in the various components of the model.

6"2 Speaiffiaatåor¡ of th¡e iModeÏ

The model focuses on four key relationships for a developing economy open to tracle,

namely, a relationship to explain inflation, relationships for internal and external

balance, and relationships for the financial market. These relationships are translated

into a model that integrates three sectors of the economy) ancl a one snb-sector. The
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three main sectors and the one sub-sector are:

ø The Expenditure Sector;

ø The Fiscal sub-Sector;

e The Monetary Sector;

e The Wage, Price, and Production Sector.

The model is constructed using fäirly simple behavioural equations that are widely

accepted for developing country specifications of key behavioural relationships, but

modified to reflect the salient institutional and structural features of the Ghanaian

economy. The behavioural equations, definitional equations, and identities, are inter-

related through various linkages in the model. Simple distributed lags are introduced

in some of the specifications as a means of introducing dynamism into the model.

The specifications in the final model are the best from a group of alternatives. The

specifications are selected on the basis of some model selection criteria and diagnostic

tests. The model selection criteria include having the correct signs for the coefficients

vis à vis the expected signs, significant coefficients, a higher value for the coefficient

of determination, a significant F-statistic, and no eviclence of auto-correlation as

indicated by the Durbin lVatson or Durbin "h" statistic.
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The selected specifications, are also tested for mis-specification using the Ramsey's

regression specification error test (RESET) procedule.14 In all the selected specifica-

tions, the calculated Ramsey's RESET F-statistic is lower than the lowest tabulated

Þ-- statistic o12.93, at a 5 percent level, inclicating that there is no mis-specification.ls

Details in the model specification are discussed below.

6"2.î The Expenditure Sector Model

In the expenditure sectot, various equations for the components of Keynesian ag-

gregate expenditure are specified. These are real private consumption expenditure,

real government expenditure, real private investment expenditure, and real value of

external trade balance. The equation is given thus:

RGD& : RCP&+ RIPRT+ RCAPEXP'+ RCUREX&

+RVALEXPq - RVALnt[PCt (6 1)

RGD& is real gross domestic product in period t.
laThe calculated F-statistic for Ramsey's RÐSET test is given thus:

F= R?r". - Rf,¡¿f number of neto regressors
I - R?""*/(N - number of parametet's ,in new model)

The nerv leglessols areYz ,Y=,Yn, where Y is the fiited value of the clependent variable (Gujaraii,

1e88).

The F-statistic calculatecl above tests the hypothesis that the model is mis-specifled. If the F-

statisiic is significzrnt at a given level, say 5 percent level, then the moclel is mis- specified.
15The Durbin Watson ancl Durbin "h" statistics together lvith other statistics for the various

specifications are reported in Chapter 7.
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RC P & is real private consumption expenditure in peri-

od t.

RI P Rt is reai private investment expenditure in period

Lt.

RCAPEXP¿ is real government capital expenditure in

period t.

RCUREXP¿ is real current government expenditure in

period t.

RV ALEXPCT is the real value of exports in period t.

RV ALI M PCt is the real value of imports in period t.

All the variables defined above aÌe measured in millions of 1980 cedis. The speci-

fications for the various components of the aggregate expenditure are given below.

Real Frivate Consumption Expenditure Function

Private consumption expenditure is an important aspect of the empirical studies on

aggregate expenditure because it is from the consumption function that the sensi-

tivity of consumption to changes in income is analysed. Also, a knowledge of the

consumption function has proven useful in the Keynesian approach.

A moclifiecl simple Keynesian consumption function, close to that used by Haque et

al. (1990), is used to estimate the real private consumption expenditure. Real private

consumption expenditure, is explained by real disposable income, lagged real dispos-

able income, real lending rate, and lagged real consumption expenditure. Wealth is

excluded because of data limitations. A log linear specification of the consumption

fìrnction is used and it is given as f'ollows:
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logRCPR¿ : ao * aTlogRDINC!¿ I azlogRDINC¿-1

{a31og RLETY DRt * a+IogRC PRt-t I [J1 (6.2)

RC P Rt is real private consumption expenditure in mil-

lions of 1980 cedis in period t.

RDINCT is real clisposable income in miliions of 1980

ceclis in period t.

RLENDR¿ is the real lending rate in percent in periocl

t.

Ur is the error term for the consumption function.

Cnrrent consumption expenditure of Ghanaian households is severeiy constrained

by current income. Also, the rate of inflation continues to be high, eroding the

purchasing power of current real income and making the postponement of current

consumption not only irrational but unrealistic. Consequently, real consumption

expenditure would increase with increasing real disposable income. The coefficient

of real disposable income is therefore expected to be positive. The coefficient of past

real income is expected to be positive or zero. However, past real income improves

the dynamic properties of the model and removes auto-correlation.

For consnmption expenditures financed through borrowing, the level of expendi-

tutes would be negatively related to the real lencling rate. The coefficient of real

lending rate is therefore expected to be negative.

The coefficient of lagged real consumption expenditure is expected to be positive

in support of the permanent income model and the fact that households strive to

improve past consnmption patterns.
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Real disposable income (RDINC), is defined as nominal gross domestic product

(NGDP), less the nominal total tax payments (NTOTAXR), dellated by the general

consumer price index, (GHCPI).

Real private consumption expenditure (RCPR), is defined as nominal private con-

sumption expenditure (CPR), deflated by the general consumer price index. The real

lending rate (RLENDR), is the nominal lending rate (LENDR), less the rate of in-

flation (RINF). The general consumer price index has 1980 as the base year. These

definitional equations are given as follows:

RDINq:I(NGD& - IYTOTAXR)IGHCPL x 0.01)l (6.3)

nC P & : lC P &l (GHC P L x 0.01)l (6.4)

RLEIYDRt: (LENDR, - RINFT)

RDINCT is real disposable incorne in millions of 1980

cedis in periocl t.

l\GDn is nominal gross domestic product in millions of

current cedis in period t.

NTOT¡lX-R¿ is nominal total tax revenue in millions of

current cedis in period t.

RCP& is real private consumption expenditure in mil-

lions of 1980 cedis in period t.

C P Rt is nominal private consumption expenditure in

millions of current cedis in period t.

(6.5)
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GHC PL is Ghana's general consumel price index in per-

cent in period t.

RLENDR¿ is real lencling rate in percent in period t.

LEN D& is nominal lending rate in percent in period t.

RItYF, is the rate of inflation in percent in period t.

Real Frivate Investment Expenditure Fbnction

Private investment expenditure is another important component of aggregate ex-

penditure. Private investment expenditure together with public capital expenditure

determine gross clomestic investment, or the gross fixed capital formation, i. e. the

productive base of the country. The gross domestic investment specification sheds

light on the underlying factors that explain investment. These fäctors are essential

f'or policies to promote investment and growth.

Real gross private investment is initially specified as a fìrnction of fairly standard

variables similar to that of Sundararajan and Thakur (1980), and Blejer and Khan

(198aa) ancl (1984b), where real private investment is related to the real lending rate

(RLENDR), real output levei (RGDP), and lagged real capital stock (RC AP Sn-l).

The initial specification is modified by the inclusion of three other variables considered

critical for private investment in developing countries. These are real internal credit

(RINTCRED); the sum of real value of exports, private transfers, govelnment trans-

fers, direct foleign investments, ancl other capital transfers in dollars (RVEXTDID),

as a measule of availability of foreign exchange fbr the importation of capital goocls,

intermecliate goods, and raw materials; and real effective exchange rate (REEXCH),

to captule the impact of changes in the vaLue of domestic cuuency, relative to foreign

currencies, on investment. Following the approach by Haque et. al (1990), a linear
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specification is used to allow for first differencing, and avoid the problem of lack of

data on capital stock. The initial specification, the first difference transf'ormation,

and the final specification, are discussed below.

Real private investment expencliture is initially specified as follows:

RI P & : þo * lSrRLEN D& * lizRGDP¿

+ fuRI NTC RE ù + p4RV EXT D I Dt

+ l35RE E X C H' * {J6RC AP STt_t I Uzt

A major problem with the above specification of the real private investment is

the lack of data for capital stock in Ghana, and for most developing countries. This

problem is circumvented by taking the first difference. With this manipulation, the

first difference equation is given as follows:

RIPRT - RIPRT-r : PíRLEND& - RLEND&-tl

+pzlRGD& - RGDn_rl

+fulilrNTC REù - RrNTC REDf_tl

*þ+IRV EXTDIù - RV EXTDIDFII

+pslREEXC H' - REEXC Ht_l1

-lþalRC ¡lP STr-t - RC AP STr-rl + [U", - U"r)

This is simplified as follows:

RIP& - RIPRT_I : l\ A RLEIYD& * þz A RGDPT

-lþz A RI NTC RED, * p4 A RV EXT DI Dt

*þs a REEXC Ht * l3a A RC AP STt_t * U2
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If the change in real capital stock represents the level of real private investment,

then:

ARC AP STr_1 : RI P Rt_1

Hence,

RIP& - RIPRT-r : 131 L RLEND& * þz L RGDPT

IlSs a RIIYTCREDI * p4 A RVEXTDIDT

-tþs A REEXC' ru + p6RI P Rt_t * U2

The above equation is simplified fìrrther as:

RIP& : hLRLEND&* þzARGDP,

-lþs A RI|]{TCREDT* p4 A RVEXTDIDT

*þs a REEXC& + päRrPRt_r t U2 (6.6)

pä : (1+86)

Uz : Uzr-[Jzz

RI P R¿ is real private investment expenditure in millions

of 1980 cedis in periocl t.
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ARLEN D-R¿ is the change in real lending rate in percent

in period t.

ARGD& is the change in real gross domestic product in

millions of 1980 cedis in period t.

ARI|VTCREù is the change in real internal credit in

millions of 1980 cedis in period t.

ARVEXTDI& is the change in real avaiiable foreign

exchange in millions of 1980 United States dollars in pe-

riod t.

LREEXC-ã¿ is the change in real effective exchange rate

in period t.

[å is t]re error term for the real private investment func-

tion.

Equation 6.6 is the final specification of the real private investment finction, where

real private investment expenditure is explained by changes in real iending rate, real

internal credit, real availableforeign exchange, real effective exchange rate, and lagged

real private investment. The real lending rate (RLENDR), as defined previously, is

the nominal lending rate (LENDR), less the rate of inflation (RINF). The rate of

inflation is the percentage change in the general consumer price index. Real internal

credit (RINTCRED), is the nominal internal credit (INTCRED), cleflated by the

general consumer price index (GHCPI). The available real foreign exchange in 1980

dollars (RVEXTDID), is the sum of the nominal dollar values of exports, net private

transfers, net government transfèrs, direct foreign investments, and net other capital

transfèrs (NVAFOIìEX), deflated by the United States general consumer price index

with 1980 as the base year. Unitecl States general consumer price index is used
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because aÌÌ the variables are denominated in United States dollars. Real efective

exchange rate is the import weighted average of the real exchange rate. The real

exchange rate is determined using the nominal exchange rates for the currencies of

the major countries of origin of Ghana's imports and the respective ratios of general

consumer price index.16

Nlathematically, the various definitional eqr-rations are specified as follows:

RIP & : IIP&l (GHC P L x 0.01)l (6.7)

RI N & -- I(GHC P L - G HC P IFr) I GHC P lt-tl x 100 (6.8)

RGD Pr : ltV GD Pt I (GD P Dt x 0.01)l (6.e)

RI NTC RED, -- lI NTC' RED1I (GHC P I¿ x 0.01)l (6. 10)

RVEXTDIDT: IYV ¡IFOREX,
(6.1 1 )(U,SC PL x 0.01)

NVAFORE& : NVALEXPD, * NPRMR& * NGOVTRDT

+DI RI NV h * OT HC AP D' (6.12)

REEXC Ht: Ë *,(#pr) x EXC R¿
¿= I

(6. i 3)

16Nlost of Ghana'a imports originate from United Kingdom, Unitecl States, Japan, lVest Germany,

Nertherlancls, Belgiurn, Czrnada, South l{orea, Taiwan, Italy, Slvitzerland, Slveden, and Australia.
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RI P & is real private investment expenditure in millions

of 1980 cedis in period t.

IP& is nominal private investment expencliture in mil-

lions of cedis in period t.

RIN4 is rate of inflation in percent in periocl t.

RGD& is real gross domestic prodr,rct in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

NGDP1 is nominal gross domestic product in millions of

cedis in period t.

GDPù is the GDP deflator in percent in period t.

RINTC REDI is real internal credit in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

I NTC RE1)¿ is nominal internal credit in millions of cedis

in period t.

RV EXTDIDt is real value of available foreign exchange

in millions of i980 U. S. clollars in period t.

NVOFREX, is nominal available foreign exchange in

millions of U. S. dollars available in period t.

l',{V¡ILEXPDt is the nominal value of exports in mil-

lions of U. S. dollars in period t.

N P RIVT RDt is net nominal private transfers in millions

of U. S. dollars in period t.

NGOVT RD¿ is net nominal govelnment transfers in mil-

lions of U. S. clollars in periocl t.
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DIIìINVD¿ is nominal clirect investments in millions of

U. S. dollars in period t.

OTHCAPÐ¿ is nominal net other transfers in millions

of U. S. dollars in period t.

REEXC ru is real effective exchange rate in period t.

C P Ix is consumer price index of country i in period t.

EXC Ril is the nominal exchange rate of country i's cur-

rency in cedis per unit of foreign currency in period t.

r.¿.r¿ is the weight of country i.

Considering equation 6.6, an increase in real lending rate increases the cost of

borrowing, which may discourage private investment. The coefficient for the change

in real lending rate is theref'ore expected to be negative. The coefficient for the real

gross domestic product is expected to be positive since a positive change in real out-

put helps stimulate private investment. The coefficient for the real internal credit is

expected to be positive since a positive change in real internal credit promotes private

investment. As a result of the import dependence of the industrial and manufacturing

sectors of Ghana, an increase in the level of foreign exchange helps increase invest-

ment. Hence, the coefifrcient for the real available fbreign exchange is expected to be

positive. Ghanaian private investors rely heavily on foreign private sources of funds

for investment. A relatively weak domestic currency increases the domestic value of

f'oreign curlency, encourages private capital inflow, and consequently, encourages pri-

vate investment. Hence, the coefficient for the real effective exchange rate is expected

to be positive. The higher the level of private investment in the previous year, the

greater the likelihood of an improved investment level in current year. This holding,

the coefficient f'or the lagged private investment is expected to be positive.
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The F iscal Sector sub-Model

The role of government in an economy, especially a developing economy, is an im-

portant part of the developmental process. The government plays an active role in

ensuring a decent standard of living for the population at large, correcting regional

economic imbalances, complementing private investment especially in the area of pub-

lic utilities and public services, and improving the country's infrastructure. Like any

public sector however, the ability of the government to play this role is constrained

by the total revenue available to the government. Hence the need f'or government

expenditures and total revenue specifications to analyze public sector finance. The

fiscal sector sub-model enables an analysis of public sector finance.

In many macroeconometric studies, government expenditure is usually assumed as

exogenous (See for example Haque et ai. , 1990). However, in this model, government

expenditure is considered endogenous in order to investigate the impact of economic

and institutional factors on government expenditure.

The fiscal sector sub-model has specifications for total government revenue, total

government expenditure, and government net fiscal operation. Total government rev-

enue comprises total tax revenue and non-tax revenue; total government expenditure

comprises of current and capital expenditure.

One behavioural equation ancl one exogenous entry determine the total govern-

ment revenue. Total tax revenue is specified as a behavioural function, and non-tax

revenue considered exogenous. The total tax revemre function is specified in nominal

terms on the assumption that government tax revenue is determined in nominal terms.

The sources of tax revenue are international transactions, income tax, property tax,

sales tax, and excise tax. The total tax revenue function is therefore explained by

the revenue fïom cocoa exports, non-cocoa export ïevenue, the level of gross d<¡rnestic

product less exports, and the level of imports. The influence of international trans-
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actions is captured by the domestic value of cocoa exports, non-cocoa exports, and

imports. Nominal gross domestic product less exports captures income tax, property

tax, sales tax, and excise tax.

Using a log-linear specification, the total tax revenue function is given as fbllows:

IogNTOTAXR¿ : óo * ór IogCOC EXR, * ó21og OTEXPREVT

*ó:log NGÐPLEXI * 6+lo9IlVIPORT& + U3 (6.14)

NTOTAX,R¿ is nominal total tax revenue in millions of

cedis in period t.

COCEXR¿ is nominal cocoa export revenue in millions

of cedis in period t.

OT EX P REV is nominal value of other exports in mil-

lions of cedis in period t.

NGDPLEX¿ is nominal gross domestic product less the

value of exports in millions of cedis in period t.

If[PORT,S¿ is the value of imports in rni]lions of cedis

in period t.

[/s is the error term for the nominal total tax revenue

fìrnction.

The coefficients of all the expianatory variables in equation 6.14, are expected

to be positive indicating that independent increases in domestic revenue r¡f cocoa

exports, non-cocoa exports, gross domestic product less exports, and imports, would

result in respective increases in the total revenue.
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Norninal total government revenue, (NTOTREV), is defined as the the sum of the

nominal total tax and non-tax levenues. The definitional equation is given as follows:

N1'O'1. REVI : IYTOTAX Rt + NONT Rl (6.15)

NTOTRET¿ is the nominal total government revenue in

millions of cedis in period t.

1\TOTAX-R¿ is the nominal total tax revenue in millions

of cedis in period t.

NONT& is the nominal total non-tax levenue in mil-

lions of ceclis in period t (".g. grants, fines, license fees).

To determine the real values of the total tax revenue and the total government

revenue, the nominal values are deflated by the general consumel price index.

Behavioural equations f'or current and capital expenditures explain pr.rblic sector

expenditure. Government current expenditure is influenced by the domesticaliy avail-

able total revenue, the public debt, ancl the exchange rate; and capital expenditure

by ihe domestically available total revenue, domestic credit, available foreign funds,

public lending rate, and the exchange rate.

Public debt impacts on current expenditure through interest payments on the

debt. The public lending rate impacts on capital expenditnre throngh interest pay-

r¡rents on borrowed funds. The exchange rate impacts on both current and capital

expencliture through the domestic currency equivalent of foreign funds available to

the government, and through the impact on domestic prices of government purchases.

Both current ancl capital expenditure are also influenced by the type of government

(military or civilian government). Ghana has experienced both civilian ancl military
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governments, with different commitments to fiscal responsibility, and the distribution

of available funcls between current and capital expenditure.

On the basis of these institutional and economic factors, current expenditure,

specified in a log-linear form, is explained by nominal total revenue (NTOTREV),

the public debt (PUBDEBT), the exchange rate (GHEXCR), and a dummy variabie

for the type of government (GOVDUMY). Capital expenditure, also specified in a

log-linear form, is explained by nominal total r-evenue (NTOTREV), the exchange

rate (GHEXCR), internal credit (INTCRED), the sum of the values of exports, net

government transfers, direct investments, and other foreign capital transfers, all in

dollars (NEXGTDID), public lending rate (PUBLENDR), and a government dummy

variable (GOVDUMY). The specifications are in nominal terms on the assumption

that government expenditure is determined in nominal terms. The two behavioural

equations are given as follows:

Iog NCU REX\ : % I ^hlog 1\TOT REII' * 72 log PU BDEBTT

*731og GH EXC Rt * %GOV DU A/IY + U4 (6.16)

log 1',{C AP EX Pt : wo * .",tlog 1\,|TOT REIltf c..r2 log GHEXC Rt

fc,.'3 log I NTC REDI * w+Iog N EXGT DI Dr

fø5 log PU BLEN D& -l ¿6GOV DU MY * Us (6.17)

NCU REXP¿ is nominal current gover-nment expenditure

in millions of cedis in period t.

IYTOT REV¿ is nominal total revenue in millions of cedis

in period t.
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PU BDEB?¿ is public debt in millions of cedis in periocl

t.

GHEXCR¿ is Ghana's official exchange rate in cedis per

United States dollar in period t.

GOVDUMY is a dummy for the type of governmení. Ze-

ro for years with civilian governments, 1 for years with

military governments.

NC AP EXP¿ is nominal government capital expenditure

in millions of cedis in period t.

INTCREÐ¿ is internal credit in millions of cedis in pe-

riod t.

NEXGTDIDtis sum of net government transfers, value

of exports, direct investments, and other capital trans-

fers, all in millions of United States dollars in period t.

PUBLENDRT is the public lending rate in percent in

period t.

U+ and U5 are the elror terms associated with the current

and capital expenditure functions respectively.

Considering equation 6.16, the coefficients of nominal total revenue and public

debt are expected to be positive. An increase in total revenue and public debt woulcl

cause an increase in current expenditure. The coefficient for the exchange rate coulcl

be positive or negative. If the impact of exchange rate on prices dominates, the

coefficient would be negative. If the impact of the exchange rate on the domestic value

of foreign funds dominates, the coefficient would be positive. The coefficient for the
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government dummy variable is expectecl to be positive because military governments

are notorious for their excessive expenditure.

\,Vith equation 6.17, the coefficients of all the explanatory variables are expected to

be positive except for public lending rate. Positive changes in total revenue, internal

credit, and the availability of of foreign funds to the government would cause positive

changes in capital expenditure. Increasing the lending rate would increase the cost of

borrowing and reduce capital expenditure. The coefficient of the exchange rate coulcl

be positive or negative, as explained previously, but is expected to be positive, because

the impact of exchange rates on the domestic value of foreign exchange is likely to

dominate the impact on prices in the case of capital expenditure. The coefficient of

the government dummy is expected to be positive, basically because of the relatively

enormotts capital investment macle by the PNDC government, within the period of

the study.

The sum of the current and current expenditures determines the government total

expenditure (NGTEXP). Nominal government deficit (NGOVDEF), is the difference

between the total expenditure and the total tax revenue (NTOTAXR). Government

net fiscal operation (GOVNFOP), is the difference between government total expen-

diture and the total revenue (NTOTREV). The identities are defined as follows:

NGTEX& : LYCU REXPT -l NC APEXPT (6.18)

LVGOV DE& : ]\GTEXPI - IYTOTAXR\ (6.1 e)

t
PU BDEBT, : Ð NGOV DEFi

i=L
(6.20)

GOVNFOPT: NGTEXn - NTOTREU
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NEXGTDIDI : NGOVTRù* NVALEXPDI

+DIRINVDt*OTHCAPU (6.22)

NGTEX& is nominal government total expenditure in

millions of cedis in period t.

I\GOVDE-F¿ is nominal government deficit in millions

of cedis in period t.

PU BDEBT¿ is public debt in millions of cedis in period

t.

GOVNFOP¿ is government net fiscal operation in mil-

lions of cedis in period t.

N E XGT D I Dt is nominal value of foreign exchange avail-

able to the government in millions of United States dol-

iars in period t.

NGOVTRDT is nominal net government transfers in mil-

lions of United States dollars in period t.

NVILLEXPDT is nominal value of exports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

DIRINVD¿ is direct foreign investments in millions of

Unitecl States dollars in period t.

OTHC'APD¿ is other net capital transfers in millions of

United States dollars in period t.
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Foreign T'rade Sector Model

Behavioural relationships f'or the foreign trade sector are important components of the

expenditure sector model and are very critical to developing economies that rely on

trade because of the role of foreign exchange in domestic development. Furthermole,

a foreign trade model enables an analysis of the impact of changes in terms of trade

on foreign exchange earnings. Two main reiationships are specified for the foreign

trade sector model. These are the export supply and the import demand functions.

The two functions are discussed below beginning with the export supply function.

Ghana exports a variety of traditional primary products including cocoa, golcl,

bauxite, rnanganese, cliamonds, wood and wood products, and non-traditional prod-

ucts inciuding pineapples, ginger, and fish. To fäcilitate sectoral policy formulation,

specific export equations for the main primary commodities would be desirable. How-

ever, considering the highly aggregated nature of the model, and the limitation of

data availability for the various primary commodities, an aggregated export supply

function is used.

Since the Ghanaian economy is small relative to the worlcl economy) it is assumed

that prices of primary commodities supplied on the world market are determined

exogenously in the world market. Secondly, it is assumed that the supply of exports

is influenced by domestic conditions. lVith these assr:mptions, the export supply

function is basically derivecl fi'om the specification by Houthakker and Magee (1969),

Khan (1974), Golclstein and Khan (1976), Behrman (1977),, Bahmani-Oskooee (1984,

1986), and Arize (1987). The specification assumes a desired quantity of sr-rpply

of exports (QEXP*), which is related to the real world price of exports in dollars

(RPRXPÐr), the real domestic producer price of cocoa (RPCOCt), ur o proxy for

do¡nestic price of exports, the export weighted average of the real income of Ghana's

traclirrg partners (RIGHTP), and real aggregate supply (RGDPS). The specification
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is modifiecl by the inclusion of the real value of imports in dollals (RVALIMPD), since

imported inputs have a significant impact on the level of exports of many developing

countries. The trade weighted real income of Ghana's trading partners reflects the

main determinant of the demancl for Ghana's exports, and the real aggregate supply

reflects the domestic output condition. Using a log-linear specification, the clesired

export supply fìrnction is given as follows:

logQEXP{ : eo* QIogRPEXPD, * e2log RPCOCT

f e3 log RIGT & f e4 log RV ALI M P Dt

f e5 log RGDP & + U"

A stock adjustment mechanism outlined by Houthakker and Taylor (1970), and

used by Golclstein and Khan (1976), and Arize (1987), is built into the export supply

function. The acljustment mechanism assuÍres that the quantity of exports adjust to

conditions of excess supply on the world market, and therefore the realized change

in the quantity of exports is only a fraction of the desired change in the quantity of

exports. Mathematically, th.e adjustment mechanism is given as f'ollows:

logQEXP¿ - los SEXPFT : À1[log SEXP; - los QEXn-1]

À1 is the coefficient of adjustment.

Simplifying the adjustrnent mechanism, we have the following:

IogQEXPt : À1log QEXP; - À11o9 QEXPr-r + log QEX&-I
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IogQEXP¿ : À1log SEXPi + (1 - À1)log QEXPFI

Substituting for the clesired level of exports, we have:

logQEXP¿ : ìt["0 + el log RPEXPDT * ezIogRPCOC¿

{e3log RIGT\ f e4iog RV¡ILIMPD,

f e5 log RGDP & ¡ U") + (1 - À1) log QEX&-I

logQEXP¿ : Àieo * À1e11og RPEXPDT * ÀtezlogRPCOC¿

*À1e3 log RI GT P¿ * À1 ea Iog RV ALI IVI P Dt

*ÀreslogRGDP&* ÀtU, + (1 - À1)log QEX&-'

Simplifying the above expression, we have:

IogQEXP¿ : ro * TTt,logRPEXPD, * n2log RPCOCT

{zr3log RIGT& *;raiog RVALILIPDt

fn5log RGDP & * n6log QEX4-I + U6 (6.23)

QEX& is quantity of exports in period t.

RPEXPD¿ is real world price of exports in in 1980 U-

nited States dollars in period t.
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RPCOq is real domestic producer price of cocoa in t-

housands of 1980 cedis in period t.

RIGTn is export rveighted real income of Ghana's trad-

ing partners in millions of 1980 Unitecl States dollars in

period t.

RV ALI M P Dtis real value of imports in millions of 1980

United States dollars in period t.

RGD P & is domestic output in millions of cedis in period

t.

SEXPt is lagged quantity of exports in period t.

[/o is the error term for the export function.

Equation 6.23 is the final behavioural equation fbr the export supply function,

where quantity of exports is related to real world price of exports, real domestic

producer price of cocoa, the export weighted average of the real income of Ghana's

trading partners, the real value of impolts, real domestic output, and lagged quantity

of exports.

The export weighted average of the real income of Ghana's trading partners is

estimated as follows:

RrGrPt: 
å #ffirRGDP,tl (6.24)

VEXP¿t is value of Ghana's exports to country i, in mil-

lions of United States clollars in period t.
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TVEXn is total value of Ghana's exports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

RGDP¿I is real gross domestic product of country i in
millions of United States dollar equivalent in period t.

N is the number of trading partners.

Considering equation 6.23, all the coefficients for the explanatory variables are

expected to be positive. An increase in real price of exports would divert production

from domestic to foreign markets, and consequently, increase the supply of exports.

Similarly, an increase in domestic price of tradables would lead to reallocation of

resources in favour of tradables, and consequently increase the suppiy of exports.

An increase in the income of Ghana's trading partners would lead to an increase in

the demand for Ghana's exports, which would lead to an increase in the supply of

exports. Production of traclables clepend considerably on imported intermediate and

capital goods. An increase in the value of imports can be expected to result in an

increase in exports. Since exports represent a fäir portion of domestic output, an

increase in domestic outpnt would lead to an increase in the supply of exports. With

a policy objective of striving to exceed the previous level of exports, an increase in

lagged exports can be expectecl to increase current exports.

The nominal value of exports in dollars (NVALEXPD), is the product of the

nominal price of exports in dollars (NPEXPD), and the quantity of exports (QEXP).1?

The nominal vahre of exports in cedis (NVALEXPC), is the product of the nominal

price of the exports in cedis (NPBXPC), and the quantity of exports. The real value

of exports in cedis is the nominal value of exports in cedis deflated by Ghana's general

consumeÌ price index. These identities are specified as follows:

l7The estimatecl values of all variables specified in logs are determined by taking the exponent of

the estimated log specification of the v¿rriable.
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NV ALEX P D, - (QEXn x NPEXPDT) (6.25)

NV ALEX PCt : (8 EX & x i\ P EX PCt) (6.26)

RvALEXPC¿ - [(NVALEXPC')l(GHCPL x 0.01)] (6.27)

NV ALEX P D¿ is nominal value of exports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

N P EX P D¿ is nominal price of exports in United States

dollars in periocl t.

NV ALEX PCt is nominal value of exports in millions of

cedis in period t.

N P EX Pq is nominal price of exports in cedis in period

t.

RV ALEXPCT is real vaiue of exports in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

The import demand function is specified along the lines used by Khan (1988), and

Haque et al. (1990). Like any demand function, real price of imports influences the

quantity of imports demanded. Second, the import capacity depends on the domestic

income level. Third, depreciation of domestic currency increases the domestic cost

of imports and impacts on the quantity of imports. Fourth, for most developing

countries, foreign exchange scarcity leads to imposition of import controls, and hence

affects quantity of imports. Fifth, because of clelays in bureaucratic procedures,
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curlent levels of foreign exchange tend to inflnence the level of imports in the following

period.

Based on these fäctors, the desirecl demand for imports (QIMP*), is explained

by the real price of imports in dollars (RPIMPD), the real gross domestic product

(IìGDP), the real effective exchange rate (REEXCH), the lagged sum of the real values

of exports, private transfers, government transfers, direct investments, and other

capital transfers, (RVBXTDID), and a time trend (TTREND) to capture changes in

the volume of imports with time. The desired level of imports, specified in a log-linear

form, is given as follows:

\ogQIMPi : po * hIogRPIMPD¿ * pzlog RGD&+p3log REEXC Ht

*pa log RV EXT D I Dr-t t psTT RE N D + Ue

Due to constraints imposed by foreign exchange, bureaucratic procedures, and

time lags, the quantity of imports slowly acljusts to a desired ievel. Hence a stock

adjustment mechanism similar to that for the export supply function, is built into

the import demand fïnction. Under this adjustment, the realized change in the

quantity of imports demanded is only a fraction of the desired change in the quantity

of imports. Mathematically, the adjustment mechanism is expressed as follows.

IosQIIVIP¿ - los QIXI&-t : À2[1og QIMP; - ]os QIIUI&-'l

Simplifying the above expression, we have:

IogQIMP¿ : À21og QIiUIPi - À2log 8II/I&-t + log QIX/In-l
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logQIMP¿ : À2logQIXIPi +(1 -ì2)logQI14Pt-r

Substituting for the desired level of imports, (QIMP*), rve have the following:

IogQIIVIP¿ : lzþo *pr log RPIM PD, * prlog RGÐP¿

*p¡ 1og REEXC ru * pa 1og RV EXT ÐI Dr-t

tp5TT RE|Y D + Url * (i - Àr) Ios Q I tuI P¿-1

logQItuIP¿ : Àzpo* À2p11og RPIIVIPDT* ÀzqzlogRGDP¿

I Àzpslog RE E X C H, -l À2pa log RV E XT Ð I D r-t

*ÀzpsTTREtYD * À2Uo + (1 - 12)1og QIMï-I

Simplifying the above expression, we have the following:

logQIMP¡ : 0o l1tlogRPIMPÐ, * q2TogRGDPt

*áslog REEXCru * d+log RVEXTDIÐr-,

fd5log QIM&-1+ 06TTREl\'lD + U7 (6.28)

Q I AI n is quantity of imports in periocl t.

RPIIVIPD¿ is the real price of imports in 1980 United

States dollars in period t.

RGD& is real gross domestic product in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

REEXCru is real effective exchange rate in 1980 cedis

per 1980 United States dollar in period t.
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RVEXTDIÐt is the real value of availalrle foreign ex-

change in millions of 1980 United States dollars in period

t.

TTREND is time trend.

û? is the error term f'or the import demand fi-rnction.

Equation 6.28 is the final specification of the demand fbr imports. Considering

equation 6.28, the coefficients of real price of imports in dollars (RPIMPD), and

the real effective exchange rate (REEXCH), are expected to be negative, indicating

that an increase in the real price of imports and a depreciation of domestic cnrrency

would increase the domestic cost of imports and reduce the demand f'or imports. The

coefficients of real gross domestic product (RGDP), and real value of available foreign

exchange (RVEXTDID), are expected to be positive since positive changes in these

variables woulcl lead to positive changes in the quantity of imports. The coefficient

of lagged quantity of imports could be positive or negative. For an economy very

dependent on imports, if the objective is to maintain growth in the economy, then

lagged quantity of imports would be positively related to current quantity of imports.

On the other hand, if the tendency is to reduce the dependence on imports, or if
delays in the clearance of previous imports restricts current imports, then lagged

imports would be negatively related to current imports. The coefficient of the time

trend could be positive or negative. A positive coefficient would indicate a continued

clependence of the Ghanaian economy on imports, ancl a negative coefficient a recluced

dependence of the economy on imports.

The nominal value of imports in dollars (NVALIMPD), is the procluct of the quan-

tity of imports (QIMP), and the nominal price of imports (NPIMPD). The nominal

value of imports in cedis (NVALIIVIPC), is the product of the quantity of imports

and the nominal price of imports in cedis (NPIMPC). 'Io cletermine the real value of
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imports in cedis, the nominal value of imports in cedis is deflated by Ghana's general

consumer price index. These definitional equations are specified as follorvs:

NV ALI M P D, - (8 I M n x 1\ P I AtI P D¿) (6.2e)

NVALIiUIPCt: (QIIVI& x NPIIVIPC¿) (6.30)

RV¡ILIXIPCt:l(NVALI]vIPC')l(GHCPItx 0.01)l (6.3i)

l\V ALI AI P Dt is nominal value of imports in mi]lions of

United States dollars in period t.

N P I AI P D¿ is nominal price of imports in United States

dollars in period t.

NV ALI M PCt is nominal value of imports in millions of

cedis in period t.

N P I IW PC¿ is nominal price of imports in cedis in period

t.

RVALIAIPCtis realvalueof imports in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

A total of thirty-one equations, comprising of seven behavioural equations and

twenty-four clefinitional equations and/or identities discrissed under this section, make

up the expenditure sector model.
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6.2.2 T'he Nfonetary Sector Nfoden

Along the lines of Roca and Priale (1987), and Haque et al. (1990), The role of money

in a developing economy is analysed within the broader framework of the functions of

financial institutions in economic development. These include efforts by financial in-

stitutions to encourage savings, translating the savings into productive investrnents,

and providing the liquidity needed for economic development. In this respect, the

central bank, which is responsible for the monetary sector, plays a pivotal role in

promoting financial reforms needed for economic development. For example, the cen-

tral bank exerts a positive influence on the developmental process by encouraging

and assisting the establishment of development banks, and financial intermediaries

alongside the chartered banks. In addition, the central bank monitors the specifics of

government expenditure, government revenue and the balance of payments, and su-

pervises the financial institutions. These functions are analysed within the framework

of the demand fbr and the supply of money.

Therefore, the monetary sector has specifications for demand for money, internal

credit, and identities for money multiplier, the balance of payments, and high-powered

monetary stock. The specifications are discussed below beginning with the demand

for money.

Ðemand for Money Function

A Keynesian model for explaining the demand for real cash balances is used where

the demancl for real cash balances is formulated as a function of real income, and

the opportunity cost of holding cash baiances. In financially developed economies,

the opportunity cost of holding cash balances is measured by the yield on alternative

financial assets, i.e. the real interest rate. However, in many developing economies,

it is widely accepted that the real interest rate is not an appropriate measure of the
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opportunity cost of holding cash balances (Agevli and Khan, 1980; Ghatak, igSi;

and Khan and Knight, 198i). The following reasons explain the inappropriate use of

real interest rate as a measrlre of the opportunity cost of holding cash balances:

ø the limited size of the organized financial market;

ø the institutional pegging of the nominal interest rate without much variation;

ø the limited opportunities for financial assets;

ø the very low degree of subsitution between money and other financial assets

(Ghatak, 1981).

In the absence of a well developed financial market, Agevli and Khan, (i980),

argued that ii is appropriate to measure the opportunity cost of holding money by

implicit return on goods, i. e. the expected rate of inflation.

The expected rate of inflation is econometrically determined in a separate model

using an adaptive expectations process. The adaptive expectations model postulates

that changes in a dependent variable are related to changes in the expected level of

explanatory variable. Hence, the rate of inflation is related to the expected rate of

inflation as follows:

RIN4 : bo+btERItYFr¡ e,

The expected rate of inflation is defined by a second relationship in which expec-

tations aÌe assumed to be altered by an acljustment between current rate of inflation

and the previous expected rate of inflation. This is mathematically expressecl as

follows:
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ERINFT : pRIN& + (1 - p)ERIlYF -l

To facilitate econometric estimation, a Koyck transformation is performed on t]re

above by lagging the model period by period, multiplying bV (1 - p)i, where'i' i.
the number of periods involved in the lag process, and making substitutions (Pindyck

and Rubinfield, 1991). After the transformation process the expected rate of inflation

is given thus:

ERIIYfl : plRINFr+(i- p)RINF¿-i*(1 -p)2RINFt-z*(1 - p)3RINFr-z+...1
oo: pLQ _ fl" RI N F¿_; (6.32)

i=O

Hence, the expected rate of inflation is a weighted average of the present and all

the previous values of the rate of inflation. Since the weights sum up to unity, the

following expression holds.

pÐ(r-p)o : 1

i=0

Substituting the expression for the expected rate of inflation in the inflation moclel

gives the foliowing:

oo

RI|\F : bo *hpÐQ - fl'RINFt-¿* e,
i=O
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The above expression is simplified as follo¡.vs:

RIN4 : bo * b.lRlff4 + ÀRItYF,-,

+^2RINn-zl. .l-l ",

b":btpiÀ:(1-p);

In the form given above the adaptive expectations model is difficult to estimate

because it involves infinite number of regressors. The model is simplified by lagging

all observations, multiplying through by l, and calculating the first difference. \,Vith

this manipulation, the model simplifies to:

RINF¿ : óo(1 - p)+b.RIivFt*ÀRItYFt¿*ut

The above equation is estimated and the value ot " p" determined from the coef-

ficient of the lagged rate of inflation. However the use of ordinary least squares yield

inconsistent estimates but instrumental variables yield consistent estimates (Kmenta,

1986; Maddala, 1992). Using the parallel market exchange rate as an instrument fol

inflation, a" p" value of 0.9 is determined in the adaptive expectation model.

With the exception of the use of expectecl rate of inflation instead of real interest

rate, the specification for the demand f'or real cash balances is identical to that used by

Haque et al. (1990). The demand f'or real cash balances is explained by the expected

rate of infiation, real gross domestic procluct, lagged real gross domestic product, and

laggecl real demand for money.
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Real gross domestic product reflects the transactions motive of the demand for

money, and the expected rate of inflation, the speculative motive. Lagged real demand

for money introduces a partial adjustment mechanism to capture lagged responses of

demand fbr money. Lagged gross domestic product is introduced to allow demand

f'or money to adjust to changes in income and expected rate of inflation. Using a

log-lineal form, the demand f'or real cash balances is specified as follows:

Iog D RB M S¿ : go * 911o9 ERI lY Ft * çzlog RGD P¿

+vsRGDPt-r * p+Iog DRBM St-t I Ut (6.33)

DRBIUI& is real broad money supply in millions of 1980

cedis in period t.

ERIN& is the expected rate of inflation in percent in

period t.

RGD& is the real gross domestic product in millions of

1980 cedis in period t.

Ua is the error term for the demand for money functiorr.

The coefficient of real gross domestic product is expected to be positive to reflect

an increase in the demand for real cash balances for transactions puÌposes, when real

income increases. The coefficient of expectecl rate of inflation is expected to be neg-

ative to reflect a decline in the demand for real cash balances, when the opportunity

cost of hoiding cash balances increases. The coefficient of lagged real gross domestic

product is expected to be negative since Ghanaians would tend to hold smaller por-

tions of current income as cash in the future due to the erosion of purchasing power.
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The coefficient of the lagged demand for real cash balances is expected to be positive

since an increase in laggecl response leads to an increase in current demand for real

cash balances.

The demand for real cash balances is the broad money supply (BMS), deflated by

Ghana's general consumer price index. This definitional equation is given as follows:

DRBX(& : lBAIStl(GHCPItx 0.01)l (6.34)

BIVI & is broad money supply in millions of cedis in pe-

riod t.

Supply of Money F\-rnction

Stock of money may be introduced as an exogenous or endogenous variable in a

macroeconometric model. If exogenous, the implication is that monetary authorities

can control the stock of money to achieve certain set objectives. However, certain

exogenous factors external to the economy, and beyond the control of monetary au-

thorities, can affect money supply. Futhermore, for a small-open developing economy

with heavy reliance on international trade, and with government deficit financing,

exogeneity of monetary stock becomes highly questionable. International trade af-

fects balance of payments and impacts on the stock of money. Also, deficit financing

affects the level of credit, and impacts on the stock of money. It becomes appro-

priate thelefore to endogenize money supply, and allow a simultaneous interaction

between the demand for ancl the supply of money. Under a fractional reserve system,

nominal broad money supply (BMS), is determined by the stock of high-powered

money (HPfuIONS'I), ancl the money multiplier (MONMULT). Foltowing Friedman
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and Schwartz (i963), the relationships between broad nominal money supply (BMS),

and its components are given by the following expressions:

(1) BIVI&: (I,IONIVIULT x HPMONSTT)

(ä) B AI & : (CU RRt * D EM D EP, * T I M S D EPt)

(i11) H P MO N ST : (C B RESV & + CU Rnt)

MON MU LTt ls the money multiplier in period t.

H P M O N S?¿ is high powered monetary stock in millions

of cedis in period t.

CUR& is currency in circulation in millions of cedis in

period t.

DEIVIDEPT is demand deposits in millions of cedis in

period t.

CBRESV,S¿ is commercial bank reserves in millions of

cedis in periocl t.

TIA/ISDEP¿ is time and savings deposits in millions of

cedis in period t.

Dividing (ii) by (iii), we have:

(BMSlHpr,f oNSr) = l(cuRR+ DEMDEp +TTMSDEP)/(CBHESVS +CURR)l

Dividing the numerator and the denominator of the right-hand side in the above

equation by demand deposits, we have:
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(BX,TSIHPMONSl') =
(cu RRIDEM DEP) + (DETTDEPIDEMDEP) + (TrM SDEP/DEM DEP)

(cBRESV S/DEM DEP) + (CU RR/DEM DEp)

The above expression is simplified as follows:

(B rI S / H P tvI O N,sT) = l(1 + C U D D RAT + T S D D RAT) I Q B RD D RAT + CU D D RAT)I

CUDDRAT¿ is the currency-demand deposit ratio in

period t.

T SDDRAT¿ is the time and savings deposit-demand de-

posit ratio in period t.

C BRDDRnIT¿ is the commercial bank reserves-demand

cleposit ratio in period t.

Hence, money supply (NIS), is given thus:

B M S = [(1 + C U D D RAT + T,g D D RA:r) / (C B RD D RAT + C U D D RA:r)] x H P MO^rSZ (6.35)

Compar-ing the above expression to (i), money multiplier (MONMULT), is defined

as fbllows:

l,ION MU L" = [(1 + CU DDRAT + TSDDHAT)l(CBRDDRAT + CU DDRAT)] (6.36)
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Equation 6.35 suggests that a change in any one of the determinants, i. e. the

proportions of currency to demand deposits, or time and savings deposits to demand

deposits, or commercial bank reserves to demand deposits, or the stocl< of high pow-

ered monetary stock, or a combination of any of the determinants would result in a

change in the money supply.

Considering the money supply equation (6.35), it would be desirable to look at

the portfolio preferences of the public to determine the proportions of the various

financial assets. However, the highly unclerdeveloped nature of the financial markets,

and the problem of limited availability of data would greatly undermine such a study.

Hence, the three ratios specified in the money supply equation, i. e. CUDDRAT, TS-

DDRAT, and CBRDDRAT, a e assumed to be exogenously determined. lVith regard

to the stock of high-powerecl money, the level is greatly influenced by institutional

and economic factors. For example, the monetary policy of the central bank, the

balance of payments, and the government's deficit financing policy all influence the

stock of high-powered money. Hence, the stock of high-powered money is cletermined

endogenously.

Ðetermination of High Fowered Money

The high-powered money or the monetary base (the assets of the monetary authority),

is defined by the following identity:

H P AION STt : I NTC REù + lY I lYT RESCT (6.37)

N I NT RE,SC¿ is the cedi equivalent of the net stocl< of

international reserves helcl by the banking system in mil-

lions of cedis in period t.
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I NTC RED¿ is nominal internal credit, a measure of the

net domestic assets of the banking system in millions of

cedis in period t.

The cedi equivalent of the net stock of international reserves is determined through

the balance of payments identities. A detailed discussion of the identities is under

the section on the determination of balance of payments. The net domestic assets

of the banking system are cletermined endogenously using a central bank's reaction

function. Theoretically, a central bank's reaction function is obtained through solving

an optimization problem, where the bank minimizes a static quadratic loss function

subject to the structure of the economy (Mcmillin and Bread, (1980)). The loss

function frequently contains the following fèatures:

ø the weighted squared deviation of actual from desired levels of inflation;

ø the level of net fbreign reserves;

ø the rate of unemployment;

ø the growth rate of GDP or industrial output;

ø short term interest rates.

The first four iterns are measrlres of macloeconomic stability, namely, the main-

tenance of price stability, external equilibrium, full employment and rapid economic

growth. The last item is employed as a proxy for achieving financial stability.

Solving the constrained optimization model yields a specification of a central

bank's reaction function in which the domestic monetary base or its equivalent (the

dependent variable), is related to all the macroeconomic variables, and the desired

ievels of the items in the loss function.
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For a small open economy, lVliller and Askin (1976); Genberg (i976); and Tullio

(1981), all suggested that internal credit (INTCRED), is generally preferred as a de-

pendent variable in a central bank's reaction function, as an equivalent of the domestic

monetary base. Porzecanki (1979), also providecl evidence to suggest that internal

credit is a more appropriate monetary policy indicator for developing economies.

Among the macroeconomic target variables, gross domestic product, interest rate

or lending rate, and the level of international reserves, are the most widely used. As

was noted by Porzecanki (1979), monetary authorities in many developing countries

prusue a principal objective of maintaining price ancl currency stability, or a principal

objective of financing government deficits and fighting unemployment. The latter is

true for the Ghanaian economy. This suggests that a specification of the central

bank's reaction function should take into account the influence of the government's

net fiscal operations (GOVNFOP), on the domestic monetary base. A target variable

used by the central bank to control credit from the commercial banks and hence

influence domestic credit is the commercial bank required reserve ratio (CBRESRA).

Based on these arguments, the central bank's reaction function is specified with

internal credit as a dependent variable, and the nominal gross domestic product

(NGDP), the nominal lending rate (LENDR), the commercial bank required reserve

ratio (CBRESRA), expected change in international reserves in dollars (ECINTRD),

and the goveÌnment's net fiscal operations (GOVNFOP), as explanatory variables.

The central bank reaction function, specifiecl in a log-linear form, is given as follows:

IogILYTCREù : ro * rtlogNGDP¿ * 12log LE¡YDR,

-l-r3 log C B RE S RAt I r+Iog EC I NT RDt

fr5los GOVLYFOÙ*Us (6.38)
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I NTC REÐ¿ is nominal internal credit in millions of cedis

in period t.

NGD\ is nominai gross domestic product in millions of

cedis in period t.

LEN D& is the nominal lending rate in percent in period

t.

C B RES RA¿ is commerciai banks' required in percent in

period t.

EC I NT RD¿ is the expected change in international re-

serves in millions of United States dollars in period t.

GOV N FOP¿ is the government's net fiscal operations in

millions of cedis in period t.

{/e is the error term for the internal credit fìrnction.

The coefficients of the nominal lending rate, and the commercial bank reserve

ratio, are expected to be negative indicating that the higher the lending rate or the

Ìrigher the commercial bank reserve ratio, the smaller the level of internal credit. The

coefficient of the gross domestic product is expected to be negative only at cyclical

turning points but positive otherwise. For an economy with a strong and viable finan-

cial sector, at the peak of the business cycle, monetary authorities restrict internal

credit to prevent a higher demand pressure on prices. The reverse is true during the

trough. The coeffi.cients of the expected change in the international reserves, and the

govelnment's net fiscal operations, are expected to be positive. An increase in the

change in the level of international reserves ancl government's net fiscal operations,

would increase domestic credit.
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Balance of Fayments Ïdentities

For a small-open economy, it is important to examine the extent to which the country's

economy is linked to the world economy. This is made possible through the balance

of payments account which summarizes all the transactions between residents, firms,

and governments of one country, and their counterparts in the rest of the worlcl. The

following identities and/or definitional equations are used to determine the overall

balance of payments in the model.

NV ALEX P Dt

NV ALI IVT P DI

N AI ET RB ADT

NT RABALDI

CU RAC B ADT

CAPACBADI

ov ERBALDT

NINTRESDT

EC INTRDI

]y I NT RE SCt

(I\VMEXPDI x IYVSEXPD|) (6.39)

(t\V tuI I AtI P D¿ x iYIt S I ùI P Dt) (6.40)

@VA/IEXPD, - NvAIIIVIPD\ (6.41)

(NV IILEX P D, - i\V ALI M P nt) rc.42)

(NTRABALDT I NPRIVTRD, * NGOVTR'¿) (6.43)

(ÐrRrNV4* OTHCAPDT) (6.44)

(CU RTIC BAD, * C AP AC BAD, * ERROIUT D¿) (6.45)

ov ERB AL& (6.46)

INTNTRESD, - t,l3(NVALrrvrpÐt)l (6.47)

(IYIt\TRESD¿ x GHEXC Rt) (6.48)

lVV ALEX P Dt is nominal value of exports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

l\V IVI EX P Dt is nominal value of merchandise exports

in millions of United States dollars in period t.
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NVSEXPD¡ is nominal value of services exportecl in

millions of United States clollars in period t.

NV ALI A,I P Dt is nominal value of imports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

NV AI I AI PD¿ is nominal value of merchandise imported

in millions of United States dollars in period t.

l\VSIMPDI is nominai value of services imported in

millions of United States dollars in period t.

N M ET RB AD t is nominal merchandise trade balance in

millions of United States dollars in period t.

NTRABALD¿ is nominal value of the trade balance in

millions of United States dollars in period t.

CURACBtID¿ is nominal value of the current account

balance in millions of United States dollars in period t.

N P RIVT RDt is the nominal value of net private trans-

fèrs in millions of United States dollars in period t.

1\GOVTRD¿ is nominal value of net govelnment trans-

fers in millions of United States dollars in period t.

CtIPACB¡LDt is capital account balance in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

ÐIRINVD¿ is net direct investments in millions of U-

nited States dollars in period t.

OTHCAPÐ¿ is net other capital transfer in millions of

United States clollars in period t.
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OV ERB ALDI is overall balance of payments in millions

of United States dollars in period t.

ERROIUID¿ is error and ommissions in millions of United

States dollars in periocl t.

1\ I NT RE S Dt is net international reseÌves in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

EC I NT RD¿ is expected change in the net international

reserves in millions of United States dollars in period t.

Apart from the nominal value of exports and imports that are determined endoge-

nously in the model, all entries in the balance of payrnents identities are determined

exogenously. There are three Ìeasons f'or making the other entries exogeneous. First,

Ghana, like many developing countries, has a limited borrowing power in the world

capital market. Second, principal and interest payment on borrowed capital are

binding irrespective of the behaviour of the economy; and third, capitai outflows are

generaliy controlled by the government.

6"2.3 ûther Ïdentítíes and Ratios on Ðemand Side

Three ratios and two identities are determined from the model to evaluate the impact

of foreign debt on the economy, the investment level, and the productive base of the

Ghanaian economy. The three ratios are the debt service ratio, the ratio of debt

service to gross domestic product, and the ratio of total debt to the gross domestic

product. The identities are real gross domestic fixed capital f'ormation, ancl real

internal absorption. The three ratios and the two identities are cletermined by the

following expressions:
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D EBT S RAN

EX DSGDP RI

TEXDGÐPRt

EXDEPADT

NGDPDT

RINTABSCI

RGDFXK FI

NGDFXI{Ft

(EX DEP Aù I NV ALEX P Dt)

(EXDEPADtIIYGDpDT)

(TOr EXD&lNGÐP Dt)

(PPEXDTD,* TPEXDTDT)

(NGD&IGHEXC Rt)

(RCP&+ RIP&+ RGTEXPI)

lN GD F x I{ n I (GHC P L x 0.01)l

(IP& + NCAPEXPI)

DEBTSRATT is debt-service ratio in percent in period

t.

EXDEPAD¿ is external debt payment in millions of U-

nited States dollars in period t.

NV ALEX P D t is nominal value of exports in millions of

United States dollars in period t.

E X D S G D P Rt is external debt service to gross clomestic

product ratio in percent in period t.

IYGDPU is nominal gross domestic product in millions

of United States dollars in period t.

TEXDGDPRT is total clebt to gross domestic procluct

ratio in percent in period t.

TOTEXDD¿ is total external debt payment in millions

of Unitecl States clollars in period t.

(6.4e)

(6.50)

(6.51)

( 6.52)

(6.53)

(6.54)

(b.Ð5J

(6.56)
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PPEXDTD¿ is principal payment on the external debt

in millions of United States dollars in period t.

IPEXDTD¿ is interest payment on the external debt in

millions of United States dollars in periocl t.

I\GD& is nominal gross domestic product in millions of

cedis in period t.

GHEXCR¿ is Ghana's nominal exchange rate in cedis

per United States dollar in period t.

RIIttTABSCt is real internal absorption in millions of

1980 cedis in period t.

RGDFXI{-F¿ is real gross domestic fixed capital forma-

tion in millions of 1980 cedis in period t.

NGDFX K-F¿ is nominal gross domestic fixed capital for-

mation in millions of cedis in period t.

GHC PL is Ghana's general consumer price index in per-

cent in period t.

I P Rt is nominal private investment in millions of cedis

in period t.

NCAPEXP¿ is the nominal government capital expen-

diture in millions of cedis in period t.

6"2"4 ,A.ggnegate Supply hrlodel

NÍacroeconometric models are generally criticized for their excessive emphasis on the

components of aggregate expenditure to the neglect of the supply side (Kiein, 1978;
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Nerlove, 1967). It is also argued that the few cases that investigate the supply side

clo not satisfäctorily explain the relationship betrveen employment, output, and factor

incomes (Nerlove, 1967). The need for a detailed investigation of the supply sicle of an

economy in any macroeconometric model is now imperative, and this is rationalized

in severai ways. Firstly, many macroeconometric models fail to explain economic

problems that do not result from insufficient demand. For example, under supply

shocks policies that increase demand per se, have not been effective in correcting

stagflation in western economies. SimilarÌy, in many developing economies, it is a

common feature for inflation to persist in the midst of excess capacity and high

unemployment. This is attributed to the structural rigidities on the supply side of

most developing economies. Examples of these rigidities are the level of imported

intermediate and capital goods, the infrastmcture, and the weather condition which

influences agricultural output. Hence, it becomes necessary to specify an aggregate

supply function that captures these structural rigidities.

However, like many developing countries, the modeling of the supply side is ham-

pered by lack of clata on the input-output relationships within productive sectors.

To circumvent this problem, the study uses an aggregate production function for the

supply side. It must be mentioned, however, that the aggregate framework also has

some problems that are quite universal. The problems arise because of attempts to

formulate generalized expressions to describe an entire behaviour of economic units.

The issue is whether the aggregate production finction reflects the underlying pro-

duction relations of individual sectors, i. e. the aggregation problem. Fisher et al.

(1971), pointed out that the theoretical conditions for the existence of a production

function that aggregates hetelogenous outputs or inputs into a total quantitg are

too stringent. However, Fisher et al. (1977), demonstrated through simulation ex-

periments that the aggregate procluction fïnction performs well in terms of relating

output to factor shares. Also, several studies on economic growth in developing cor-rn-
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tries use an aggregate production function instead of the disaggregated function with

satisfäctory results. Bxamples of these studies are Michaely (7977), Belassa (1978),

Bardham et al (1979), Ram (1985), and Khan and Reinhart (i990). The use of an

aggregate prodr-rction function is, therefore, not out of place.

Most growth models relate the rate of growth in output to the rate of capital

formation, growth in the labour force, and technical progress. However, proponents of

export led growth like Belassa (1978), and Ram (1985), suggest that growth in exports

be includecl as a regressor in aggregate production functions. They argue that growth

in exports translates into improvecl foreign exchange earnings of developing countries.

This makes resources available for the importation of capital and intermediate goods

for the productive sector, ancl for the development of infrastructure. The link between

growth in exports/imports and the productivity of a developing country suggests that

growth in exports/imports is an integral part of the growth process in developing

countries or anywhere else. However, since exports are eventually translated into

imports, and since only a portion of imports allocated for intermediate and capital

goods influences productivity directly, only this portion is considerecl as a regressor

in the aggregate production function.

A major contributor to total output in Ghana is the agricultural sector which

contributes about 47 percent. As a result, factors that influence agricultural output

eventually influence total output in the Ghanaian economy. The agricultural sector

in Ghana is highly clependent on the general weather conclitions in the country. Total

output is high uncler good weather conditions, and low under bad weather conditions.

In order to capture the impact of the weather on total output, a dummy variable for

the weather condition is introduced in the aggregate prodnction function.

On the basis of the argr-rments above, a modified aggregate prodr-rction function

along the lines suggested by Ram (1985), Khan and Reinhart (1990), and Haque et

al. (1990), is used. Real aggregate supply function is represented by a Cobb-Douglas
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production ftrnction which relates output to real gross domestic fixed capital f'orma-

tion (RGDFXKF), the employecl labour force (ELABF), the real value of imported

intermecliate and capital goods (RVCIMPD), a weather dummy (WEADUMY), and

lagged real aggregate supply RGDPS¿-1. The specification of the reai aggregate

supply is as follows:

RGDP& : tl x RGDFXI{F{t x ELABFI' x RVCIIVIPD?'

y"n+wEADUtutYt x RGDp Sl:r x eu'o

The conventional econometric approach to estimating a Cobb-Douglas production

firnction is to estimate the linearized version. The linearized version is given as follows:

Io\RGDPS¿ : IogA * r71log RGDFXI{Ft * nzIogELABFt* nsIogRVCId[PDt

ln4w EADU IVIYT log e { Ts log RGDP SFr * [/ro log e

This simplifies to:

log RGÐP S¿ : To * r¡1log RGÐFXK F¿ * r¡2logELABF1

fr731og RVCIMPù * q+þVEILÐUA[Yt

l75log RGDP,gt-r * [/ro (6.57)

RGDP& is real gross domestic product at factor cost in

millions of 1980 cedis in period t.

RGDFXKF¿ is the real gross domestic fixecl capital for-

mation in millions of 1980 cedis in periocl t.
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ELAB4 is the employecl labour force in millions of work-

ers in period t.

RVC IMPD¿ is real value of imported capital and inter-

mediate goods in millions of 1980 United States dollars

in period t.

WEADUXIï is a weather dummy in period t. Zero f'or

years with unfavourable weather conditions, 1 for years

with favourable weather conditions.

{/ro is the error term for the real aggregate supply func-

tion.

All the coefficients of the explanatory variables are expected to be positive. This

implies that independent increases in real gross domestic fixed capital f'ormation,

employed labour f'orce, value of imported capital and intermediate goods, and an

improvement in the weather condition, would result in various increases in the real

aggregate supply.

6.2.5 lnflation and lMage Rate ldodels

An important aspect of any macroeconomic model is the determination of the level

of inflation. The prevention of persistent inflation is one of the major aims of any

macloeconomic stabilization policy. However, effective policies to control inflation

require a knowledge of the underlying cansal factors. A specification for inflation

assists in this regard. Inflation is modeled to reflect the monetarist view that in-

flation is explained predominantly by excess liquidity, together with structural and

institutional factors that influence inflation in developing countries like per capita

food procluction, an external shock, ancl the nominal exchange rate.
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Nlonetarists characterize inflation as a monetary phenomenom explained predomi-

nantly by excess liquidity in the system which leads to a faster increase in expenditures

and a higher rate of inflation. This is explained below. From the quantity theory of

money;

A/I|V : PY

X,1a : kPY

A[d is t]re demand for cash balances.

V is the velocity of money.

k is the reciprocal of V.

P is the general price level.

Y is the real output level.

For equilibrium in the money market, supply of money equals demand for money,

i. e. IVIí : IVI". Using the equilibrinm condition, and finding the first difference of

the log-linear equilibrium condition, we have:

Alog M" : Alog k + AlogP f AlogY

Assuming that the velocity of money is constant, then "k" is also constant, hence,

A log k is zero. 'Iherefore,

Alog tYI" : AlogP + Alog)'
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Rearranging the above equation, we have

AlogP: AloglVI" - AlogY

'Ihe above equation shows that an increase in nominal money supply would in-

crease the rate of inflation, and an increase in real output would decrease the rate of

inflation. Futhermore, people's expectations about changes in the price level would

have a positive correlation with the rate of inflation.

It should be noted that in many developing countries, domestic and external

structural factors may be as important as rnonetary factors in explaining inflation.

Examples of these are food production, world price of major commodoties such as oil,

and the exchange rate. Unlike the monetarist inclination that price influences agricul-

tr.rral output, production and marketing bottlenecks make it difficuli for agricultural

producers to respond to price changes resulting in very inelastic f'ood supply. Under

such circumstances, food supply influences the price level rather than the reverse. A

reduction in agricultural output would theref'ore cause an increase in f'ood prices ancl

the overall price level.

Since the introduction of the economic recovery program in Ghana, retail prices of

petroleum proclucts which are controlled by the authorities, have been raised sharply

to reflect a full pass-through of the higher import costs. For example, in 1990 a cu-

mulative total of 266 percent increase in petroleum price was implemented (l{apur et

al. 1991). Increases in fuel prices impact on inflation through three main channels;

through the direct impact of the weight of petroleum in the consnmer price index,

indirectly via prices of the broader spectrum of goods and services whose costs are

influenced by fuel prices, especially transportation, and through inflationary expec-
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tations. This clearly indicates that changes in the world price of oil and inflationary

expectations would have positive correlations rvith changes in the general price level.

Exchange rate developments contribute to inflation directly through the impact on

domestic cost of imported goods. Also, exchange rate developments influence inflation

expectations because the exchange rate is one of the most readilly available indicators

of price movements in the country. However, price movements are influenced more by

the exchange rate on the parallel market relative to the official exchange rate. Ilence

a weighted average of the parallel and official rates is used in the analysis.

Regarding the impact of wage increases on price movements, it depends on the pro-

portion of f'ormal sector labour to the total labour force, and the bargaining strength

of formal sector labour. In Ghana, a very small proportion of the total labour force

is employed in the formal sector while a Ìarge share of the basket of goods used to

compile the consumer price index consists of goods (eg. food items) that are procluced

by the informal sector. Hence developments in wages in t]re formal sector have only a

limitecl effect on price movements. Furthermore, only wages in the formal sector are

recorded.

The introduction of the minimum wage by the authorities to safeguarcl a minimum

standard of living for the unskilled labour force in the formal sector is qualified by "the

employer's ability to pay" clause, which makes wage increases in collective bargaining

agreements rather modest. In general therefore, wages (including that for the public

sector) do not exert much pressure on inflation in Ghana.

Based on these arguments, inflation is modeled along the iines of l(anpur et al.

(1991), by incorporating both the structuralist and monetarist views. The rate of

inflation is influenced by percentage changes in J:road nominal money supply, real

gross domestic proclr.rct, per capita production of staple food crops, the worlcl price of

oil, the weighted average of the official ancl parallel exchange rates, and the expected
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change in the general consumer price index.18 The mathematical specification is given

as follows:

Alog GHCPL : óo* ú Alog PCSTA&* öz AIogRGDP¿

*d¡ A IogWPOILI * ö+ A log GVVEXC Rt

*ds A log B M S¿ * öø AIog EGHC P It * Un (6.58)

A log GHC PL is the percentage change in Ghana's gen-

eral consumer price index in period t.

A 1og PC STA& is the percentage change in the per capi-

ta production of staple food crops in period t.

Alog RGD& is the percentage change in real gross do-

mestic product in period t.

AlogWPOIL1 is the percentage change in the world

price of oil in period t.

A log GW EXC R¿ is the percentage change in the weight-

ed average of the official and parallel exchange rates in

period t.

Alog BM& is the percentage change in nominal broad

money supply in period t.

Alog EGHCPL is the expected percentage change in

the general consumer price index in period t.
18The expected ch.ange in the rate of inflation is basecl on the adaptive expectations process

discussecl under the sub-section on "Demand for Money".
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[/tr is the error term for the inflation function.

Since the inflation model is a blend of cost-push (structural) ancl demand-pull

(monetary) factors, it becomes necessary to perform a non-nestecl test to confirm

that the monetary factors are not a subset of the structural factors. A J-test is

therefore performed (Maddala, 1992). Two hypotheses are established as follows:

ilo : A IogGHC PI¿ : ro I rt A log PC STtlP,

+r2 LlogW POI Lt * r's A log GW EXC R + uo

Ht : LlogGHC PI¿ : so * sr A log BAIS'

+s2 A log RGDP¿ ¡ u1

The hypothesis 110 assumes that inflation is explained basically by structural

factors, and hypothesis -ä1 assumes that inflation is explained by monetary factors.

The J-test involves testing the hypothesis -äs against -ä1. The regression equation

given by Ht is estimated and the predicted value used as an explanatory variable in

estimating the moclel for hypothesis -ä6. The coefficient for the preclictecl value is

then tested for its significance. A significant coefficient means -äo is not rejected by

Ifi, and hence both äo and äi are acceptable. Analogous steps are carried out to

test -Ë1r against Ë/6.

Statistically significant t-values of 3.572 and 5.215 at the 5 percent level for the

coefficients of the predicted rate of inflation in the first and second tests respectively,
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indicate that both specifications are acceptable, and that it is appropriate to incor-

porate both structural ancl monetary factors in the inflation model.

All the coefficients of the explanatory variables are expected to be positive except

that of the per capita production of staple f'ood crops.

Real wage rate is essential for determining the level of employment, and con-

sequently, the gross domestic output. To examine the impact of macroeconomic

variables on real wages and vice-versa requires a wage rate specification.

The nominal wage specification is based on a simple Phillips curve fi'amework

where the nominal wage (NWAGE) is explained by the level of unemployed labour

force (UNLABF), lagged general price level, and lagged nominal wage.

The level of unemployed labour f'orce captures the impact of excess supply of

labour on nominal wage. The lagged general price level captures the impact of ex-

pectations for wage adjustment on the basis of cost of living, and the lagged nominal

wage captures the bench mark impact of nominal wage adjustments. Using a 1og

linear form, the nominal wage specification is given as follows:

Iog NW tlGE¿ : tþo * thlogU N LABF, -l $2logGHC PIFI

r/¡ 1og tYW ttGÐr-t I Un (6.59)

LVVV AG& is the nominal wage rate in cedis per day in

period i.

U N LltB F, is the unemployed labour force in millions of

workels in period t.

GHC PL is Ghana's general consìrÍrer price index in per-

cent in period t.
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úo . . . . 1þz are the structural coefficients of the wage

ftrnction.

Un is the error term for the wage fïnction.

The coefficients of the logs of lagged consumer price index and the lagged nominal

wage rate are expected to be positive. Under a flexible labour market, one would

expect the coefficient of the unemployed labour force to be negative, but in a highly

imperfect labour market with a high percentage of unskilled labour fbrce, this may

not in fact be the case.

6.S ?'he Full Struct¡.rral IVlodel

Twelve behavioural equations and f'orty-seven definitional equations and/or identities

make up the full structural model. The various specifications under the respective

sectors or sub-sectors are given below.

6.3.1- The Expenditure Sector Model

RGD& : RCP&+ RIP&* RCTLPEXPT* RCUREXN

+RVALEXPT - RVALTMPC. (6.1)

Real Frivate Consumption Expenditure Function

logRCPR¿ -- ao I otlog -RDllVCt * azlogRDIIIC¿-1

fa3log RLEt\DRI * a+IogRCPRt-t * Ul (6.2)
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RÐI tYC, : l(NGD Pt - NTOT AX R) I (GHC PIt x 0.01)l (6.3)

RC P & : lC P &l (GHC P L x 0.01)l

RLEN DRt: (LENDR, - RIN Ft)

R"eal Frivate Investment Expenditure }-\rnction

(6.4)

(6.5)

RIP& : h LRLEL\DR: i þ" L RGDPT

-fþz a RI NTC RED, * p4 A RV EXT DI Dt

-t þs a REEXC & + päRI P Rt_t * Uz (6.6)

RI P & : LI PRtl (GHC P L x 0.01)l (6.7)

RIN Ft : I(GHC P L - GHC P IFr) I GHC P It-11 x 100 (6.8)

RGD 4 : llY GD Pt I (GD P Dt x 0.01)l (6.e)

RI t\TC REÐ, - lI tYTC REDtI(GHC P L x 0.01)l (6.10)

RV EXT ÐI DI : NV AFOREX,
(U SC PIr x 0.01)
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¡./

REEXCHT: 
å 

*,(#h) x EXCR¿ (6.rs)

The Fiscal Sector sub-Model

RVEXTDIù : NVALEXPDT * NPRIVTRD, -I NGOVTRDI

+DIRINVU* )THCAPU (6.12)

Iog NTOT AX Rt : áo * ór Iog C OC EX Rt * 62 log OT EX P REV,

-l-ó3log NGDPLEXT t 6¿IosIAIPORT& + U3 (6.i4)

NTOT REV : NT OT AX & + N O 1\T R¿ (6.15)

IogNCUREX& : T I ^fi1o91\TOTREU*721og PUBDEB\

*73 log GH EXC Rt * UGOV DU AIY + U4 (6.i6)

IogNCAPEXn : ao * "llog NTOTREV -f c*,r2log GHEXC Rt

-f-c..,3 1og I NTC REDI I u+Iog N EXGT DI Dt

-l-ø5log PU BLEN DR, * aaGOV DU AIY + Us (6.17)

NGT EX Pr : N CU REX Pt I lVC AP EX Pt
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NGOV DEFI: NGTEX& - IVTOTAXR,

t
PUBDEBTT :ÐNGOV DEFi

i=7

GOVNFO&: NGTEX& - NTOTREU

N EX GT D I Dr : N GOVT RD¿ -l l\V ALEX P Dt

+DIRINVDt * OTHC APDT

Foreign Tbade Sector Model

IogQEXP¡ : ro I rtlogRPEXPù * z'21og RPCOCT

_¡n'31og RIGT& f r'4log RV ALIAIPD1

*zr51og RGDP St * n'61og QEXn-r + U6

(6.1 e)

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)
N

RrGrPt: Ë L:::*ilRGDPii
,_,''l'v EXP¿"

lYV ALEX P D, - (Q EX P' x N P EX P D¿) (6.25)

NVIILEXPC¿: (QEX& x NPEXPC¿) (6.26)

RV ALEXPCT - l(NV ALEXPC¿)l(GHC PL x 0.01)l
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IogQIMP¿ : 0o * 1vIogRPIMPD, * 12IogIlGDPt

{d31og REEXC& { dalog RVEXTÐIDr_,

-þá51o9 gIIvIpt_I+ 06TTRE|\D +U7 (6.29)

NVALIMPD, - (QII/I& x NPIMPD¿) (6.2e)

NVALIMPC¿: (81X4& x NPItuIPC¿) ( 6.30)

RV ALI tV PCt : l(Nv ALI IvI PC,) I (GHC P L x 0.01)l (6.31)

6.3"2 Monetary Sector Model

Ðemand for Money Function

ERINn : pIRINF¿+(1 - p)RINF¿-r*(1 - p)2RINFt-z*(t-p)3RIIVF¿_¡+...1

: pt(l - p)'RI N F¿_¿ (6.J2)
i=0

log Ð RB IVI S¿ : ?o I çtlog E RI 1\ Ft * gzlog RGD P¿

+LftRGDP;r * V+IogDRBtuIS¿-r * t/s (6.33)

DRBXI& : lBIvIStl(GHC'PIt x 0.01)]
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Supply of Money I'unction

B M S = l(1 + C U D D RAT + T S D D RA:r) I Q B RD D RAT + C U D D RAT)I x H P MOI{S" (6.35)

MON MU LT = LG+ CU DDRAT +TSDDRAT)/(CBRDDRAT + CU DDRAT\ (6.36)

HPIVIOtY ST, : Ill TC REù * NINTRESCT (6.37)

IogIl\TC REù : ro * rtIogtYGDP¿ ¡

fr31og CBRESRAT

*r5 log GOV N FO P,

Ealance of Fayments Identities

NV ALEX PDt

NVALIMPDT

N iuI ET RB ADt

NTRABALDT

CURACBADI

CAPACBAD,

ov ERBALDT

NINTRESDT

12log LENDRT

f ralog ECINTRDT

* Us (6.38)

(NVIYIEXPD¿ x NVSEXPDT) (6.39)

(1\vMIMPD¿x NVSIIVIPDT) (6.40)

(NVAIEXPD, - NVMTMPD|) (6.41)

(NV ALEXP D, - lYV ALI IvI p nt) $.42)

(lvT RALB ALù -r N p RM Rù r |VGOVT R ú) (6.43)

(Dr Rr l\v & * oT HC AP Dt) (6.44)

(cu Rrlc B AÐ, I c AP AC BAD, * ERROÀID¿) (6.45)

ov ERBALù (6.46)
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6.3.3 tther ldentities and Ratios

DEBT S RAN

EXDSGDPRI

TEXDGDPRI

EX D EP ADT

NGDPD¿

RI I\T AB S C,

RGÐFX I{ Ft

IIGDFX K F,

lN r NT RE S D, - r I 3(N V ALr M P Dt))

(t\ I t\T RE S D ¿ x G H E XC Rt)

(EXDEPAÐ,INVALEXPDt)

(EXDEP Aù INGDp nt)

QOTEXD&INGDPDt)

(PPEXDTD, * IPEXDTDT)

(NGD&IGHEXC Rt)

(RCPRI+ RIP&+ RGTEXPT)

\NGDFxIiF I(GHCPL x 0.01)l

(IP&+ NCAPEXPI)

EC I NT RDI

NINTRESCT

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.4e)

(6.50)

(6.51)

(6.52)

(6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

(6.56)

6"3"4 Aggregate Supply lúodel

IogRGDPS¿ : To * r¡logRGDFXKn * r¡2IogELABFt

l-qs log RV C I M P 4 * q+þV EADU MYt

f45 1og RGDP Sl-r * Urc (6.57)

6.3"5 Inflatior¡ and. nñ/*g* Rate Model

AIogGHCPL : öo* órAlog PCSTA\* óz AIogRGDP¿

*4¡s AIogW POI Lt I ó+ A log GVI/ EXC Rt

-lós AIosBtuIS¿ * do A losEGHCPLIUn (6.58)
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Iog NW AGE¿ : ,þo -l ,hlogU N LAB F, * ,þrIogGHC P IFl

tá.log NW AGE;: * U12 (6.59)

6"4 l,iral<ages iz'r the lWodeÏ

The three main sectors in the model i. e. the expenditure sector, the monetary sector,

and the wage, price and production sector, are linked through several variables (Refer

to Figure 6.1), allowing for the simulation of the model.

The expenditure sector is linked to the monetary sector through internal cred-

it, private and public investment, and net international reserves. Net International

reserves incorporate the trade balance.

Tire fiscal sub-sector is iinked to the expenditure sector through taxes, private

consumption, and public expenditure; and to the monetary sector through internal

and external creclit to finance the government's deficit and/or expenditure.

The wage, price, and production sector is linked to the monetary sector through

money supply which includes internal credit and net international reserves. It is also

linked to the expenditure sector through external tracle and gross domestic invest-

ment. The influence of import prices and/or nominal exchange rate on the price level,

links the wage, price and production sector to the expencliture sector.

The expenditure sector, t]re fiscal sub-sector, the monetary sector, and the wage,

price, and production sector, are all iinkecl through aggregate expenditure.
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Figule 6.1: Condensed Flow Chart of the Model
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6"5 ,&maåyticaå tpex'atåoru of h4odeå

The behavioural equations specified for the various sectors and the sub-sector, to-

gether with the definitional equations and identities, determine simultaneously the

structural equations for private consumption, private investment, public expenditure,

imports, exports, tax revenue, fiscal deficit/surplus, stock of money supply, trade

balance, current account balance, balance of payments, net international reserves,

external debt payments, debt service ratio,, aggregate supply, inflation, and wages.

The structural equations are then used to perform a within-sample simulation to

evaluate the model's ability in tracing the historical data. Simulatecl experiments

are also carried out by changing some key macroeconomic policy variables, based on

IMF and World Bank recommendations. The key macroeconomic variables are fiscal

deficit, foreign capital flow, internai credit, exchange rate, and terms of trade. The

impact of the changes in the policy variables are evaluated by comparing the results

of the outputs to the results of the base run.

6"6 The Sequentåaå Wonking of the lMode1

Using the condensed flow chart of the model, the sequential working of the model

is explained below. For the purpose of exposition, assume there is an increase in

net capital inflow.le This would directly improve foreign exchange availability and

the balance of payments. The improvement in foreign exchange would influence the

leA net capital inflow is used since the lack of foreign exchange is considered a major constraint

in improving developing economies. Furthermore, one of the major diflerences betlveen Ghana's

structural adjustment programme ancl that of many other places is the massive inflow of foreign

capital.
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endogenous variables in varying degrees.20

It must be mentioned that in the analysis that f'ollows, a Granger causality test is

performed to determine the clirection of causality. To evaluate whether the variable X

causes Y, two regression equations, restricted ancl unrestricted regression equations,

are estimated as given by the fbllowing expressions:

(i)Y : ÐooE, +Ðbix.-r * er
i=l i=!

(ii)Y : la¿Y,-1+e2
i='L

Equation (i) is the unrestricted regression equation and equation (ii) the restrict-

ecl regression equation. The error sum of squares of the two regression equations are

used to perform an F-test.zl If the calculated F-statistic is greater than the tabu-

lated F-statistic at the corresponding degrees of freedom f'or the numerator and the
2oSince the signs and significance of the coefficients are unknown at this stage, the exact effects

cannot ì¡e determined at ihis stage. The analysis is therefore based on the expected signs of the

coefficients.
21The calculated F-statistic is determined as follows:

D @SS¡' - ESSun)/q
- s,,\-tu ESSun/(N _ k)

rvhere q = number of restrictions; N - sample size; k = number of parameter estimates in

unrestricted regression; ESSr = errot sum of squares of restricted regression; ESSUn = error sum

of squares of unrestricted regression.
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denominator, then the coefficients of the lagged variables of X are significant and

hence reject the null hypothesis that X does not carrse Y. The test is repeated for the

null hypothesis that Y does not cause X by switching dependent and independent

variables in the above equations.

The tests revealed simultaneous causality between consumption and income, ex-

ports and imports, private investment and income, exports and income, government

expenditure and income, with the calculated F-siatistics in both causalities greater

than the tabulatecl F-statistic of 3.06. Uni-directional causality rvere also revealed for

some endogenous variables. For example aggregate supply causing exports, internal

credit causing investment, money supply causing prices, prices causing nominal wage

and international r-eserves causing money supply. The various directions of causality

used in the analysis below are based on these tests

The increase in net capital inflow woulcl tend to increase the level of imports,

including capital and intermediate goods (via the import equation 6.28); and increase

the level of private investment, and pubiic capital investment (via equations 6.6 and

6.17 respectively).

The increase in the level of imports is likely to increase aggregate supply (via

equation 6.57) and exports (via equation 6.23). The increase in output would also

increase the level of exports (via equation 6.23). The inclease in investment together

with the increase in exports would tend to increase nominal income, (via the nominal

form of the aggregate expenditure identity equation 6.1), if net exports is positive.

The increase in nominal income is likely to increase consumption (via equation 6.2),

and increase tax revenlle (via equation 6.14).

The increase in tax revenue is likely to increase governrnent current and capi-

tal expenditure (via equations 6.16 and 6.17 respectively), and in turn increase the

nominal income (via equation 6.1). The impact on tax revenne ancl the government
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expenditure would directly influence the fiscal cleficit and the government's net fiscal

operations (via equations 6.15, 6.18, 6.19, and 6.21).

At the same time, if the increase in net capiial inflow is not sterilized, or used

entirely for imports, the nominal international reserves of the banking system would

increase, rvhich would increase the dornestic currency equivalent of the net interna-

tional reserves (via equation 6.48). The increase in the net capital inflow would tend

to increase the expected change in the international reserves in dollars (via equation

6.47), which would in turn increase internal credit (via equation 6.38). The increase

in the domestic currency equivalent of the net international reseÌves, together with

the increase in internal credit, would increase the high-powered monetary stock (via

equation 6.37), ancl eventually increase the money supply (via equation 6.35).

The increase in internal credit would increase private and capital investment (via

equations 6.6 and 6.17 respectively), whiie the increase in money supply is likely

to raise prices (via equation 6.58). The increase in the price level is also likely to

influence nominal wage (via equation 6.59).

Hence an increase in capitaÌ inflow would simultaneously affect t]re balance of

payments, the government net fiscal operations, as well as some other important

macroeconomic indicators.
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Ð&aapËer V

S6naac6aaraå ffiståaryaaËes affiC,&seaåysås

of fuåodeå

'tr "L lntroductior¡

The principal objective of this chapter is to analyse the empirical results of the moclel

outlinecl in the previons chapter. The chapter is divided into two main sections. The

first section looks at the econometric procedures and techniques used in estimating

the model while the second section presents and discusses the econometric results of

the individual behavioural equations of the model.

'1.2 Ðstirz-latåon Fnocedtåres

The principal source of data f'or the estimation is that published by the Ghana Sta-

tistical Services f'or the period 1970 - 1990. This is supplemented by data published

in the International Financial Statistics and lVorld tables. \,Vith the comJrination of

the various specifications into an economy-wide model, the interdependence in the
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model becomes simultaneous. In a simultaneous system, the application of ordinary

least squares does not yield consistent estimates. It becomes necessary, therefore, to

llse a simultaneous estimation procedure. Two problems are usually encountered in

the application of simultaneous methods of estimation to an economy-wide model.

First is the problem of some element of non-linearity in the model, and second the

small sample size problem (Goldfeld and Quandt, 1972). The model is confronted

with both problems. It becomes imperative therefore to discuss the handling of the

problems in the estimation technique.

First, regarding non-linearity, the log-linear specifications in the model aïe non-

linear in variables but linear in parameters. Under such circumstances, a simultaneous

estimation technique using a two stage ieast squares (2SLS) method yields consistent

but not necessarily efficient estimates if the behavioural equations are identified. In

this respect, all the behavioural equations in the moclel are identified. lVloreover,

the large number of predetermined variables (including both independent and lagged

variables), virtually guarantees that the order condition for identification would be

met.

Whereas a large number of predetermined variables facilitate the identification of

a simultaneous system of equations, a problem arises if the number of predetermined

variables is more than the number of observations. This is the problem of undersizecl

sample (Theil, 1971). Under this, there would be an insufficient degrees of freedom

and the first stage in the 2SLS procednre would break down. The problem is cir-

cumvented by the use of principal components, first proposed by Kloek and Mennes

(i960). In the principal components technique, the original set of predetermined

variables are transf'ormed into a new set of variables which are linear combinations

of the original variables, and in addition are orthogonal (i.e. uncorrelated) to each

other. The principal components are then used as instruments (i. e. the factor s-

cores) in the first stage of the 2SLS procedure. An additional advantage in the use
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of the principal components is that since they are orthogonal, it avoids the problem

of multicollinearity. Kloek and Mennes (1960), Amemiya (1966), and Klein (1969),

all demonstrated that 2SLS estimates based on principal components are consistent.

Brundy and Jorgenson (i972) confirmed this, and Klein (1974) observed that a 2SLS

based on four principal components gave the best results in the Klein-Goldberger

model of the United States.

To confirm the need for a simultaneous approach to the estimation, a Hausman

test for simultaneity is perf'ormed on each of the selected behavioural equations by

including a principal component (instrument) as a regressor in each of the equations,

and testing for the significance of the coefficient of the principal component using a

t-test. A significant coefficient is a rejection of the null hypothesis of no simultaneity.

Table 7.1 gives the estimated t-values for the coefficients of the instruments in the

various behavioural equations and the level of significance.22

The estimated t-values reject the hypothesis of no simultaneity in the various

behavioural equations at the 5 and 10 percent levels of significance, and reaffirm the

appropriate use of the simultaneous estimation approach. Hence, a 2SLS procedure is

used in estimating the model with 6 principal components used as instruments in the

first stage of the 2SLS procedure. The 6 principal components cumulatively account

for 97 percent of the variation in the predetermined variables.

Another major problem with time series data is autocorrelation. Autocorrelation

renders the estimates inefficient but does not make them biased or inconsistent if
the model is correctly specified. Most problems of autocorrelation are caused by

misspecification. The problem is addressed by selecting the best specifications from

alternatives based on some model selection criteria and the Ramsey's regression error

22One asterisk (*) indicates 5 percent level of significance; two asterisks (*+) indicate 10 percent

level of significance.
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Table 7.1: t-Vaiues of Coefficients of Instruments and Significance

Behavioural Equation

Consumption

Investment

Tax Revenue

Gov't Current Expenditure

Gov't Capital Expenditure

Exports

Imports

Demand for Money

Internal Credit

Aggregate Supply

Infaltion

Wages

t-ratio of IV and Significance

5.23*

2.r4*

5.2r+

3.05+

4.63*

2.01*

2.56',F

1.91x+

1.71**

2.L2*-

3.25+

1.72*

specification test (RESET) procedure.23

As discussed in the previotts chapter, the selected specifications do not show any

evidence of auto-correlation as indicated by the Durbin-Watson or the Durbin "h"

statistic, and the Ramsey's RESET procedure does not indicate any misspecification

at the 5 percent level.

In summary, after avoiding auto-correlation in the various behavioural equations

through correct specifications, a two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation proceclure

with principal components as instruments in the first stage, is used to estimate the

structural parameters of the model. Furthermore, enough lag variables give better

dynamic properties for the model.

23The model selection criteria and the RESET proceclure are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Y.& Ðstirmates of ffieh¿avåounaå Equaûå<lrås

The structural estimates of the behavioural equations, the expected signs, the t-values

of tire parameters, the ievel of significance of the parameters, and other statistical

information are presented in Tables 7.2. Lo 7.7.24

On the whole, the results indicate that the goodness of fit of the various be-

havioural equations in the model is quite satisfactory. The various values for the

coefficient of determination (,R2) are quite high, ranging from 0.8168 for exports

to 0.9967 for government current expenditure. The adjusted R-squared values are

also quite high ranging from 0.7752 f'or exports to 0.9958 f'or current government

expenditure. All the F-statistics are significant at the 5 percent level. Neither the

Durbin-lVatson statistics nor the Durbin-h statistics indicate any apparent problem

of serial correlation.2s A detailed analysis of the individual behavioural equations is

given below. The estimated equations cover the period from 1970 to 1990.

2aOne asterisk (+) indicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterisks (**) indicate 10 percent

level of significance.
25In an autoregressive model, ( i. e. a moclel ihat includes one or more laggecl dependent vari-

able as explanatory variables), the calculated Durbin-Watson statistic is biased toward 2 (Nerlove

and lVallis, 1966). Under a such conditon, the Durbin's h-statistic is used to test for first-order

autocorrelation. The Durbin's h-statistic is calculated as follows:

Dh = A-;ornlrff, ,or1

rvhere oar(ð¿) is the OLS estimate of the variance of the lagged dependent variable, and N is
the sample size. The Dìr statistic tests the null hypothesis of no positive or negative first-order

autocorrelation. The null hypothesis is accepted if the Dh lies between -1.96 and 1.96.
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Tab]e 7'2: Principal Conrponents Instrumenta.l Variables, Two-Stage Least Squares

Estilrlate of Structural Paranleters: Private Consumption and Investrnent

Private Consurnption

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

log RC P R¿ Constant

log RDI NC¿

Iog RD I NC¿_1

IogRLENDRt

log RC P R¿_1

R2 :0.9832 Adj.R2 : 0.9785

Expect. Sign

+

F : 205.319

Est. Coeff.

+0.901

+0.950

-0.130

+0.002

+0.i73

Dh :0.980

Est. Coef.

+9r7.484

-3.333

+0.165

+0.148

+2.998

+140.988

+0.810

Dh :1.70

t-Value

+2.256*

+r0.792*

-0.449

+0.i91

+1.751**

Private Investment

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

RIPRT Constant

LRLEN DRt

ARG D Pt

ARI NTC RDt

ARV EXT DI Dt

AREEXC Ht

RI PRr_l

R2 :0.8981 Adj.Rz : 0.797t

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F :17.906

t-Value

+0.873

-0.382

+1.725**

+0.646

+1.976*

+1.762*t

+4.441*
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Table 7.3: Prillcipal Cornponents lrtstrunreutal Variables, Two-Stage Least Squares

Esti¡llate of Structural Parameters: Tax Revenue and Gov't.Current Ex¡rerditr-rre

Tax Revenue

Dep. Var.

log NTOT AX Rt

R2 :0.9967

Indep. Var.

Constant

logCOC EX R¿

losOT EX P REU

IogNGDPLEXI

loglMPORTSt

Adj.R2: 0.9930

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

F : 647.504

Est. Coeff.

-0.39i

+1.062

+0.495

+0.296

+0.100

DW - i.906

t-Value

- 1.209

+1.998x

+0.767

+4.016x

+1.214

R2 :0.9946

Gov't. Current Expenditure

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

logNCU REX n Constant

Expect. Sign Est. Coeff. t-Value

-0.282 -0.404

+ +0.717 +5.785*

+ +0.333 +4.723*

-0.037 -0.404

+ +0.149 +1.354

F : 1064.589 DW :2.21

los NTOT REV

IosPUBDEBn

IogGHEXCRt

GOV DU MY

Adj.R2 - 0.9958
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Table 7'4: Principal Colnponents Inslrunrental Variables, Two-Stage Least Squares

Estinlate of Struc.turaì Paranleters: Govenrment Capita.l Expenditure ancl Exports

Gov't. Capital

Dep. Var.

IogNCAPEXPt

,R2 : 0.9793

Exports

Dep. Var.

logQEX P1

Expenditure

Indep. Var.

Constant

los NTOT REV

logG H EXC R1

log I NTC RE Ðt

IogNEXGTDIDt

log PU B LEN DRI

GOV DU MY

Adj.R2: 0.9689

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F :94.403

Bst. Coeff.

+0.966

+0.733

+0.274

-0.298

+0.625

_0.683

+0.110

DW : i.9625

t-Value

+0.534

+2.675*

+r.749x+

- i.143

+2.517*

- 1 .013

+1.003

Æ2 : 0.8168

Indep. Var.

Constant

IogRPEXPD¿

log RPCOC¿

log RI GT P1

IogRVAIMPDt

logRGDPSl

logQ EX P1-1

Adj.R2 :0.7152

Bxpect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

+

F : 12.841

Est. Coef.

-4.748

+0.048

+0.342

+0.059

+0.050

+0.477

+0.518

Dh : -1.04

t-Value

- I .054

+0.618

+7.727**

+0.232

+r.742**

+r.724**

+3.047x
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Table 7.5: Principal Conrponents Llstrunrental Varial¡les, Two-Stage Least Squares

Estinrate of Structural Parameters: Inrports and Demand for Money

Imports

Dep. Var.

logQ I M P1

Indep. Var.

Constant

IogRPIMPDI

log REEXC H1

logRGDP¿

log RV EXT DI DLI

logQ I M P¿-1

TT REN D

Adj.R2: 0.920

Expect. Sign

+

+

+l-
+l-

F : 35.520

Est. Coeff.

- 19.17

-0.303

-0.032

+2.316

+0.690

-0.056

-0.088

Dh : -1.13

t-Value

- I .946xx

-0.856

- 1.95x+

+2.345 *

+1.992*

-0.200

-2.509*
R2 : 0.9467

Demand for Money

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

log D RB M S¿ Constant

log ERI N F1

logRGDPl

)og RGDP¿_1

log DRBM St_t

R2 :0.9632 Adj.R2 : 0.9527

Expect. Sign

+

F : 91.663

Est. Coeff.

+9.258

-0.288

+0.446

- I .160

+0.939

Dh :0.069

t-Value

+2.459*

-7.764*

+2.309*

- 1.026

+r7.417+
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Table 7.6: Principal Components Instrur¡rental Valial¡les, Tu,o-Stage Least Sc¡uares

Estirnate of Structural Paranleters: Internal Creclit and Aggregate Supply

log I NTC REDt

R2 :0.9952

Aggregate Supply

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

log RGDPS¡ Constant

In ternal

Dep. Var.

Rz : 0.8751

Credit

Indep. Var.

Constant

logNGDP¿

logLENDRl

logC B RES RAt

log EC I NT RDt

logGOV N FOPt

Adj.R2: 0.9933

Ðxpect. Sign

+

+

F : 535.71

Est. Coeff.

-0.059

+0.760

+0.292

+0.093

+0.118

+0.177

DW : 1.82

t-Value

-0.158

+ 16.529*

+ I .8gg*x

+0.704

+1.802xx

+0.663

IogRGDFXKFt

log ELAB Ft

IogRVCIMPDt

W EADU MY

IogRGDPS;1

Adj.R2 :0.8270

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F :18.217

Est. Coeff.

+1.643

+0.076

+0.610

+0.301

+0.1638

+0.05

Dh -- 1.43

t-Value

+1.008

+i.719t*

+3.334*

+6.452*

+2.694*

+0.351
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Table 7.7: Pri'c'ipal cor'poue'ts I'strunrental variables,

Estinrate of Structural Paranieters: lnflation ancì Norninal

Two-Stage Least Squares

Wage Rate

Inflation

Dep. Var.

Alog GHCPIT

,R2 : 0.8683

Nominal Wage

Dep. Var.

log NW AG E¿

R2 : 0.9872

Indep. Var.

Constant

A log PC ST APt

Alog RGDPT

AlogWPOILt

A log GW EXC Rt

Alog BMSt

A log EGHC PIt

Adj.R2 : 0.8024

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

,F : 13.182

Est. Coeff.

+0.026

-0.249

+0.073

+0.716

' +0.101

+0.184

+0.247

DW -- 1.89

t-Value

+0.376

-2.256*

+ 1.728*x

+2.302+

+ 1.989*

+1.003

+ i.731**

Rate

Indep. Var.

Constant

logU N LABF¿

IogGHCPI¡

log NW AG fi-1
Adj.R2 : 0.9846

Expect. Sign

+

+

F : 385.4

Bst. Coeff.

+2.474

-0.493

+0.384

+0.645

Dh :0.29

t-Value

+0.832

-0.898

+2.363x

+4.670*
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7 "3"L Frivate Consurnption

Expect. Sign t-Value

+2.256*

+10.792*

-0.449

+0.191

*1.751x+

R2 :0.9832

AII the estimated coefficients of private consumption have the expected signs ex-

cept for the lending rate. However, only the coefficient for the cìisposable income

and the constant are significant at the 5 percent level. Laggecl consumption is sig-

nificant at the 10 percent level.26 Other insignificant variables are neeclecl to avoicl

autocorrelation and to pass the RESET tests.

The regression equation indicates that disposable income is the main factor that

influences private consumption behaviour in Ghana. The estimatecl coefficient of O.gb

for the log of disposable income implies that a 1 percent increase in clisposable income

increases private consumption by 0.95 percent. This value falls in the high range of

estimates reported by Haque and Montiei (1g8g).

The insignificant coefficient for lagged disposable income shows that lagged clis-

posable income does not have much influence on current consumption.

The coefficient 0.002 for the log of the lending rate together with its statistical

insignificance, suggests that the lending rate does not have any influence on pri-

vate consumption in Ghana. Most studies of consumption ftrnctions in LDCs clraw

26One asterish (+) indicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterisks (++) inclicate 10 percent

level of significance.

Dep. Var.

log RC P R¿

Indep. Var.

Constant

Iog RDI NC¿

IogRDINC¿-1

Iog RLEN DR¿

Iog RC P R¿-1

Adj.R2: 0.9785

Est. Coeff.

+0.901

+0.950

-0.130

+0.002

+0.173

Dlz :0.980

+

+

l7 : 205.319
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the same conclusions on the relationship between the lending rate and consumption

(See Haque and Montiel, 1939). The unexpected sign of the real lending rate is not

surprising since fbr most of the period covered by the stucly, real lending rate was

negative. Furthermore, it is insignificant and best treated as zero. The use of tight

monetary policy to influence the lending rate as a means of controlling consumption

and consequently inflation, would therefore not be an effective policy in Ghana.

The coefficient 0.173 for lagged private consumption implies an adjustment coeffi-

cient of 0.827 (i. e. 1 - 0.173), and an adjustment period of about 1.2 years for actual

private consumption to adjust to a desired level.

7.3.2 Frivate lnvestrnent

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

RIP& Constant

ARLEN DRI

ARGDPI

ARINTC RDI

ARV EXT DIÐT

AREEXC HI

RIPRT_I

ft2 : 0.898I t\dj.Rz :0.7977

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F :I7.906

Est. Coeff.

+917.484
g qq,_J.J()J

+0.i65

+0.148

+2.998

+140.988

+0.810

DI¿ : I.I0

t-Value

+0.873

-0.382

+L.725**

+0.646

+1.976x

+r.762*x

+4.44r*

AII estimated coefficients of private investment have the expected signs. Rates

of changes in real gross domestic product, real internal credit, real value of available

foreign exchange, real effective exchange rate, and lagged real private investment,

are all positively related to real private investment, while the rate of change in real

lending rate is negatively related to private investment.

The coefficients for the real value of available foreign exchange and the laggecl
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real private investment are significant at 5 percent and the coefficients of the rates

of changes in real gross domestic product and real effective exchange rate are signifi-

cant at 10 percent 7evel.27 These indicate that the major factors influencing private

investment in Ghana are real output, available foreign exchange, the real effective

exchange rate ancl lagged private investment.

Changes in real lending rate and real internal credit do not significantly influence

private investment in Ghana. This is not unexpected considering the weak financial

system in Ghana which is typical of most LDCs. It also shows the tendency of

Ghanaian investors to rely on own sources of finance rather than on creclit, a behaviour

which is deeply rooted in the societal norms and values, and the culture of the people.

The estimatecl coefficients indicate that unit separate increases in changes in real

gross domestic product, available foreign exchange and real effective exchange rate,

would lead to 0.165, 2.998, and 140.988 unit increases in the real private investment,

respectively.

The following deductions are made from the positive and significant coefficients of

the rates of changes in real gross domestic product, available foreign exchange, ancl re-

al effective exchange rate. First, the flexible accelerator investment theory holds true

for Ghana. Second, investment in Ghana relies on imported capital and intermecliate

goods. Third, depreciation of the domestic currency stimulates investment. Currency

depreciation impacts positively on private investment presumably by raising returns

to export and import substitution activities, in which most commercial investments

are concentratecl.

The coefficient 0.81 for lagged investment (which is almost identical to the 0.809

estimate of Haque et ai. , 1990) implies an adjustment coefficient of 0.19 (i. e. 1

- 0.81), and a fairly protracted period of adjustment of about 5 years 3 months
27One asterisl< (*) indicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterislis (+*) inclicate 10 percent

level of significance.



(i. e. 1/0.19), for actual private investment to adjust to a desired level. Using these

estimates, the iong run output, available fbreign exchange, and real effective exchange

rate elasticities are 0.868, 15.778, and 742 respectively. This shows that private

investment in Ghana is f'oreign exchange and real exchange rate elastic in the long

run.

7"3.3 NornÍnal T'ax Revenue

Dep. Var.

Iog NTOT AX Rt

R2 :0.9946

Indep. Var.

Constant

IogCOC EXR¿

los OT EX P REU

Iog ]Y GD P LEX1

IogIMPORTSt

Adj.R2: 0.9930

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

F :64I.504

Est. Coeff.

-0.391

+1.062

+0.495

+0.296

+0.100

DW :1.906

t-Value

-1.209

+1.998*

+0.767

+4.016*

+1.214

The estimated coefficients for the nominal tax revenue are all of the expected signs.

Cocoa exports, other exports, gross dornestic product less exports, and imports all

exert a positive influence on tax revenue. However only the coefficients for cocoa

exports and nominal gross domestic product less exports are significant at the 5

percent level.28 Other exports and imports do not influence tax revenue significantly.

The estimated coefÊcients indicate that the cocoa export elasticity of tax revenne

is 1.062, and the gross domestic product less exports elasticity of tax revenue is 0.296.

This implies that one percent separate increases in cocoa export revenue and gross

domestic product iess exports woulcl lead to 1.062 ancl 0.296 percent increases in the
28One astelish (+) inclicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterisks inclicate 10 percent level

of significance.
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nominal tax revenue, respectively. This suggests that the tax system is cocoa elastic

but not particularly elastic to non-cocoa domestic income.

7 "3.4 Governrnent Current Expenditure

Expect. Sign t-Value

-0.404

+5.785*

+4.723+

-0.404

+1.354

R2 :0.9967

All the estimated coefficients for the government nominal current expencliture bear

the expected signs. Nominal total revenue and the level of public clebt have positive

influences on nominal current government expencliture, ancl the exchange rate a neg-

ative influence. However, only the coefficients for total revenue ancl public clebt are

significant at the 5 percent level.2e The presence of military governments, as incli-

catecl by the government dummy variable, increases the level of current government

expenditure, but not significantly.

The coefficients 0.717 and 0.333 for the logs of nominal total revenue and the pubtic

debt, respectively, indicate that a 1 percent increase in total revenue ancl public clebt

leacl to a 0.7I7 and 0.333 percent increases in current expencliture, respectively.
2eOne asterisk ('') indicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterisks (**) inclicate 10 percent

level of significance.

Dep. Var.

IogNCUREXPt

Indep. Var.

Constant

log LYTOT REU

IogPUBDEBTt

IogGHEXC R¿

GOVDT]]WY

Adj.R2: 0.9958

Est. Coeff.

-0.282

+0.717

+0.333

-0.037

+0.149

DW :2.2I

+

+

+

F : 1064.589
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7.3"5 Goverr¡rner¡t Capítal Ðxpenditune

Dep. Var.

IogNCAPEXPt

R2 :0.9793

Indep. Var.

Constant

los NTOT REV

IogGH EXC R¿

log I |YTC RED1

IogNEXGTDIDt

IogPUBLENDRt

GOV DU iWY

Adj.R2: 0.9689

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F :94.403

Est. Coeff.

+0.966

+0.733

+0.274

-0.298

+0.625

-0.683

+0.i10

DW : 7.9625

t-Value

+0.534

+2.675*

+r.749+*

-1.143

+2.5r7*

-1.013

+1.003

Regarding government nominal capital expenditure, nominal total revenue, Ghana's

exchange rate, and the available foreign exchange to the government, (as inclicatecl by

the value of exports, government transfers, and direct investment), are all positively

reiated to the government capital expenditrue as expected. Public lending rate ancl

internal credit are negatively related to government capital expenditure. The neg-

ative influence of public lending rate is expected, but not the negative influence of

internal credit. However, both are insignificant and best treated as zero.

The coefficients for the logs of nominal total revenue and available foreign ex-

change are significant at the 5 percent level and that for the log of the exchange rate

significant at 10 percent level.3o The negative and insignificant influence of internal

credit may be explained by the enormous capital investment during the ERP which

was financed mainly by foreign capital, and during which time credit in the domestic

economy, and especialiy to the government, was vety much restricted. The presence

of a military govetnment exerts a positive but insignificant influence on government
30One asterisk (*) indicates 5 percent level of significance; two asterisks (++) inclicate 10 percent

Ievel of significance.
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capital expenditure. The positive influence is mainiy due to the heavy capital invest-

ment of the PNDC government during the ERP, and also because of the decline in

Sovernment capital expenditure during the excess liquidity period of the i970s to the

early 1980s.

The coefficients 0.733, 0.274, and 0.625 for total revenue, the exchange rate, and

the available foreign exchange respectively, indicate that 1 percent separate increases

in total revenue, the exchange rate, and available of foreign exchange to the gov-

ernment, result in 0.733, 0.274, and 0.625 percent increases in government capital

expenditure, respectively.

The structural estimates of the two government expenditures show that current

expenditure is very much a function of total revenue while capital expencliture re-

lies heavily on foreign capital. They also show that public debt has an influence

on government current expenditure, and that exchange rate depreciation influences

government capital expenditure significantly but not current expenditure. This is

explained, perhaps, by the fact that the availability of foreign financing was itself a

function of exchange rate liberalization in the 1980s.
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7.3.6 Ðxponts

Dep. Var.

IosQEXP¿

Indep. Var.

Constant

Iog RP EX P D¿

IogRPCOC¿

log RIGT P¿

Iog RV AIXTI PD¡

IogRGDPS¿

logQEXP¿-1

Adj.R2 :0.7152

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

+

F :72.847

Est. Coeff.

-4.748

+0.048

+0.342

+0.059

+0.050

+0.477

+0.518

Dh : -i.04

t-Value

- 1.054

+0.618

+7.727+x

+0.232

+r.742**

+7.724**

+3.047+

.R2 : 0.8168

All the estimated coefficients for export supply bear the expected signs. World

price of exports, domestic producer price of cocoa, the income of G]rana's trading

partners, the value of imports, the economy's capacity to produce exports (proxied

by the rate of change in the real gross domestic product), and lagged exports, are all

positively related to the supply of exports.

Regarding the significance of the coefficients, the coefficient for lagged exports

is significant at the 5 percent level, while the coefficients for the clomestic producer

price of cocoa, the value of imports, and the economic capacity of the country are

all significant at the 10 percent 1evel.31 This implies that the domestic cocoa price,

real value of imports, and the domestic capacity, are the main factors that influence

export supply in Ghana.

The real world market price of exports and the income of Ghana's tracling partners,

though being positively related to export supply, do not have a significant influence.

This is basically due to the fallacy of composition which reduces the fairly elastic

3lOne asterish (+) inclicates 5 percent level of significance; two asterisks (++) indicate 10 percent

level of significance.
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demand curve (small country assumption) for Ghana's exports ancl hence recluces the

impact of increased prices on export supply. The significance of the value of imports

points to the dependence of the export sector on imported intermediate ancl capital

goods while the significance of the economic capacity illustrates the importance of

improving the productive capacity of the economy to stimulate exports. All these

observations seem to support the structuralists view of export supply f'or LDCs.

The significant ancl positive relationship between domestic cocoa price and exports

is not surprising. For the greater portion of the period under investigation, there was

little domestic incentive to expand production of cocoa because the domestic producer

price was about one-third of the world price. At the same time, there was a relatively

much higher price in Côte d'Ivoire so there was a huge incentive for smuggling of cocoa

to this neighbouring country. lVith the "devaluation induced" increases in domestic

producer price of cocoa, much of t]re cocoa output went through the official channel

and helped increase export supply considerably.

The coefficients 0.342, 0.050, and 0.477 for the logs of domestic cocoa price, value

of imports and economic capacity, respectively, indicate that 1 percent inclividual in-

creases in tire clomestic cocoa price, value of imports, and economic capacity, woulcl

result in 0'342, 0.050, and 0.477 percent increases in the supply of exports, respec-

tively, in the short run. These point to a short run inelastic response of export suppiy

to the explanatory variables.

Furthermore, the estimates imply long run domestic cocoa price, value of imports,

and economic capacityelasticities of export supply of.0.7I,0.10, ancl 0.99 respectively.

This shows that apart from the economic capacity which is unitary elastic in the long

run, all the significant variables are still inelastic in the long run.
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7 "3"7 Trnponts

Dep. Var.

IogQI M P1

Indep. Var.

Constant

IogRPIMPD¿

Iog REEXC H¿

loe RGDPT

Iog RV EXT D I DFl

IogQIMP¿-1

TT REN D

Adj.R2: 0.920

Expect. Sign

+

+

+l-
+l-

F : 35.520

Est. Coeff.

-L9.r7

-0.303

-0.032

+2.316

+0.690

-0.056

-0.088

Dh : -1.13

t-Value

-1.946**

-0.856

- 1.95x+

+2.345 *

+1.992x

-0.200

-2.509x
R2 :0.9467

In the import demand equation, all the estimated coefficents bear the expected

signs. Rates of change in import price and real effective exchange rate influence quan-

tity of imports negatively, while rates of change in domestic economy and available

foreign exchange in the previous period influence quantity of imports positively.

Regarding significance, the coefficients for the rates of change in gross domestic

procluct, and available foreign exchange are significant at the 5 percent level, while

that for the real effective exchange rate is significant at the 10 percent level.S2 Hence,

rates of change in real gross domestic product, real effective exchagne rate, and avail-

able f'oreign exchange significantly influence rate of change in quantity of imports. Ttre

real price of imports and lagged quantity of imports do not significantly influence the

rate of change in imports.

The insignificant negative relationship between import price ancl quantity of im-

ports is explained by the high import dependence of the Ghanaian economy, making

imports more of necessities for the economy, and hence not significantly influencecl

32One asterisk (*) indicates 5 percent level of significance; tryo asterisks (++) indicate 10 percent

ievei of significance.
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by the rate of change in prices.

The estimated coefficients -0.032, 2.316, and 0.69 for the logs of real effective

exchange rate, real gross domestic product, and available foreign exchange in previous

period, respectively, indicate that 1 percent separate increases in the rates of change

of real effective exchange rate, real gross domestic product, and available foreign

exchange, would lead to 0.032 percent decrease, 2.316 percent increase, and 0.69

percent increase, in the rate of change in imports, respectively, in the short run. The

resuits show that quantity of imports is economic growth elastic and again portray

the import dependence of the Ghanaian economy.

With the highly inelastic exchange rate elasticity of quantity of imports clemanclecl

(i. e' -0.032), and the insignificant relationship between import price ancl quantity of

imports, the responsiveness of quantity of imports to changes in import price ancl real

effective exchange rate is very very small. However, the value of imports, especially

the domestic value, is influenced immensely by these variables.

The negative coefficient for the lagged imports indicates a normal stock built up

from previous imports, which tends to diminish the demancl for imports in current

period. Even though the coefficient is not significant, it is a true manifestation of

a typicai behaviour of Ghanaian importers, where imports are normally kept at the

ports for a considerable length of time pending customs clearance.

The negative and significant coefficient of the time trend shows that growth in

quantity of imports has been declining with time. This again is true of the Ghanaian

economy f'or the greater part of the period covered in the study (See Chapters 1, 4,

and 5.)
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7.3"8 Ðer¡"land fon fufoney

Dep. Var. Indep. Var. Expect. Sign Est. Coeff. t-Value

logDRBM S¿ Constant +9.258 +2.459*

Iog ERI tY F¿ -0.288 -7.164*
Iog RGDP¿ + +0.446 +2.309*

Iog RGDP¿-1 -1.160 -1.026
log ÐRBM S¿_1 + +0.939 +LT.4LT+

R2 :0.9632 Adj.Rz :0.9527 .F : 91.663 Dh: 0.06g

Regarding the demand for money equation, first, all the estimatecl coefficients bear

the expected signs. Second, all the coefficients are significant at the 5 percent level

except for that of the lagged real gross domestic product which is not significant.33

Demand for money is negatively related to the expected rate of inflation, ancl laggecl

real gross domestic product, but positively related to the real gross clomestic procluct

and lagged clemand for real cash balances.

The coefficients -0.288 and 0.446 for the logs of the expectecl rate of inflation,

and real gross domestic product, indicate that 1 percent separate increases in the

expected rate of inflation and real gross domestic product woulcl clecrease demancl for

real cash balances by 0.288 percent, and increase it by 0.446 percent, respectively, in

the short run.

The coefficient 0.939 for the iagged demand f'or real cash balances suggests an

adjustment coefficient of 0.061 (i. e. 1 - 0.939). The long run expectecl inflation ancl

income elasticities of demand for real cash balances are _4.72 (i. e. -0.288/0.06i), ancl

7-31 (i. e. 0.44610.061). This shows that demand for real cash l¡alances is expectecl

inflation and income inelastic in the short run but expectecl inflation ancl income
33One asterisk (+) indicates 5 percent level of significance; two asterisl<s (++) inclicate 10 percent

level of significance.
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elastic in the long run. With a very weak financial market, and negative real interest

on the limited financial assets, the tendency is for Ghanaians to hold a greater portion

of their financial assets as cash, rather than investing in other financial assets. Hence

the high long run elasticity is not surprising.

7.3"9 lnternal Credit

Expect. Sign t-Value

-0.158

+16.529+

+1.888+x

+0.70+

*1.802x+

+0.663

R2 :0.9952

With respect to the internal credit equation, all the coefficients are of the expectecl

signs, except for the nominal lending rate and the commercial bank ïeserve ratio. As

expected, nominal gross domestic procluct, expected change in international reserves,

and government net fiscal operation are all positively related to internal creclit. Un-

expectedly, howevet, the nominal lending rate and t]re commerciai bank reserve ratio

are positively related to internal credit. However, only the nominal lending rate is

significant at the 10 percent level.

The positive relationship between nominal lending rate and internal creclit may

be explained by the fäct that under a high rate of inflation, where real interest rate

is negative, borrowers gain at the expense of creditors, ancl thus interest rate is not a

deterrent to credit. This is a common occur-r-ence in Ghana (Refer to earlier Tables

on Selected Economic Indicators), and hence the positive relationship. The positive

Dep. Var.

log I NTC REDt

Indep. Var.

Constant

IoS N GD Pt

Iog LEN D R¿

IogCBRESRAt

log EC I NT RDt

IogGOV N FOP1

Adj.R2: 0.9933

Est. Coeff.

-0.059

+0.760

+0.292

+0.093

+0.118

+0.r77

DW : 7.82

+

+

+

F : 535.71
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coefficient of the cornmercial bank reserve ratio implies an excess liqLriclity in the

banking system as a result of the imposition of credit ceilings.

Regarding the significance of the estimated coefficients, the coefficient for the

nominal gross clomestic product is significant at the 5 percent level while nominal

lending rate and the expected change in international leserves are significant at the

10 percent level.3a T]re commercial bank reserve ratio and government net fiscal

operation are not significant in influencing internal credit. Even though government

net fiscal operation has a positive influence on internal creclit, it is not significant,

testifying to the relativeiy tight fiscal situation in Ghana since the early 1980s. The

insignificant commelcial bank reserve ratio again points to excess liquiclity in the

banking system.

The significant coefficients 0.760, 0.292 and 0.118 for the logs of nominal gross

domestic product, nominal lending rate, and the expectecl change in international

reserves' indicate that 1 percent separate increases in nominal gross clomestic procl-

uct, nominal lending rate, and the expectecl change in international reserves, woulcl

result in 0.76, 0.292, and 0.118 percent increases in the internal creclit, respectively.

Economic growth is the most significant variable that explains internal creclit, ancl is

the relatively most elastic of all the variables.

saOne asterisk (*) indicates 5 percent level of significance; two asterisks (++) indicate 10 percent

level of significance.
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7.3. nt ,A.ggnegate Supply

Dep. Var.

IogRGDPS¿

A2 : 0.8751

Indep. Var.

Constant

Iog RGDF X I{ F
IogELABF¿

Iog RVC I iUIPDt

W EADU ]UIY

IogRGDPS¿-1

Adj.R2 :0.8270

Expect. Sign

+
J

¡

--L
I

+

+

F :18.27I

Est. Coeff.

+1.643

+0.076

+0.610

+0.301

+0.1638

+0.05

Dlt : I.43

t-Value

+1.008

+1.719**

+3.334x

+6.452*

+2.694*

+0.351

In the aggregate supply equation, all the estimated coefficients are of the expectecl

signs. Real gross domestic fixed capital formation, employecl labour force, the valle
of capital and intermediate imports, weather condition, ancl laggecl aggregate supply

are all positively related to current aggregate supply.

Regarding the significance of the coefficients, the coefficients for the rates of change

in the employed labour force, the value of capital and intermediate imports, ancl the

weather condition, are all significant at the 5 percent level, ancl the rate of change in

gross clomestic fixed capital formation significant at the 10 percent level.3s The rate

of change in the lagged aggregate supply is not significant.

The estimated coefficients 0.076, 0.610, and 0.301 for the rates of change in gross

domestic fixecl capital formation, employed labour f'orce, ancl the value of capital

and intermediate imports indicate that 1 percent separate increases in fixecl capital

formation, employed labour force, and the value of capital ancl intermecliate imports,

would result in short run increases of 0.076 percent, 0.610 percent, ancl 0.301 percent in

the aggregate supply, respectively. These indicate inelastic output response to changes

leve]ofsignificance;trvoasteris]rs(+'.)indicate10percent

level of significance.
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in these variables. The coefficient of 0.05 for the lagged aggregate supply inclicates an

adjustment coefficient of 0.95, (1 - 0.05). With the adjustment coefficient close to

unity, the long run elasticities do not vary much from the short run elasticities, and

are all less than unity. The long run elasticities are 0.08 for fixecl capital formation,

0'642 for employed labour force, and 0.317 for the value of capital and intermecliate

imports.

The results seem to support the observation thai output in many developing

economies is highly dependent on imports. Second, that employed labour force and

good weather improve output significantly. These observations are not surprising

given the nature of the output mix, i. e. agricultural and mining products. The signs

of the coefficients of the gross domestic fixed capital formation and the value of capital

and intermdiate imports, suggest that foreign and domestic factors of procluction are

complements rather than substitutes.

7.3.1X lnflation

Dep. Var.

A log GHC P It

fi2 : 0.8683

Indep. Var.

Constant

A log PC STAPT

A log RGDPT

A log W POILT

A log GVV EXC Rt

Alog Bl[St
A log EGHC P It

Adj.R2: 0.8024

Expect. Sign

+

+

+

+

+

F : I3.I82

Est. Coeff.

+0.026

-0.249

+0.073

+0.716

+0.101

+0.184

+0.247

DW :1.89

t-Value

+0.376

-2.256+

+r.728**

+2.302+

+1.989*

+1.003

*1.731+*

In the inflation equation, all the coefficients are of the expectecl signs. Rates

growth in real gross domestic product, world price of oil, the weightecl aveïage

of

of



Ghana's exchange rate, broacl money supply, and the expected consumer price index,

are all positively rel¿ted to the rate of change in the consumeï price index. The rate

of change in the per capita outpr"rt of staple cïops, is negatively related to the rate of

change in the consumer price index.

The coefficients for the growth rate of per capita staple food production, world

price of oil, and the weighted average of the exchange rate are all significant at the

5 percent level. The rate of growth in real gross domestic product and the expected

consumer price index are significant at the 10 percent level.36 The coefficient for

broad money supply is not significant.

The estimated coefficients suggests that 1 percent separate increases in the growth

rates of real gross domestic product, world price of oil, the weighted aveÌage of the

exchange rate, and the expected consumer price index, would lead to 0.073 percent,

0.716 percent, 0.101, and 0.247 percent increases in the inflation rate, respectively.

Also, a 1 percent increase in tire rate of growth in the per capita output of staple

food, wotrld lead to a 0.249 percent decrease in the inflation rate.

The results underscore the fact that large swings in the inflation rate in Ghana

are influencecl by supply shocks like food production, as well as domestic and external

cost-push factors, like world price of oil and the exchange rate. It also shows that

expectations influence price movements considerably. The results, however, do not

provide strong support for the monetarist thesis of monetary expansion exerting a

strong influence on inflation. 'Ihis observation supports the very low estimate (i. e.

0.18) and insignificant coefficient for the influence of money growth on inflation for

a cross-section of African countries, including Ghana, in Lonclon's stucly (London,

1989). Amoako - Adu (199i) also gave evidence to support low estimates for the

coefficient of monetary expansion in inflation equations for Ghana.

36One asterisk (+) inclicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterisks ('t+) inclicate 10 percent

level of significance.



7 "3 "'Å,2 Wage l?.ate

Dep. Var. Indep. Var.

IogNWAGE¿ Constant

IogU lYLABF¿

IogGHCPI¿

logNúVAGE¿-1

R2 :0.9872 Adj.R2: 0.9846

Expect. Sign

+

+

F: 385.4

Est. Coeff.

+2.4r4

-0.493

+0.384

+0.645

Dh :0.29

t-Value

+0.832

-0.898

+2.363*

+4.670*

All the signs for the coefficients in the wage equation are expected. Laggecl con-

sllmel price index and lagged nominal wage rate are all positively related to current

nominal wage rate, while unemployed labour force is negatively related to the nominai

wage rate.

In terms of the significance, the coefficients f'or the lagged consumer price index ancl

the lagged nominal wage rate are significant at the 5 percent leve1.37 The coefficient

for the unempioyed labour force is not significant.

T]re estimated coefficients indicate that 1 percent separate increases in the rates of

growth of lagged consumel price index and lagged nominal wage, would carlse 0.384

percent, and 0.645 percent increases in the rate of growth of the current wage rate,

respectively. The results imply that percentage changes in nominal wage rate do not

make up for percentage changes in the general consumer price index, hence eroding

the purchasing power of earners.

37One asterisk (+) indicates 5 percent level of significance; trvo asterislçs (**) indicate 10 percent

level of significance.
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7.3. f.3 S ur¡-¡rmany of R esults

The results portray some of the characteristics of a typical less developed country ancl

give much support to the structuralist view of LDC economies. First, they show that

most Ghanaians are income constrained, that the marginal propensity to consume

in Ghana is high and that consumption in Ghana is not greatly influenced by the

real lending rate. Second, that imports and foreign exchange are major constraints

to investment in Ghana. Third, that Ghana relies heavily on cocoa export duty ancl

income tax as the main source of tax levenue. Fourth, that government current ex-

penditure in Ghana is very much a function of total revenue while capitai expenditure

relies heavily on foreign capital and responds to a devaluation of the domestic cur-

rency. Fifth, that even though export supply has positive relationships with the price

of exports and the income of Ghana's trading partners, and even though Ghana can

be considerecl a small country in terms of cocoa production, it is not significantly

influenced by them. That export supply is both price and income inelastic. However,

export supply is influenced by the domestic producer price of exports. The conse-

quence is that an increased supply of exports tends to result in lower world prices of

exports because a number of cocoa producers thror-rghout t]re world are expanding

output simultaneously. This is the fallacy of composition, i. e. an approach which

might work for one country might not necessarily work when a number of countries

adopt similar approaches. The dependence of the export sector on imports is also

observed.

On the import side, again the results support the structuralists view that imports

in LDCs are basically necessities, and are not influencecl to a great extent by import

dollar prices. However they are influencecl by the real effective exchange rate, available

foreign exchange ancl the output of the economy. Sixth, like many LDCs, the financial

system is quite underdeveloped in Ghana, and this renders monetary policy relatively
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ineffective. Seventh, output is influenced to a very great extent by the value of capital

ancl intermediate imports, gross domestic fixed capital f'ormation, labour and other

supply shocks like bad weather. The relationship between imports, investment ancl

outpttt shows that foreign and domestic factors of production do not substitute for

one another but complement each other. Eight, inflation in Ghana is determinecl

mainly by domestic and external structural factors like per capita food procluction,

world price of oiI, and the exchange rate; and demand pull factors like gross clomestic

product. Broad money supply does not, however, have a significant influence on

inflation. Lastly, that the wage rate is determined mainly by iaggecl wage rate ancl

the level of inflation. However, changes in the wage rate lag behind the rate of inflation

in that only about 38 percent of the inflation rate is covered by the wage rate.
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8.1- år¡troductior¡

The purpose of this chapter is to use the estimates of the individual behavioural equa-

tions determined in chapter 7 to examine the statistical ancl economic properties of

the entire model. The first part of the chapter iooks at the model's ability in tracking

the historical behaviour of the endogenous variables. The second part evaluates the

impacts of changes in policy variables on key macroeconomic variables in the model.

8.2 T.heonetica} ffi.eview of Sir¡rulatior¡ lWodels

The statistical properties of the simultaneously cletermined individual behaviourai

equations show that most of the explanatory variables significantly influence the cle-

penclent variables. However, these properties do not give any indication of the ability

of the model in tracking the historical behaviour of endogenous variables. Even if
all the indiviclual equations in a model fit the data well, and the structural coeffi-

cients are statistically sìgnificant, a simulation of the moclel might not track the data
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series closely. It is also true that some might track the original data series closely,

others might not. It therefore becomes important to examine how well the system

of equations tracks the historical behaviour of the endogenous variabies and reflects

economic reality.

In order to examine this property, the model is put through a simulation, which is

the most commonly usecl procedure for model validation. The simulation procedure

basically consists of two steps. In the first step, the full set of equations including

the identities are solved simultaneously to determine the structural coefficients of the

behavioural equations. In the second step, the structural coefficients cletermined in

the first step are usecl to estimate the endogenous variables and the valnes compared

to the corresponding historical values over the simulation period.

The simulation process is explainecl mathematically below. The simultaneous

equation system can be written in matrix forrn as follows (Theil, 1971):

AYt : B*Xt*Ut

d is a matrix of the endogenons v¿riables.

X¿ is a matrix of predetermined variables.

U¿ is a matrix of resicluals.

Partitioning the predeterminecl variabÌes into lagged dependent variables, ancl

other predeterminecl variables, the above expression is written as follows:

AY : BX'*CY-t*Ut
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Solving t]re simultaneous equation system above for the endogenous valiables,

have the follorving:

Yt : A-r B Xt + A-t CYt-t I A-\ [J,

Y : IItX,+IIzY-I*V

The last expression is the reduced form of the structural model. The reducecl

form expresses the solution of each endogenous variable in terms of the predeterminecl

variable and the residuals at any given point in time.

Two types of simulation may be performed:

ø Ex post or Historical Simulation.

e Forecasting.

In the ex post or historical simulation, the sirnulation is within the periocl for

which the sample is collectecl. The simulation begins in the first year and runs forwarcl.

Historical values f'or the first year are supplied as initial values for both the enclogenous

and exogenous variables. After the first year, the values of the endogenous variables

are determined by the simulation solution.

A comparison of the simulated values to the corresponding observecl vaiues f'or all

the endogenous variables is viewed as a test of the model's 'Goodness of Fit', ancl the

ot,
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validation of the model. Furthermore, the corrrparison can isolate problem areas of

the model for an improvement in the model's specification.

Ex post or historical simulation is usecl for policy analysis either by changing

the value of the coefficients or the values of exogenous variables and examining the

economic impact of the change.

In forecasting, the sirnulation is beyond the estimation period. Before the f'orecast,

predictions and assumptions lvould have to be made about the future to generate

alternative solutions. The major problem with this is tliat one must have time series

clata for all exogenous variables for t]re entire forecast period.

E"& lVlodel Sisnulatåon

In this study, using the parameter estimates of the structural equations, two sets of

ex post simulations are perfolmed with the complete model (including the identities).

In the first set, ex post simulation is carriecl out with the original (o'bselved) data set

without any changes. In the second set, various simulation experiments are carried

out by changing the macroeconomic and trade variables in the modei in an attempt

to evaluate the impact of alternative economic policies.

8"3"1- First Sirnulation Results

Graphical comparisons of the observed ancl simrilated values of endogenous variables

over time, and three qr.rantitative measnles, the root mean square error (RMSE),

the root rnean square percent error (RMSPE), and the Theii index (U), are used to

evaluate the 'Gooclness of Fit' of the model. The results of the first simulation are

presentecl below.
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Graphical lllustrations of First Simulation Results

The graphical results of the simulation process are shown in Figr-rres 8.1 to 8.20.38

The graphs illustrate the comparison of the observed values (in bold lines), to the

simulated values (in broken lines), for some of the endogenous variables. The graphs

show that the model is able to track the historical movements of the endogenous

variables quite well over the sample period. Also, the turning points are pretty rvell

identified.

Quantitative Measures of Goodness of Fit of First Simulation Results

Apart from the graphical evaluation of the goodness of fit, there are quantitative

statistical indicators that measure how closeiy simulated variables track their corre-

sponding observed values. Three quantitative indicators are commonly used in such

analysis. These are root mean square error (RMSE), root mean square percent error

(RIVISPtr), and Theil inequality coefficient (U). The three statistical indicators are

mathematically defined as follows (Pindyck and Rubinfield, 1991):

RMSE : liu"-Y+

iþrryfrR]UISPE:

38only sorne selectecl graphs are presentecl for illustration.
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U: +ÐL'(Y" -Y,")

Yr" is the simulated (predicted) value of the variable Y.

Yr' is the observed (actual) value of the variable Y.

7 is the number of periods in the simulation.

The root mean square error statistically measures the deviation of the estimated

variable from the actual time path. A desirable indication is to have a root mean

square error close to zeto. The major problem with the root mean square error

statistic is that the magnitude of the error depends on the units of the variable, and

second, it can only be evaluated by comparing it to the size of the actual variable.

Hence the use of the root mean square percent error statistic. A desirable statistic is

to have a root mean square percent error close Io zero. The Theil inequality coefficient

is a modified statistic of the root mean squale error where the root mean squar-e errol

statistic is constrainecl between'0'and '1'because of the denominator. A desirable

statistic is to have the Theil inequality coefficient close to zero.

Table 8.1 gives the root mean square errors, the root mean square percent erlols,

and the Theil inequality coefficients, for the endogenous variabies and some selected

macroeconomic variables. The measures do support the observation that the model

tracks the historical series quite closeiy. The root mean square errors for the encloge-

nous variables determined in the 1og form are all very small, ranging from 0.0285 to

0.247. The root mean square erloÌs for the enclogenous variables estimated in actual

valnes are high, ranging from 17.4187 to 1243.3, because of the units of measurements.
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Figure 8.1: Simulated Versus Observed Values: Log of Real Private Consumption,

Real Private Investment, Log of Nominal Tax Revenue, Log of Gov't Cur¡ent Expen-
diture
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Variable

Iog RC PR

RIPR

Iog |YTOT AX R

IosNCUREXP

IogNCAPEXP

losQEXP

losQIilIP

log DRBtuI S

Iog I NTC RED

los RGDP S

Alog GHCPI

Iog NI,V AGE

RGDP

RGDFXI{F

RINF

1169.5 30.45

0.196 2.44

Table 8.1: Quarititative Nleasures of Goodness of Fit
RMSE RMSPE U

0.0285 0.29

0.i00 1.39

0.076

0.247

1.11

3.85

2.39

i.30

2.r4

0.94

1.L.2

3.75

3.8

20.7

9.8

0.0012

0.0035

0.i1116

0.004

0.0165

0.007

0.0122

0.0067

0.00858

0.0046

0.1098

0.028

0.0152

0.07698

0.0676

0.762

0.1 19

0.162

0.102

0.085

0.171

2i67.83

1243.3

77.4187

The root mean square percent error and the Theil inequality coeffi.cients give

a better indication of the 'Goodness of Fit'. The values for RMSPE range from

0.29 percent for the log of real private consumption to 30.45 percent for real private

investment. Values for the Theil inequality coefficient range fiom 0.0012 for the log of

private consumption to 0.1098 f'or the change in the 1og of the general consumer price

index. The relatively low Theil inequality coefficient for private private investment

gives some creclibility to the private investment estimation relative to its RMSPE.

These measttres again point to the model's ability to track the historical values of the

endogenous variables.
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Figure 8.2: Sirnulated Versus Obselved Values: Log of Gov't Capital Expeucliture,

Log of Quantity of Exports, Log of Quantit,y of Iniports, Log of Der¡and for Money
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Figure 8.3: Sinlulated Versus

al Agglegate Supply, Change

Nonrìnal Wage Rate

Observed Values: Log
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Consunrer Price Index, Log of
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Figure 8.4: Sinrulated

(ìross Donrestic Fixed

Versus Observed Values:

Capital Formation, Rate

Real Gross Do¡nestic product, Real

of Inflalion, Aggregate Supply
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Figure 8.5: Sinrulafed Versus Observed Values: Broad N{oney Supply, Overall Balance

of Payrnents, Debt-service Ratio, Total Exter¡ral Debt to GDp Ratio
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One advantage of the Theil's inequality coefficient is that the simulation error

can be decomposed into its characteristic sources of error. The characteristic sources

are the bias proportion, the variance proportion, and the covariance proportion. The

mathematical specifications of the various proportions are given as f'ollows (Pindyck

and Rubinfield, 1991):

U^: (Y" -Y"¡z
+Ðl='(Yr" - Y")'

[J" : (o" - oo)t

lÐl='(Y" - Y")"

rrc 2(1 - p)o"oou : 
Ð,TJ4" -Yly

p : ,onYt" - Y")(Yt' -Y")

U^ is the bias proportion.

[/' is the variance proportion.

U' is the covariance proportion.

The sum of the varions proportions is equal to 1.
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The bias proportion measures the extent to which the average values of the sim-

ulation and the actuai values deviate from each other, and it is an indication of the

systematic error in the model. A desirable value of the bias proportion must be close

to zero. A large value, i.e. over 0.2, indicates the pre,sence of a systematic bias.

The variance proportion is an indication of the model's ability to replicate the

degree of variability in the variable. If the variance proportion is large, it means one

of the series, i.e. either the simulated or the actual series, shows some fluctuations

while the other does not.

The covariance proportion measures the unsystematic error'. It represents the

remaining error after the two previous errors have been accounted for. For an ideal

situation, both the bias and variance proportions must be close to zero, ancl the

covariance proportion close to one. The values for the various proportional errors are

given in Table 8.2

From Table 8.2, the decomposition of the simulation error into the various sources

does not indicate any serious systematic bias of variance bias within the model, which

again validates the model's ability to track the historical values of endogenous vari-

ables.

8"3.2 Second Sirnulation

The second simulation involves changes in key macroeconomic variables and evaluat-

ing the impacts of alternative policies. The policy simulation scenarios are:

ø Scenario I. A 10 percent decrease in planned fiscal deficit throughout the sim-

ulation period.

e Scenario II. A 10 percent increase in the level of capital inflow throughout the

simulation period.
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Variable

IogRCPR

RI PR

Table 8.2: Proportional Breakdown of Simulation Error

u^ us u"

0.025 0.019 0.9564

0.092 0.11 0.813

Ios lYTOTAXR 0.000218 0.00166 0.99616

los NCU REXP 0.0186 0.0338 0.9476

Ios lYC APEXP 0.0225 0.061 0.9165

losQEXP

IosQIIWP

Iog DRBIVI S

los I NTC RED

Iog RGDP S

Alog GHCPI

log lYW AGE

RGDP

RGDFXI{F

RINF

0.0016 0.113 0.8854

0.169 0.1287 0.7023

0.017 0.108 0.8750

0.042 0.102 0.8560

0.0.0095 0.0054 0.9851

0.023 0.020 0.9578

0.026 0.0041 0.9699

0.180 0.0342 0.7858

0.03670 0.022 0.9413

0.008650 0.069 0.92235
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ø Scenario IIL A 10 percent reduction in internal credit.

ø Scenario IV. A 20 percent devaiuation of domestic cnrrency.

ø Scenario V. A 10 percent external terms of trade deterioration.

ø Scenario VI. All of scenarios I - V working simultaneously.

The first policy simulation is regarded as an expenditure reducing policy or a

tight fiscal policy, which is in line with the typical austerity measures proposed by

the IMF. The second policy is regarded as adjustment assistance and/or a debt relief

poiicy resulting in an increase in capital inflow. This is in liglit of the critique that

debt servicing, capital flight, and lack of fbreign investment, are major constraints

in developing economies. The thircl ancl fourth scenarios represent a tight monetary

policy, and an exchange rate policy respectively. Again this is in line with an IMF

recommendation for developing countries undergoing stabilization and/or structural

adjustment. The fifIh scenario represents a common problem with external trade in

the LDCs. The sixth scenario represents a policy mix situation where there is capital

inflow alongside tight fiscal and monetary poiicies, and a devaluation.

Even t]rough various endogenous variables are affected by the policy changes, only

the results of the impact on consuûr.ption, investment, exports, imports, international

reserves, real outpnt, ancl rate of inflation are presented. The results which measure

the mean percentage deviation of the simulated values from the base run values, are

presented in Table 8.3.

The first scenario of a 10 percent decrease in planned fiscal deficit leads to a 2.6

percent decline in consumption, 3.2 percent decline in gross domestic fixed capital

formation, 2.3 percent recluction in exports,2.9 percent reduction in imports, 1.1

percent reduction in real income, 1.24 percent recluction in real output, and 2.7 per-

cent recluction in the rate of inflation. The level of international reserves increases
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Table 8.3: Results of Policy Simulation Experiments

EndogenorisVariable PolicySirnulationScenario

IIIIIIryVVI
Consr.rmption -2.60 +4.30 -0.30 -0.59 -0.17 +0.65

Investment -3.20 +5.97 -1.20 +0.25 -0.68 +1.09

Exports -2.30 +6.99 -i.30 +2.88 -2.36 +4.09

Imports -2.90 +5.57 -1.5 -0.245 -0.71 +0.23

Int. Reserves +0.56 +1.53 +0.23 +0.44 -7.22 +1.68

Real Income -1.10 +4.0i -0.40 -0.08 -2.36 +0.07

Or.rtput -1.24 +4.50 -0.50 -0.09 -2.59 +0.90

Inflation -2.70 +3.50 +0.80 +17.10 +1.60 +19.i

by 0.56 percent primarily because of the greater reduction in imports relative to the

exports. Inflation decreases by a small amount mainly because of the reduction in

aggregate demand. 'Ihis suggests that there is an unfavourable trade off between

improving the fiscal balance and the level of economic activity.

Under the seconcl scenario of a 10 percent increase in capital flows, consumption

increases by 4.3 percent, gross domestic fixed capital formation increases by 5.97

percent, exports increase by 6.99 percent, imports increase by 5.57 percent, inter-

national r.eserves increaase by 1.53 percent, real income increases by 4.01 percent,

output increases by a.5 percent, and inflation increases by 3.5 percent.

The increase in inflation is primarily because of the increase in aggregate expen-

diture. This validates the argument that an increase in capital inflow is very crucial

for most cleveloping countries in terrns of economic activity but the price to pay is

higher rates of inflation. 'Ihis also gives credibility to the observation that huge capi-

tal inflows are responsible for the stability in the Ghanaian economy during the ERP.

However, there was always an upwarcl pressnre on inflation.
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Under the third scenario, a 10 percent reduction in internal credit, ancl hence

money supply, leads to a 0.3 percent decline in consumption, 1.2 percent decline in

gross domestic fixed capital formation, 1.3 percent decline in exports, 1.5 percent

decline in imports, 0.4 percent decline in real income, and a 0.5 percent decline

in output. The level of international reserves increases by 0.23 percent primarily

because of the greater reduction in imports relative to exports, and inflation increases

moderately by 0.8 percent because output is fälling. The decline in consumption is

basically because of the decrease in income. This suggests that whereas a tight

monetary policy leads to a reduction in output, it is unable to control inflation, and

results in a stagflationary effect.

The fourth scenario of a 20 percent devaluation of domestic currency results in a

0.59 percent decline in consumption, 0.245 percent decline in imports, 0.08 percent

reduction in real income, 0.09 percent decline in output, 0.25 percent increase in

gross domestic fixed capital formation, 2.88 percent increase in exports, 0.44 percent

increase in international reserves, and 17.1 percent increase in inflation. The increase

in gross domestic fixed capital formation points to the tendency of Ghanaian investors

to rely on external funcling for investment, as a result of which devaluation increases

the domestic value of foreign investment. Despite the increase in gross clomestic fixed

capital formation, and net exports, real income decreases because of the predominance

of the negative impact on consumption and the increase in the rate of inflation.

Under the fifth scenario, a 10 percent external terms of trade deterioration results

in a 0.17 percent decr-ease in consumption,0.68 percent reduction in investment,

2.36 percent recluction in exports,0.71 percent reduction in imports, 1.22 percent

reduction in international reserves,2.4 percent reduction in realincome,2.59 percent

reduction in output, and 1.6 percent increase in the rate of inflation. The reduction

in consnmption and investment is basically because of the low income and output,

and the constraint on imports. T]re increase in the rate of inflation is mainly dne to



impact of lower imports and lower output.

Under the sixth scenario, the combination of all the various policy changes results

in a 0.65 percent increase in consumption, 1.09 percent increase in gross domestic

fixed capital formation, 4.09 percent increase in exports, 0.23 percent increase in

imports, 1.68 percent increase in international reserves,0.07 percent in real income,

0.9 percent increase in output, and 19.1 percent increase in inflation. The results

indicate the dominance of the increase in capital inflow over the rest of the policy

changes since the direction of the changes are identical to those under the second

scenario. However, in the case of inflation, the impact of devaluation dominates. The

results seem to suggest that massive capital inflow is the major reason for the stability

ancl growth in Ghana during the ERP. Consistently, a relatively lower foreign capital

inflow and the impact of terms of trade deterioration account for the problems in the

ERP during the later part of the 1980s and the early 1990s. An increase in the cost

of iiving is the trade off for the policy mix.
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Following a period of relative stability after independence in 1957, the Ghanaian

economy saw a steady deterioration in the eariy 1970s and bottomed out with an

economic crisis in the early 1980s. The severity of the economic crisis coupled with

the lack of resonrces for any economic program forced the Government of the Provi-

sional National Defence Council (PNDC), to launch an Economic Recovery Program

(ERP), with financial support from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the In-

ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) (lVorld Bank), and

other International Financial Institutions (IFIs). The ERP basically followed the

orthodox stabilization and structural adjustment program recommended by the two

sister financial institutions, the Fund and the Bank.

Even though there continue to be some areas of concern with the Ghana pr..ogram,

unlike many other African countries where the track record of the orthoclox pr.ogram

has fallen far short of expectations, as the survey of program performance in Chapter2

suggests, Chana's program has held together and has produced some r-emarkable
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results. As a result, Ghana's model is being proclaimed as "the model" for sub-

Saharan African countries facing similar economic problems. Towards the late 1980s

and the early 1990s, Ghana's progÌam started showing some structurai adjr-rstment

fatigue.

On the basis of this, the major purposes of the study have been to develop an an-

alytical framework to evaluate the impact of changes on key macroeconomic variables

on the Ghanaian economy, and to use the framework to investigate the reasons for the

initial success and the later problems of the Ghana program. The results of the inves-

tigation are to provide some policy recommendations for other developing countries

and the financial institutions in their quest for economic growth and stability.

The stucly developed and estimatecl a simultaneous macroeconometric simulation

model that attempted to capture the salient structural characteristics of the Ghanaian

economy, and used it to examine the role of demand, supply, fiscal, monetary, foreign

exchange, and trade shocks in explaining essential macroeconomic indicators in the

Ghanaian economy.

The results of the model indicated that the Ghanaian economy has characteristics

that are typical of less developed countries, and they seem to support the stmctural-

ists views of LDC economies. The results confirmed the high import dependence of

the Ghanaian economy; the importance of foreign exchange to the economy; that the

public sector has a role to play in promoting economic growth; that the Ghanaian

export sector is highly vulnerable to the fallacy of composition; that the financial

system in Ghana is relatively unclerdeveloped and renders monetary policies inef-

fective; that high inflation rates are mainly due to structural more than monetary

factors; that output in Ghana is very much depenclent on foreign exchange, imports

and some exogenous variables like weather; and that changes in the nominal wage

rate lag behind the rate of inflation.
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The validation of the simulation model using graphical illustrations and quantita-

tive measures seemed to give credi'bility to tÌre model's ability in tracking down the

historical movements of the endogenous variables.

The simulation experiments clearly indicated the dominance of increased capital

inflows over the rest of policy changes, and the import dependence of the Ghanaian

economy. It also indicated ihat tight monetary ancl fiscal restraints could result in

a stagflationary effect. This shows that the positive impact of the massive foreign

capital inflows during the early stages of the ERP negated the recessionary impact

of fiscal restraint and tight monetary policies, and resulted in the high economic

growth in the initial stages. Upward pressrue on inflation persisted mainly because of

dominance of structural factors on inflation. Towards the late 1980s and early 1990s,

however, reduced foreign capital inflow, and declining export prices, impacted on the

economy and resulted in the problems with the ERP.

What the analysis demonstrates, therefore, is that certain structural characteris-

tics of the economy are crucial to understanding both the success of the ERP and

its limitations. In particular, reliance on foreign capital continues to dominate the

policy environment and the potential for growth. The food sector, touched upon only

peripherally in the ERP, plays a crucial role in price stability and, therefore, in the

stability of the nominal exchange rate.

In conclusion, the Ghana's case study indicates that solving the economic problems

of LDCs requires more than tight monetary policy and fiscal restraint. External

financial assistance is crucial for most LDCs to correct their structural cleficiencies

and be able to alleviate their economic crisis, and to adjust to external shocks. Since

the IMF and the lVorld Bank have increasingly become the main sonrces of external

finance for LDCs, and since other sources of funds are conditional upon their approval,

the policies of these institutions should emphasize long-term financing, concessional

loans, and removing tlie supply bottÌenecks and structural rigidities in the LDCs.
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There has been some movement in this direction since the mid-1980's and this is to

be welcomed, but much more is needed if IMF/IBRD prograrns are to yield maximum

benefits to the LDC's and if reforms are to be sustainable over the long term.
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